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PREFACE

The Werkgemeenschap voor Informatie- en Communicatietheorie (WIC) and the IEEE
Benelux Chapter on Information Theory are proud to present this bound volume of
papers as the proceedings of the Fourteenth Symposium on Information Theory in the
Benelux. The number of papers are larger than ever before. This volume provides a
permanent record of the papers presented, and it is appropriate for use in libraries as
well as personal use of many scientists who will find its contents valuable for
years to come. The papers herein represent the latest in information technology in the
Benelux.

K.A. Schouhamer Immink, Editor, April 1993
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Repetition strategies for the binary symmetric
channel with feedback

Thijs Vcugen*

Abstract

In 1968 Berlekamp proved the non-existence of block coding strategies for the
binary symmetric channel with noiseless, delay-less feedback that achieve posi-
tive zero error rate for channel transition probability of at least ~, the so-called
"Tangential Bound". In 1971 Schalkwijk presented a numher of simple and opti-
mal block coding strategies for this channel. We generalize these stratcgies and
achieve positive rate beyond the "Ta.ngential Bound". The generalized strategies
require less than 1 bit feedback per transmitted symbol.

1 History
In [2] Berlekamp derived upper bounds on the error correction capability of arbitrary
block coding strategies for the binary symmetric channel with noiseless, delay-less
feedback. These bounds are depicted in figure 1, where p denotes the error correction
fraction and R the rate. The solid curve in figure 1 is a combination of the "Volume
Bound" R = 1-h(p) that continues with a dashed curve, and the "Tangcntial Bound"
which is the tangent to the "Volume Bound" through (R,p) = (0, ~).

In [3] Schalkwijk presented some simple block coding strategies that achieve Ber-
lekamp's bounds. The performance of these strategies is depicted in figure 1 by the
dotted tangents to the "Volume Bound" through (R,p) = (0, l/k) for k = 3,4, .... Note
that for k = 3 the performance of this strategy coincides with the "Tangential Bound".

In the next section Schalkwijk's scheme is presented, followed by a generalization of
this scheme that performs above the "Tangential Bound". Finally alternative schemes
are described.

2 Schalkwijk's scheme
This section is devoted to Schalkwijk's scheme for given integer parameter k ~ 3 and
block length n. A systematic overview, also described in [1], is depicted in figure 2. The

'Eindhoven University ofTechnology,Department of Electrical Engineering, Group on Inforrnation-
and Communication theory, PO box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherla.nds. E-mail:
thijs~ei.ele.tue.nl
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message source produces a message index s that is precoded to a messa.ge m E {a, 1V
The integer 1 is fixed and known to both encoder and decoder. The precoding is done
such that the message m does not contain the subsequences Ol k and io'. The channel
encoder starts transmitting the consecutive bits of message m until an error occurs.
This error can be detected because of the feedback link. If an error occurs, the last
transmitted symbol is inserted k times and transmission continues until the next error
occurs. This procedure is repeated until all 1 bits of m are transmitted. After that
a tail is transmitted using the same procedure until n bits in total are transmitted.
This tail is alternated to prevent receiving subsequences alk and 10k. This results in
a transmitted sequence tE {O,l}n and a received sequence rE {O,l}n. The channel
decoder decodes r by replacing from right to left the subsequences Ol k by 1 and lOk by
0, and afterwards deleting the tail. The replacement of the subsequences is the error
correction mechanism. This results in a decoded message m E {0,1}1. The inverse of
the precoder finally calculates the decoded message index s. The scheme is illustrated
with an example.

Example 1 k = 3, I = 4, n = 8
m lal 1
t 10111110
r 10011110
in 10 1 1
The channel encoder starts transmitting m: t[l) = m[l), t[2) = m[2), and t[3) =

m[3). Then an error occurs (t[3) i= r[3)) so the channel encoder repeats t[3) three times:
t[4) = t[3), t[5) = t[3), and t[6) = t[3). The error is 'corrected' and the channel encoder
resumes: t[7) = m[4). The message m is now transmitted but to complete to block
length n the channel encoder transmits an alternating tail of one bit: t[S) = 1 - t[7).
The channel decoder receives r and corrects the error by substituting r[3 .. 6) = 0111 by
1 after which he throws away the tail r[S). This results in m.

Let e be the number of channel errors that occurred during transmission. Then
this scheme works correctly if n ;:::l+ ke. When applying Schalkwijk's scheme to the
binary symmetric channel with feedback and crossover-probability p, for I = n(l- kp)
the rate is maximal[3):

R = log2(x)(1 - kp)

where x > 1 is the solution of xk - 2xk-l + 1 = O. For p = 1 - x/2 this rate is equal
to the capaci ty of the channel.

3 Generalized scheme
We introduce an extra integer parameter c ;::: 1 and describe the generalized scheme
for given c, k, and block length n. The systematic overview of figure 2 still applies.
Only the channel encoder and decoder will be generalized. The basic idea is that each
symbol of the message m E {a, 1}1 in the original scheme will be transmitted c times
in the new scheme until the channel decoder receives c equal symbols. The integer I
is fixed and known to both encoder and decoder. If the c received symbols are not
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all equal, both encoder and decoder neglect these c symbols a.nd the cha.nnel encoder
again transmits this message-symbol c times. The same procedure is repeated until
the c received symbols are equal. The channel decoder then decides that this was the
transmitted message-symbol. If the channel decoder decides incorrectly, which is the
case when the channel produced c consecutively errors, this decision-error is corrected
in the same way as in the original scheme: the last message-symbol is inserted k times
in message m. The rest is similar to Schalkwijk's original scheme. The generalized
scheme is illustrated with an example.

Example 2 c = 2, k = 3, 1 = 4, n = 20
mlO 1 1
t 11 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 00
r 11 Ol 00 00 11 11 Ol 11 11 00

1 0011 110
rh 1 0 1 1
The channel encoder starts encoding m by transmitting each message-symbol twice:

t[IJ = t[2J = m[IJ, and t[3J = t[4J = m[2J. Since r[3J i- r[4J the channel decoder
cannot decide for m[2J. The encoder detects this because of the feedback link and
retransmits m[2J twice: t[5J = t[6J = m[2J. Then the encoder resumes t[7J = t[SJ = m[3].
These are both received incorrectly, so the decoder will make a wrong decision. To
correct this error the encoder repeats m[3] six (6 = c· k) times: t[9] = t[lO] = m[3],
t[l1J = t[I2] = m[3], and t[I3] = t[I4] = m[3J. Unfortunately r[I3] i- 1'[14], so the
encoder has to repeat m[3] twice more: t[I5] = t[I6] = m[3]. Now the encoder can
resume encoding m with t[I7] = t[I8] = m[4]. The message m is now encoded but
to complete to block length n the channel encoder transmits an 'alternating' tail of
two bits: t[19] = t[20J = 1 - m[4]. The channel decoder receives r and starts with
throwing away unequal pairs and reducing the other pairs to one symbol resulting in
the sequence 10011110. Note that this is the received sequence in example 1. The
channel decoder obtains rh by substituting 0111 by 1 and deleting the tail.

Let e be the number of decoding decision-errors and f be the number of times
that the c received symbols are not equal, If the scheme is applied to the binary
symmetric channel with feedback and crossover-probability p then the expected number
of decoding decision-errors E[e] equals pCnlc and the expected value of f is EU]
(1 - pC - (1 - p)C)nlc. The scheme works correctly if n 2: c(l + f + ke). For 1 =
~ - E[J]- k . E[e] the rate is maximal

R = log2(x)((1 - p)C - (k - I)pC)/c

where x > 1 is the solution of xk - 2Xk-1 + 1 = O.
For c = 1 this scheme is equal to Schalkwijk's scheme. For c > 1 it introduces

large redundancy so it is not suitable for low error-probabilities. On the other hand
the scheme is suitable for high error-probabilities since it achieves positive rate until
p = (1 + (k - l)l/C)-l which tends to 1/2 for large values of c. Note that this does not
contradiet Berlekamp's results [2] since the maximal error correction fraction of the
scheme is Ilk. The performance of our scheme is depicted in figure 3 for parameters
k = 3 and c = 2,3,4. A property of the generalized scheme is that we do not need full
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feedback. For every c bits we need to know whether they were all zero, all one, or not
equal. So we only need log2(3)/ c bit feedback per transmitted symbol.

4 Alternative schemes
Consider the scheme of the previous section with parameter c = 2. If the channel
encoder wants to transmit the symbol 0 he transmits 00. If the channel decoder
receives DIor 10, the encoder has to repeat sending 00 until the decoder receives
UUor 11. Then the channel decoder decides that 0 (in case of 00) or 1 (in rase of
11) was the transmitted symbol. An alternative scheme would be for the encoder to
repeat sending 0 until the decoder receives two consecutive zeros (or ones). So the
encoder does not transmit pairs of symbols until a pair is received but he transmits
single symbols until two consecutive received symbols are equal. If this occurs the
channel decoder decides for this symbol. Errors can be corrected in the 'usual' way.

This describes an alternative scheme. Similar alternatives can be found for other
values of c. Another alternative is 'majority decision', for example for c = 4: decide
for zero if four zeros were received or if three zeros and a one were received, retransrnit
if two zeros and two ones were received, and ot.herwise decide for one.

These alternative schemes are suitable for high channel error probahilities. The
performances of the above described scheme (c = 2, k = 3), denoted by the dotted line,
and of the 'majority decision' scheme (c = 4, k = 3), denoted by the dash-dotted line,
are depicted in figure 4.
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5 Conclusion
We have presented new strategies for the binary symmetric channel with feedback.
They are based on strategies first described by Schalkwijk. With these new strategies
we are able to perform above Berlekamp's "Tangential Bound". In particular, for
each crossover-probability p < !we find a strategy that has a positive rate. An
interesting property of the new strategies is that they require less than 1 bit feedback
per transmitted bit.
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Beating Shannon's Inner Bound with Message
Percolation

J .Picter M.Schalkwijk *

Abstract

This paper concerns semi-stmtegies for two-way channels (TvVC's). In a
semi-strategy encoder 1 is allowed to use past channel outputs (feedback) to form
its code sequence, i.e. encoder 1 can use a coding stmtegy. Encoder 2 is restricted
to a normal code, where the transmitted codeword only depends on the message
at the corresponding terminal 2. Thus restricted, the binary multiplying channel
(BMC) was believed to yield a capacity region that coincides with the Shannon
inner bound region. A new idea called message percolation is presented, that
allows one to a.chieve eperation points beyond the Shannon inner bound region!

1 Introduction
In his 1961 paper [IJ on TWC's Shannon showed that for the BMC his inner- and outer
bounds to the capacity region differ. The equal rate point on the inner bound equals
RI = R2 = R = 0.61695. In 1979 Dueck [2J showed the existence of T\VC's for which
the capacity region exceeds the Shannon inner bound region. In 1982 Schalkwijk [3J
gave a coding strategy for the BMC achieving RI = R2 = R = 0.61914 outside of
Shannon's inner bound region. A year later [4J the achievable rate region was further
extended towards an equal rate point RI = R2 = R = 0.63056 by a technique called
bootstrapping. These strategies, that successively subdivide a unit square of message
points e = (01, O2), use feedback at both encoders. In 1980 Dueck [5] showed that
even TWC's with partial feedback, i.e. feedback to encoder 1 only, can have a capacity
region exceeding Shannon's inner bound region. However, nobody sofar succeeded
in constructing such a semi-strategy even for the simplest nontrivial (inner hound #
outer bound) TWC, i.e. for the BMC. In the present paper we use the new idea of
message percolation at terminal I to construct a semi-strategy on the unit square that
yields a half-sum rate ~Rl + ~R2 = 0.61818 in excess of Shannon's inner bound rate
R, = R2 = R = 0.61695.

2 Ordinary Strategies with Bootstrapping
Fig.l represents the BMC with its two terminals. The BMC has two binary inputs

Xl and X2, and a common binary output Y1 = Y2 = Y = XIX2 which is the binary

"Group of Information and Cornrnunication Theory, Eindhoven Universit.yof Technology, p.o.nox
513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Email pietlOei.ele.tue.nl
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Terminal I Terminal2

Figure 1: BMC with its two terminals

product of Xl and X2. In ordinary strategies, to form the channel input Xi,n, i = 1,2,
n = 2,3, , at time, n, encoder i uses both its message 0i and the channel outputs
Yi,I, Yi,2, ,Yi,n-I up to time n. Of course, the first transmission Xi,l' i = 1,2, can
only depend on the corresponding message 0i. In the semi-strategies to be discussed
in Section 3, encoder 2 is not allowed to use the channel outputs 1'2,1, Y2,2' ... , l'2,n-l'
n = 2,3, ... , to form its code sequence. To emphasize this important restriction the
feedback connection to encoder 2 has been dashed in Fig.I. As the semi-strategies, that
are the new part of this paper, are built on our earlier strategies with full feedback, let
us first review [6] these.

In one-way strategies [7],[8],we can represent a message 0 as a subinterval [a, h) of
the unit interval [0,1). Generalizing [3] this idea to two-way strategies we now search
for a subsquare 01 x O2 = [a, h) x [e, d) of the unit square [0,1) x [0,1), see Fig.2.
In fact, in the sequel it will be easier to work with message points, i.e. we replace

1 1 o

Y = 01 Y = 00 Y = 0

a3

Y = 00 a3

Y = 1

Y = 0

o

Figure 2: Unit square resolution for a variable length strategy of depth 2 with boot-
strapping

a message subinterval [a, b) by its midpoint e. Thus E>

15



combined message information of both terminals 1 and 2. If ei E [0,al), i = 1,2, send
Xi,1 = 1. Otherwise, if ei E [al, 1), i = 1,2, send Xi,l = O. If Yi,I = Y2,l = Yi = 1 is
received then stop. A simple [3] calculation shows that this first resolution yields an
information rate

(1)
, where h(a) = -alog2(a) - (1- a)log2(1 - a), 0 ~ a ~ 1, is the binary entropy
function, and the condition, Sq, refers to the fact that the initial resolution takes place
in a square. If Yi,l = Y2,l = Yi = 0, our next step is to tell terminal 2 whether
el E [al - a3,1) and, vise versa, tell terminal I whether e2 E [al - a3,1). Define
a binary random variable BI (and likewise B2 for terminal 2) such that BI = 1 if
el E [al - a3, 1) and BI = 0 if el E [0, al - a3)' The relative [9]uncert.ainty of BI to
terminal2 is H(BI I e2, Y2,l= 0). If we had to sirnultaneously resolve many Fig.2 type
unit squares then these uncertainties II(BI I e2, Y2,l= 0), H(B2 I el, Yi,l = 0) could,
by bootstmpping [4], be resolved at the rate of the resulting strategy itself. This means
that the Bl,B2-resolution does not enter our rate calculat ions, If both B's equal 1, i.e.
if El is in the truncated L-shape (Tl) in the upper left hand corner of Fig.2, then a
second transmission takes place. To wit, send Xi,2 = 1 if ei E [al, 1), i = 1,2, otherwise
if ei E [al - a3, ad, i = 1,2, send Xi,2 = O. A simple [3] calculation shows that this
second resolution yields an information rate

(l-a +a )h(~)
I(e . Y I e Tl) = I(e . y, I e Tl) = 1 3· 1-"1+°3 (2)1,2,2 2, .. 2,1,2 1, l-ul+2a3

, where the condition, Tl, refers to the fact that the second resolution takes place in a
truncated L-shape. The average mutual information corresponding to both resolutions
of Fig.2 equals

lij = P[Sq]I(ei; }j,l I ej, SI]) + P[Tl]I(ei; }j,2 I ej, Tl), i,j = 1,2, i ::j:. i, (3)
where P[Sq] and P[T!] are the probabilities (cq. areas) of the initial s<]uare and the
final truncated L-shape,respectively, i.e. P[Sq] = 1 and P[T!] = (1 - al)(1 - al + 203)'
The average number of transmissions equals

N = P[Sq] + PIT!]. (4)
Defining the overall rate, I, of the strategy as

1= 112+ 121
2N '

substituting 1, 2, 3, 4 into 5 and maximizing I w.r.t. al and a3 we find

al 0.69070
a3 0.22144
I 0.63056.

(5)

In [4]we argued that the information theoretic rate I of 5 is also operationally achiev-
able [10] because the rate I is related to the size of resolution products. A rigorous
proof of the achievability is given in [11], and [12].

In this section we gave a rather elaborate review of earlier [3],[4] work. This,
however, was necessary as the new semi-feedback results of the next section depend
heavily upon the full-feedback results reviewed here.
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3 Semi-Strategies with Bootstrapping
Now consider semi-strategies, i.e. the dashed feedback connection to encoder 2 in Fig.l
is removed. We try to preserve as much of the bootstrap strategy of Fig.2 as possible,
because it of its efficiency (high rate). Consider the first resolution of Pig.2, as shown

Figure 3: First resolution and subsequent bootstrapping for the semi-strategy

in Fig.3. Upon receiving Yi.l = Yi.l = Yi = 1 we know that e E [0,ad x [0,a2), i.e.
in the lower right hand sub-rectangle. Otherwise, upon receiving Yi.l = Y2.1 = Yi = °
we know that e E [0,1) x [0,1) - [0,ad x [0,a2), i.e. in the remaining L-shape. To
be more precise: encoder 1, and decoders 1 and 2 know these facts. Because of lack
of feedback, encoder 2 does not know whether e is above or below the line segment
AB in Fig.3. For subsequent bootstrapping this ignorance of encoder 2 implies that
we cannot truncate the upper right hand leg of the L-shape as in Pig.2, but have to
bootstrap all the way down as indicated by the line segment CD in Fig.3. We also
bootstrap along the line segment EP. Note that EF is dashed again, as it is invisible
to encoder 2.

Now comes our new idea, which we will call message percolatien. 'Ye want a second
transmission if e E [al - a4, 1) x [a2 - a3, 1), i.e. in the sub-rectangle EPCe in Fig.3.
However, encoder 2 does not know whether e is in EFCe or in HUFE. Suppose I ha.ve
seven message points 81,82, ... ,87, as indicated in FigA. For 82,8" 86, anc187
in EFCe, I would like to do a second transmission. For 81,83, and8s in HUPE,
I want no second transmission. However, our problem is that encoder 2 does not
know which e'S are where. Now comes our idea of message percolatien. I form a
new sequence of message points 8' such that the initial (8')'s in this sequence are in
EFCe, i.e. allow a second transmission. Then I do a second transmission for the initial
members of the new 8'-sequence. J do form this 8'- sequence by interchanging the
8~s between Hand E with those between E and J. To wit, 8~ = (86•1,81,2),8; =
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Figure 4: Message perculation between sub-recta.ngles HDFE and EFKJ

E>2,8~ = (e4,1,e3,2),E>~ = (e3,1,e4,2),8~ = 85,8~ = (el,1,e6,2),and8~ = 87.

Note that after e.,rpercolation 8~, E>;,and8~ are now in EFCG. Also note that I
cannot interchange e;s in [O,ad with e~s in [al, 1), see Fig.3, because for e;s in [O,aJ)
decoder 1 knows whether e2 E [02 - a3,a2) or 82 E [a2,1), whereas for 81 E [a1' 1)
decoder 1 has no such knowledge. '!le now face the following question. If our initial
E>-sequence, 81,82, ... , E>n' has length, n --> 00, how long is the initial part of the
E>'-sequence for which I can do a second transmission? Consider the initial k < n
message points of the original 8-scqucnce, 81,82, ... , E>n. These initial message
points, 81,82, ... , 8k, will on the average have (al - a,dk offending 8's, i.e. mf'ssage
points 8 with el E [O,al - a4), see Fig.3. These (al - 0,.)1.: offending message points,
in HDFE of Fi.e;.4,I want to percolate with the a4(n - k) message points in EFKJ that
I expect among the remaining 8's in 8k+l, 8k+2, •.• , 8n. Solving the equation

for k, I find
(G)

I expect a total of (1 - al + a4)n message points 8 in EFCG. Thus, with 6 we obtain
an efficiency (fraction of truncated L-shapes that can be resolved)

(7)

for the depth two transmissions in our semi-strategy.
We are now ready to compute the maximum rate of our depth 2 variable length semi-

strategy, see Fig.5. The al, a2, ... ,0'9, in the equations below are relative, i.e. ° :<::; 0', :<::;
1,i = 1,2, ... ,9, sizes. We will maximize the information theoretic transmission rate,
1(0'), w.r.t. these nine parameters. The rigorous proof that this maximurn inforrnation
theoretic rate is also operationally achievable is identical to the one given in [13], and
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Figure 5: Depth 2 variable length semi-strategy with bootstrapping

[11]. From the relative para.meters aI, a2,"" a9, where as through av define the Tl-
resolution, we compute the actual sizes of the resolution products in Fig.5. To wit,

al = al,a2 = a2,a3 = a3a2,a4 = (l'.•0.1,
as = 0:5(1 - al), a6 = a6(1 - 0.2),

a7 = a70.1, as = aSa3, and a9 = (l'V0.4·

For the rates, h(A) = 112(A) + 121(A), and the probabilities, P[A], A E {Sq, Tl, Ra},
where Ra refers to the subrectanglc in the middle of Fig.5, of the successive resolutions
we find, respectively,

P[Sq]
P[TI]
P[Ra]

P[Sq]h;(Sq)

P[Tl]h(Tl)

P[Ra]h;(Ra)

1,
(1 - al + a4)(1 - a2 + 0.3) - a3a4,

(8)

as + a7
0.6(1 - al + a4)h( )

1- al + a4
0.6+ as+ 0.5(1 - a2 + a3)h( )

1 - a2 + 0.3
+ 0.8(1- al)h(as) + a7(1 - a2)h((l'6),

aSa4h(a9) + a9a3h(aS)' (9)

Substituting from 7, 8, and 9 we find for the average number, N, of transmissions, a.nd
the average information, I, respectively,

N = P[Sq] + 1](P[TI] + P[Ra]),
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1
1 = 2(P[SqJh;(Sq)

+1](P[TIJ/dTl) + P[RaJ1dRa))). (10)

Thus, finally with 10 we find for the achievable [11], [12J half-sum rate of our semi-
strategy

1
1(0') = N'

The results of the maximization of 11 are,

(11)

al = 0.70139, a2 = 0.70287, a3 = 0.32828,
a4 = 0.21561, as = 0.92410, a6 = 1.00000,
a7 = 0.00000, a8 = 0.31931, a9 = 0.87670,

and
I(O')max = 0.61818. (12)

As Shannon's inner bound region for the BMC is a convex [IJ region to the left and
under the line t(Il2 + 12d = 0.61695 we conclude from 12 that our semi-strategy
operates beyond the inner bound region! Note that because, aS,opt = 0.92410 < 1,
we will have to do a final bootstrapping resolution if }'2 = O. This resolution informs
decoder 2 whether 01 E [al - a4, ad or 01 E [al + as, 1), sec Fig.5. Now decoder 2 will
be able to untangle the 0rpercolation, and as this final resolution is a bootstrapping
resolution it does not affect the rate of 12.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we showed that for the BMC, the achievable rate region for semi-strategies
exceeds Shannon's inner bound region. As for the full feedback case [14J thc true
capacity region for the BMC for semi-strategies is still open. or course, t.he upper
bounds derived in [15J and [16J, respectively, also apply for semi-strategies, i.e. tRI +
~R2 < 0.64628. It would be interesting to see if it is possible to derive tighter upper
bounds for semi-strategies.

We like to conclude with a remark concerning the gcncra.lity of these results. It is
true that the BMC is but one example of a TWC, and a, simple one to hoot. However,
the same is true for the binary symmetric channel (BSC) in one-way cornmunicat ion.
There one justifies the restrietion to the BSC by saying that thc real problems are
already manifest for the BSC. We feel that a similar justification is valid for the re-
striction to the BMC in two-way cornmunication.
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Constructing Discrete Strategies for Two-Way
Channels

Alphons H.A. Bloemen *

Abstract

A method for obtaining discrete coding strategies to use on Blackwell's binary
multiplying channel is presented. It is based on dividing a square, as introduccd
by Schalkwijk. These strategies are constructed with the AX [ program. A,l' E
is a computer puzzle, that enables us to find regular, save-up, ami bootstrap
strategies for deterministic T-channels.

1 The binary multiplying channel
In his 1961 paper Shannon [10] introduccd the two-way channel (TWC). On this chan-
nel, communication is possible in two directions between terminal land terminal 2.
This channel has two input variables X1,X2, and output variables Yi and Y2' There is
feedback from the channel output to the encoder at both terminals, and the channel
input symbols are available to the 'own' decoder at both terminals. Channels where
Yi = Y2 are called T-TWCs. Using such a channel, it is possible to transmit two
messages mI and m2 at the same time. Sec also Fig.l.

Terminal I Terminal2
y

Dec.2 I-----ml

Figure 1: T-TWC with full feedback

In his paper, Shannon derived inner- and outer bounds to the capacity region of
two-way channels. He presented Blackwcll's Binary Multiplying channel (nl\fC) as an
example. The BMC has binary input variables Xl, X2 and a common output variable
Y = XIX2, and is the simplest case of a T\VC where inner- and outer bound differ.
Evaluation of the bounds gives 0.61695 bpdt l and 0.69424 bpdt, respectively. In 1982,
Schalkwijk [8] gave a continuous coding strategy for the BMC with an equal rate point
of 0.61914 bpdt. A year later he even tightened the lower bound to 0.63056 hpdt [9],

"Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Group of Inforrna-
tion and Communication Theory, P.O.l3ox 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Net.herlands. E-mail:
phons~ei.ele.tue.nl
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using a technique called bootstrapping. The upper bound was also tightened. The best
value of 0.64628 bpdt was found by Hekstra and Willems [4J.

The lower bounds presented above prove the existence of coding schemes that can
achieve the stated rate. In this paper, we describe a method to find opcrat.ional coding
schemes, called discrete coding strat eqies. The achievability of the capacity rf'gion with
discrete strategies was proven by van Overveld [12J.

2 Discrete coding strategies
Terminal I can choose its input message mI out of MI possible messages, terminal 2
can choose m2 out of M2 messages. The messages are chosen inrlcpendcntly, according
to a uniform distribution. For simplicity, AIl = M2 = M. Now we can dist inguish
between codes and coding strategies.

In case of a code, the channel input symbols Xi,t, i = 1,2; t = 1, ... , d (where d is the
length of the code) only depend on the input message mi. These so-called TIenschop
codes were discussed in [IJ.

In case of a coding strategy, the encoder uses feedback from the channel output:

XI,t = EI(ml' t, Yi.,b ... , Yi.,t-l) 77Î2 = DI(ml' }j,l' ... , }j,d)
The parameter d now represents the maximum depth of the strategy. A very early
coding strategy is the Hagelbarger code [10J where M = 2.

The 1982 paper of Schalkwijk [8J provides a tool to visualize a coding strategy by
subdividing a unit square. However, in this paper both terminals can choose messages
from a finite set. Therefore the coding strategies are called discrete. As an example
a coding strategy for M = 7 is presented in Fig.2, where each terminal chooses his
message from A,B,C,D,E,F,G.

We start with a 7x7 chessboard. The messages of terminal I are rcprcscnted by
the rows of the chessboard, the messages of terminal 2 by thc columns. The squares
on the chessboard represent the message pairs. Suppose terminal I wants to send a D,
termnal 2 wants to send an E. This situation is marked with a • in Fig.2a. Each user
chooses his input symbol according to thc appropriate row or column. In our example,
terminal sends a '1', terminal2 sends a '1' and the channel output is a '1 '. By looking a.t
the channel output symbol both users can deterrnine in which region of the chessboard
the message pair is situated. Our example message pair is situated in the dark, 4x4
square part of the chessboard. We continue with this part (Fig.2d), and terminal I
sends a '0', terminal 2 a '1'. In the next step the light-shaded Lvsh apo (Fig.2i) is used.
Two 'l's are sent, and we continue wit.h Fig.2f. Here the last uncertainty is solved:
terminal I sends a '0', terminal 2 sends a '1'. The messa.ge pair is situated in the light
area of Fig.2f. Note that this light area consists of two parts. By using the knowledge
of their own input symbols, the decoders can determine in which part the mc~sagc
pair is situated. Two new messages are selected, and the process is repeated. Another
example in Fig.2 is marked by x.

Based on this square representa.tion , other coding strategies were obtained using
pencil and graph paper. Noteworthy are the results obtained hy Karel Post, Leo
Ligtenberg and Judith van der Leur [7J,[.5],[11J.

lbpdt = bits per direction
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3 AX£,a coding strategy editor
Once you have a coding strategy, it is easy to implement encoder / decoder pairs. The
problem is how to find good coding strategies. For small values of Af, it can be done
with pencil and graph paper. When M grows, this turns out to he a tedious joh. The
problem was tackled by converting the pencil and paper into a nice looking computer
puzzle. From the results in [7],[5],[11] we concluded that the human mind seems to be
good at selecting good divisions (using some sort of trial and error). A strategy edit ing
environment called AXE. was developed. It performs the following functions:

• draws divisions, computes connected regions
• computes rates, selects the hest divisions
• maintains a database of already divided shapes
• generates printouts
• can be used for any Tvtwo-way-channel (binary, ternary ... )
• supports different tree types (normal, save-up, bootst rap )

The program can be used by anyone who is interested in two-way channels, it is not
necessary to have all theoretical background. It is public domain software.

4 Subdividing squares
To understand how AXE works, some special terms are used.

Messages square This set holds all M x M possible messages pairs. In the square
representation, this set is represented by an M x M chessboard. The messages
of terminal 1 indicate the rows, those of terminal 2 the columns.

Shape A shape S is a set of message pairs. Each message pair in a shape has the
same chance to occur: l/ISI. In the square representation , this is visualized by
drawing only those squares of the chessbord for which the corresponding message
pair is in S.

Input vector The sets of input messa.ges of a shape S are defined as follows:

{mI 13m2 : (ml,m2) E S}
{m213ml : (mI, m2) E S}

The input vector Xi(S) is used to assign a channel input symbol to each of the
elements of Mi(S), i = 1,2. For example: MI (Fig.2k) contains 3 messages, and
Xl(Fig.2k) = (1,0,1).

Correlated shapes The surrounding messages square of S is defined as the lIf1(S) x
M2(S) messages square. A shape can be seen as the joint distrihut.ion of m.l E
Ml(S) and m2 E M2(S). S is correlated if this is not a product distribut.ion.

3(m},m2) E Ml(S) x M2(S): (ml,m2) 1. S ~ S is corrclatcd

The shapes in Fig.2a, Fig.2d, Fig.2h, Fig.2m and Fig.2n are uncorrelated.
Connectedness Sp and Sq are connected ~ 3( a, b) ESp, (c, d) E Sq : a. = c V IJ = el:

they have a message in common (a row or column in the square rcprcsentation ).
Example: the light shaded area of Fig.2j contains two noconncctcd shapes.
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A division of a shape 5 is made by defining two input vectors X1(S), X2(S). Then,
the channel output symbol can be computed for each message pair can be computed
from the two corresponding input symbols. This value is used to 'color' the squares
representing the shape.

The channel output function of a binary TWC divides the shape into two areas of
message pairs with the same output value. The new shapes will be the a nonronnected
regions 51,52,53, ",Sa in these areas, but t.hey need some furt.her processing. Some-
times, such an area appears to have two or more nonconnectcd regions, like Fig.2j.
This division is called an 'outer bound' division [9]. 'Inner bound' divisions simply
divide a shape into 2 areas, like Fig.2b. a can be quite large, as in Fig.2e, where a = 7.

Shapes are equivalent if they can be transforrned into each other by permuting
rows and columns (by permuting the labels of the messages). ~Te can define equivalcnce
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classes of shapes which can be permuted into eachother. To define an unique 'leader' of
such a class, a 'bubbling' procedure is used: the rows and columns of a shape are sorted
according to the number of message pairs per row and per column. This procedure
also weeds out empty rows and columns from a shape.

Because of 'bubbling' and removing empty rows and columns, wc need a mapping
Z, : S -+ Sj for each division product Sj,j = 1, ..,a, to keep track wich row / col-
umn belongs to which message. Example: Z2(Fig.2g, Fig.2e)(A, B, C, D, E, F, G) =
(C, F, B, E, A, D, -). These mappings are omitted in Fig.2.

The numbers in brackets in Fig.2 are used to compute the rate. The left value is
the number of message pairs ISI, the right value the numher of transrnissions #(S)
needed to transmit the shape.

Information in a shape The information enclosed in a shape S is the sum of the
information contained in all message pairs.

H(S) = 2:= 10g(I{(i,j) E Sli = xli) +log(l{(i,j) E Sij = y}D
(x,y)ES

Rate of a division The difference between the information contianed in the shape
in the division, and the information contained in the shapes left over after the
division, divided by the number of message pairs in that shape.

I(S) = H(S) - 2::'=1H(Si)
21S1

Number of transmissions in a tree, depth of a tree The number of transmis-
sions #(S) to send all pairs in a shape is defined recu rsively as the number
of pairs in a shape and all its sub-shapes. The shape wit.h only one pair requires
no transmission. The depth D(S) of a shape is computed in a similar way.

a

#(5) == ISI+ L #(3i)
i=l

D(S) = 1 I m~,xD(S'i)
1=1

D(S) = 0 if ISI = 1#(S) = 0 if ISI = 1

Rate of a tree The rate R(S) of a shape is the information 11(S) divided by the
number of transmissions #(S). The factor of t is introduccd by the two directions
in which the inforrnation flows. it is also possible to compute R(S) recursively
by using the division rates.

R(S) = H(S) = ISI1(S) + I:i=1 IS;jR(Si)
2#(S) #(S)

5 Save-up strategies and bootstrap strategies
When using AXE, it is possible to construct strategies which do not end up in com-
pletely resolved 1x 1 squares: these are called save-up strategies. The idea is to save
up small shapes with bad rates, and then to construct new large message squares from
these shapes. Especially 'strips' (1xliI messages squares) influcnce the rate in a nega-
tive way, because they do no better than time sharing. When computing the rate, tbe
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information in these small shapes, and the number of transrnissions to resolve them
are not taken into account anymore. These strategies are invented by Meenwissen [6].

The bootstrapping technique of Schalkwijk [9]can also be applied on discrete str ate-
gies when dividing correlated shapes. There are divisions where one of t.he termina.ls
can predict the next channel input symbol on the other side, depending on its own
message, but he has to send his own symbol to resolve ambiguity on the other side.
These type of divisions must meet the bootstrap criterion, defined for terminal I:

Vmla, mlb E Ml(S), mla ie- mlb, V(mla, m2), (mlb, m.2) ES:

Xl(S,mla) ie- Xl(S,mlb) ~ Y(S,mla,m2) ie- Y(S,mlb,m2)
The bootstrap criterion for terminal 2 is defined in a similar way. Examples of cor-
related shapes which meet this criterion: Fig.2c, Fig.2e, Fig.2h. The shapes inFig.2b
and Fig.2g do not meet the bootstrap criterion.

When bootstrapping is applied to a division, the correlated shape is made uncorre-
lated by using the Slepian-Wolf datacompression algorithm [9], and the information is
transmitted at the rate of the coding strategy itself. This means that the division is not
taken into account anymore when computing the rate. However, the division products
SI, ... , Sa do count when computing the rate. Bootstrapping and save-up change the
way the rate of coding strategies is computed:

a
( )

_ bISII(S) + 2:f=l,S;<;!U ISiIR(S;)
R S - #(S)#(S) = blSI + L #(Si)

i=I,S;<;!U

where b = 0 if Sis bootstrapped, ot.herwise b = 1, and U is the set of saved up shapes.
As an example we look at the 3 x3 strategy. This strategy is shown in Fig.2n,m,I,f.
Here the 2x2 square (Fig.2m) is saved-up, and the Lvshapc (Fig.21) is bootstrepped.
We do not bootstrap Fig.2f, because it does not improve the rate, \Ve need only 12
transmissions for this 3x3 strategy, which is the discrete version of the continuous
strategy in [9]. It has a rate R of 0.62581 bpdt.

6 Results and conclusions

The 7x7 strategy is given here as an example. Using A.YE, several larger coding
strategies are developed, but it takes too much space to show them hcre, Str atcgics
vor large values of M can have larger depths d, and are more complex. For instance,
higher rates can be achived by using more 'inner bound' divisions, before 'outer bound'
divisions are used to solve the remaining shapes. The results obtained so far are
tabulated in table 1. Because of the higher complexity, designing larger stratcgics
takes more time. The number of possible fixed-length stratcgies (all message pairs
require an equal number of transmissions) J(d grows very fast [1]:

An exhaustive computer search seems not feasable. We can use local opti mization per
division, using the division rate. For each shape, the division with the highest division
rate is selected. This method is too 'greedy' and tends to simple strat.egios: as soon
as an 'outer bound' division can be made, it is chosen because 'outer bound' divisions
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tend to have high division rates. This results in discrete variants of Schalkwijk's [8]
original 3x 3 strategy.

The results are also plotted in Fig.3. The local maxima in the rate function are
caused by changes in the depth d of the strategies: deeper (more complex) strategics
have better rates. It is possible to create continuous strategies by opt.imizing discrete
strategies. Sometimes the discrete "grid" fits good on the corresponding continuous
strategy.

It was proven by van Overveld [12] that the rate of discrete coding str-ategies sur-
passes the Shannon inner bound of 0.61695 bpdt. It is interesting to investigate for
which value of M this will happen.

Table 1: Achievable rates for differens sizes M of a 'normal' coding strategy

M #(M,M) R depth M #(M,M) R depth
2T 7 0.57143 2 16n 1678 0.01025 8
sn- 24 0.59436 3 1711 1934 0.6107g 8
4i* 54 0.59259 4 18 2215 0.60996 8
5i 98 0.59233 5 19 2514 0.oOg98 8
6i 157 0.59273 5 20 2834 0.61001 8
7§* 230 0.59809 6 21H 3172 0.61066 8
8§ 319 0.60188 6 22 3534 0.61071 9
91) 427 0.60132 6 23 3915 0.61121 9
101) 552 0.60180 7 24 4323 0.61090 9
11§ 690 0.60665 7 25 4748 0.61120 9
12§ 848 0.60877 7 26 5206 0.6103.5 9
1311 1029 0.60775 7 27 5681 0.61016 9
l4H 1227 0.60818 8
15H 1445 0.60831 8

·See also Fig.2
tHagelbarger [10] tHollman §Karel Post. and Leo Ligtenberg [7]1TLeoLigtenberg [5]lIvan der Leur [11]
ttSchalkwijk UMeeuwissen
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New Constructive Coding Strategies for Two-Way
Communication

Hendrik B. Meeuwissen *

Abstract
In 1982 Schalkwijk discovered that coding strategies for two-way channels

can be considered as subdivisions of an MI x M2 rectangle into basic squares of
size 1. After taking a closer look at these subdivisions we observe that the rate
of discrete coding strategies is badly influenced by all resolution products that
have a rate lower than the rate of the strategy itself. The new save up strategies
subdivide the MI x M2 rectangle up to arbitrary resolution products that do not
affect the rate negatively. In this way a considerable gain in rate can be attained.
If we save up rectangular resolution products only, the resulting coding strategies
are constructive.

1 Introduction
In 1961 Shannon [7] introduced the two-way channel (TWC) and derived inner- and
outer bounds to the capacity region of the general TWC. In cases where these bounds
coincide the capacity region is known. However, for TWC's with differing inner- and
outer bounds the capacity region is still an open problem. The simplest example of
a TWC with differing inner- and outer bounds is the Binary Multiplying Channel
(BMC) depicted in Fig. 1. The BMC has two binary input variables Xl and X2

and a common output variable Y, defined by Y = XIX2, where XI,X2 E {O, I} and
YE {O, I}. Evaluation of Shannon's [7] result yields for the BMC an inner- and outer
bound of 0.61695 and 0.69424, respectively.

Shannon derived his bounds with respect to the encoder- and decoder configuration
depicted in Fig. 1. In this configuration the channel can be used to exchange arbit.rary
messages mI and m2 between the two terminals at the same time! Each of these
messages is encoded into channel input symbols using the available feedback. Both
decoders determine the other ends message mI or m2 using the channel output and the
terminal's own transmitted message.

Other results concerning the BMC are Schalkwijk's [5] coding scheme of 1982 with
a rate of 0.61914 in excess of Shannon's inner bound and Schalkwijk's [6] bootstrap

"Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Group of Inforrna-
tion and Communication Theory, P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. E-mail:
erik0ei.ele.tue.nl
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Figure 1: The Binary Multiplying Channel

technique of 1983 that can be applied to the 1982 strategy which yields a rate of 0.63056
bit per transmission. This rate is the present lower bound of the capacity region of the
BMC (in five decimal places). The present upper bound of the capacity region equals
0.64628 and is a result due to Hekstra and Willems [3].

Because of its relative simplicity compared to other interesting TWC's, present
research is focussed on the BMC. This paper is devoted to discrete coding strategies
for the BMC that use the new save up method.

2 Regular discrete coding strategies

Communication across the BMC as depicted in Fig. 1 corresponds to exchanging mes-
sages between the two terminals at the sarne time. If the user at terminal i can choose
between Mi equiprobable messages, (i = 1,2), we can look upon coding strategies as
progressive subdivisions of an MI x M2 rectangle into basic squares of size 1 as dis-
covered by Schalkwijk [5]. Hence we can visualize a coding strategy by putting the
channel output of each message pair in the corresponding basic square of the A1l x M2

rectangle.
Suppose that we send all A1l A12 possible message pairs exactly once in a number of

N(Ml' M2) transmissions. In that case we transmit an amount of mutual information
equal to MlM2Iog2(Ml) bit from terminal1to terminal 2 and MlM2Iog2(M2) bit in
the other direction. In the remainder of this paper we will assume an equal number of
messages at both sides and hence the transmission rate R (in bit per transmission ) in
each direction equals (by definition)

R = M2Iog2(M)
N(M,M)

(1)

As an example, the optimalor highest rate coding strategy for A1 = 2 is depicted
in Fig. 2. Both users agree upon the following variable length coding strategy (of
depth 2). If message A has been chosen send X, = I, else send X, = O. After receiving
Y = I, both users know the other ends message was A a.nd a new message can be
transmitted. Otherwise a second transmission, as illustrated in Fig. 2, is needed to
resolve the remaining uncertainty. This strategy is called the Hagelbarger code and
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was also given in Shannon's [7)original paper. Note that we use the available feedback
and that each user can distinguish between message pairs (A,il) and (B,A) on account
of the fact that each user knows his own message. Substitution of N(2, 2) = 7 and
M = 2 in 1 yields a rate of 0.57143 bit per transmission in each direction.

terminal 2

B A

A

B~lterminal ~

Figure 2: The optimal coding strategy for M = 2

In 1991 van Overveld [8) showed that for infinitely large values of M there exist
strategies that achieve capacity. However, recent results [1),[4) show that so far no
(regular) discrete coding strategies have been found that perform better than Shannon's
inner bound of 0.61695.

3 The save up method
At this point we pose ourselves the following question. What is the underlying reason
for the fact that so far no discrete coding strategies have been found that perform better
than Shannon's inner bound rate of 0.61695 bit per transmission? For this purpose
we take a closer look at the subdivisions of the M x M square and observe that the
rate of a discrete coding strategy is negatively influenced by all resolution products
that correspond to one-way communication. The presence of such resolution products,
which we will refer to as strips, seems even in optimal subdivisions unavoidable, while
their rate can never exceed the time sharing bound of a half hit per transmission. It
is yet this bound that we want to cross as much as possible! As an example consider
the optimal subdivision of the 4 x 4 square depicted in Fig. 3, which contains one
horizontal and one vertical strip of size 2. Substitution of N( 4,4) = 51 in 1 yields a
rate of 0.59259 bit per transmission per direction.

The former observations lead to the conclusion that higher rate coding schemes
can be obtained by no longer subdividing strips when subdividing an Af x M square.
For example, the rate of the strategy corresponding to the subdivision illustrated in
Fig. 4 will not decline anymore by subdivision of the strips. In order to analyze the
improvement in rate we transmit all message pairs in the M x Af square exactlyonce,
so that resolving the uncertainty in the strips has the following two implications .

• Not resolving the uncertainty in the strips corresponds to saving up information
that still has to be transmitted. Assume, we save up in each direction an amount
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Figure 3: Optimal strategy for M = 4 Figure 4: Save up strategy for Af = 4

of mutual information equal to S bit. Consequently, we transmit in each direction
M2Iog2(M) - S bit instead of M2Iog2(M) bit .

• The total number of transmissions, needed to subdivide the M x M square,
decreases from N(M,M) to N(M,M,s).

Therefore the transmission rate R of the save up strategy is given by 2. Note that
the rate of the strategy can increase, since both the amount of transmitted information
and the number of transmissions decrease.

R = M2Iog2(M) - S
N(M, M,s)

From Fig. 4 it follows that N( 4,4, s) = 50 and that we save up S = 2Iog2(2) = 2
bit of information in each direction in our example. Substitution of these parameters
in 2 gives the improved rate of 0.60000 bit per transmission per direction!

We will conclude this section with a coding scheme that can be used to transmit
the saved up information at the rate of the strategy. Suppose we use the save up
strategy depicted in Fig. 4 for long term communication between the two sides. If the
strategy ends up in the horizontal strip, the transmitted message pair is either (O,A)
or (O,B). In this case user 2 knows that the other end cannot distinguish between
these two message pairs and administrates this. Similarly, if the strategy ends up in
the vertical strip, the transmitted message pair is either (A,O) or (B,O) and now user
1 administrates the fact that the other side cannot decode his message. Note that each
time the strategy ends up in a strip, an uncertainty of log2(2) = 1 bit remains for one
of the two users. Therefore we can transmit the saved up information at the rate of the
strategy by sending one extra message pair every time after the strategy ended up in
two horizontal and two vertical strips. In that case we have a remaining uncertainty of
2 bit per direction, while by sending the extra. message pairs we resolve on the average
log2(4) = 2 bit per direction.

Now use the following encoding scheme. User i encodes two saved up messages Sil

and Si2, Sil,Si2 E {A,E}, into one extra. message ti, ti E {A,E,C,D},i = 0,1, by
means of the encoding function X that has been defined in table 1.

(2)

X: {A,E} x {A,n} -+ {A,E,C,D} (3)
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In this way both users are able to resolve on the average 2 bit of saved up inforrnation
from the transmission of the extra message pair (tl, t2) at the rate of the strategy! Note
that the extra message pairs can be saved up also.

Table 1: The encoding function X

Sil Si2 ti = X( Sit, Si2)

A A 11 D
A B 10 C
B A 01 B
B B 00 A

As an example assume that the message pairs (B,D), (D,B), (A,B) and (D,B) have
been saved up in that order. Subsequently, these message pairs will, according to the
encoding function X, be encoded into the message pair (B,A). After transmission of
this extra message pairs both sides deterrnine the saved up inforrnation at the rate of
the strategy and continue with the transmission of new messa.ges.

4 Discrete save up strategies
This section is devoted to a generalization of the save up method from strips to ar-
bitrary resolution products in the progressive subdivision of the JIJ x JlI square. The
following theorem provides a decisive answer to the problem whether it is profitable to
save up a certain resolution product or not.

Theorem: Every resolution product, occurring in the symmetrical subdiuision of
an M x M square, can be saved up such that the rate of the coding strategy improves
if and only if it is subdivided with a rate lower than the rate of the coding strategy itself.

Proof. We start from a symmetrical subdivision of an M x Af square up to arbitrary
resolution products. Suppose we transmitted 1 bit of mutua.l information per direction
with a number of N transmissions, then the rate Rstrat of this save up strategy equals

1
Rstrat = N (4)

Furthermore we assume that one of the resolution products is subdivided by sending
5 bit of information in a number of T transmissions, so that the rate Rres corresponding
to this resolution product equals

5
Rre. = T (5)

Let R:trat be the ra.te of the strategy in which this particular resolution product is
saved up. We obtain that

, 1-5 1 1 5R >Rt t-'-'- __ >--'-'-->-I\N>TI\1>5-'-'-R >0 0strat - s ra 'rT' N _ T - N 'rT' N - T - - T-7" strot _ '<res
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The previous theorem can be applied to all symmetrical subdivisions of the Af x M
square up to arbitrary resolution products. Now if we restrict ourselves to saving
up rectangular resolution products only, the corresponding coding strategics are 'con-
structive'. Thus if the messages between the two terminals in the saved up resolution
products are independent, we can find encoding schemes similar to the one wc discussed
in the previous section.

As an example of a constructive coding strategy, consider the optimal subdivision
for M = 4 depicted in Fig. 5. For this subdivision there remains an uncertainty
of S = 2 + 3Zlogz(3) bit per direction and the total number of transmissions equals
N(4,4,s) = 26. Substitution of these values in 2 yields a rate of 0.60521 bit per
transmission per direction.

D c B A

D

c

B

A

Figure 5: Optimal save up strategy for Af = 4

5 Results
The generalized save up strategies, introduced in this paper, can be constructed by
means of the computer program AXe [2]. In table 2 we present results for values of M
up to 32 that have been obtained by saving up rectangular resolution products only.
The plot in Fig. 6 illustrates the increase in rate as function of the value of AI. The
under- and uppermost dashed lines correspond to the Shannon inner bound and the
present lower bound of 0.63056 [6] of the capacity region of the BMC, respectively.

In case of M = 6 and M ;:::9 the rates outperform the Shannon inner bound
of 0.61695 bit per transmission. In case of M ;:::11 the rates exceed Schalkwijk's [5]
original1982 rate of 0.61914. The 0.62757 rate that we found for M = 32 is the highest
rate that can be obtained with a constructive coding scheme of to date.

6 Conclusions
We have shown in this paper that the save up method yields high rate constructive
strategies in excess of Shannon's inner bound and close to the present lower bound of
the capacity region of the BMC. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the rate grows linear
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Table 2: Achievable rates for different values of M

M N(M,M,s) R depth M N(M,M,s) R depth
31 17 0.60380 3 18 1060 0.62573 7
41 26 0.60521 3 19 1152 0.62550 8
51 49 0.60783 3 20 1231 0.62489 8
61 64 0.61795 3 21 1441 0.62492 7
71 85 0.61179 3 22 1547 0.62545 8
8 188 0.61676 5 23 1668 0.62556 8
9 219 0.61844 5 24 1918 0.62588 8
10 263 0.61737 6 25 2053 0.62622 8
11 407 0.61984 6 26 2132 0.62623 8
12 472 0.62178 6 27 2558 0.62669 8
13 525 0.62305 6 28 2693 0.62679 8
14 506 0.62154 6 29 2832 0.62676 8
15 706 0.62294 7 30 2972 0.62720 7
16 789 0.62402 7 31 3311 0.62749 9
17 961 0.62424 7 32 3452 0.62757 9

10ptima1ity has been proved with an exhaustive search by J.PJvl. Schalkwijk

with the value of M for 20 ::; M ::; 32. The rate can increase for two reasons. In
the first place the subdivision of the M x M square can be tuned closer and closer
to the optimal subdivision of a certain fixed depth. Secondly, larger depth strategies
are possible for larger values of M. It would be interesting to investigate whether this
tendency carries through and how close we can approach the present lower bound of
the capacity region of the BMC.

If we also allow dependent resolution products to be saved up, a subdivision with
an at least equal rate can be found for each value of M. These subdivisions are non-
constructive, but van Overveld [8) proved the achievability of the rate. Applying this
to the subdivisions in table 2 yields no or only slight improvements. For example, in
this way we found for M = 32 a rate of 0.62764 bit per transmission. For this reason
the 'constructive' save up strategies presented in this paper seem to be an effective way
to approach the capacity region of the BMC.

So far optimality of the results in table 2 has been proved for values of !l1 up to
7. Investigation of the optimality for larger values of M will be a subject of further
research.

Finally, we note that more practical coding schemes can be found if both the value
of M and the sizes of the saved up rectangles are powers of two.
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IS THERE A FOUNDATION FOR PROBABILITY-THEORY?

D. Kleima*

Abstract
In this paper it is argued that the foundation of probability-theory is a
question of physics. Any time-invariant physical system transforms an initial
probability distribution into a final probability distribution. The point is that
the initial distribution need not be derived from an experiment by statistical
methods, but can be taken as expressing maximum uncertainty. In many
cases this means that the initial distribution is uniform. The final distributi-
on can only be interpreted as predicting the corresponding frequency of
occurrence. So the "subjective" part of probability-theory can be reduced to
the absolute minimum but not eliminated.

Some opinions on the foundation of probability-theory
T.L. Fine, Theories of Probability, p 248:

"The many difficulties encountered in attempts to understand and apply present-day theories of
probability suggest the need for a new perspective. Conceivably, probability is not possible. A
careful sifting of our intuitive expectations and requirements for a theory of probability might
reveal that they are unfulfillable or even logically inconsistent."
[Fine also raises the question whether probability theory could be dispensed with. As an
example, one might use a least squares estimate without any probabilistic motivation.]

M. Born, Natural Philosophy of Cause and Chance, p 124:
"Another metaphysical principle is incorporated in the notion of probability. It is the belief that
the predictions of statistical calculations are more than an exercise of the brain, that they can be
trusted in the real world."
[Quoted by Fine; the italics are his.]

M. Kac, Probability and related topics in physical sciences, p 5:
"To me there is no methodological distinction between the applicability of differential equations
to astronomy and of probability theory to thermodynamics or quantum mechanics.
It works! And brutally pragmatic as this point of view is, no better substitute has been found."

C.E. Shannon, Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems, p 664:
"There are a number of difficult epistemological questions connected with the theory of secrecy,
or in fact with any theory which involves questions of probability (particularly a priori
probabilities, Bayes' theorem, etc.) when applied to a physical situation. Treated abstractly,
probability theory can be put on a rigorous logical basis with the modern measure theory
approach. As applied to a physical situation, however, especially when "subjective" probabilities
and unrepeatable experiments are concerned, there are many questions of logical validity."

R. Carnap, Logical Foundations of Probability, p 519:
"The fundamental problem of the possibility of an adequate explicatum for probability, is at
present still an open question."

* Twente University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The
Netherlands.
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[Carnap distinguished in his book (p 19 and passim) two kinds of probability.
"Probability, is the degree of confinnation of a hypothesis h with regard to an evidence

statement e, e.g. an observational report. This is a logical, semantical concept. A sentence about
this concept is based, not on observationof facts, but on logical analysis; if it is true it is L-true
(analytic)".
"Probability, is the relative frequency (in the long run) of one property of events or things

with respect to another. A sentence about this concept is factual, empirical".
"An "explicaturn" is a formal definition which dermes the use of a term". (loc.cit. p 3)]

l.I. Good, The Estimation of Probabilities:An Essay on Modem BayesianMethods, p 6:
"For example, a physical probability (... ) is a probability that is regarded as an intrinsic
property of the material world, existing irrespectiveof minds and logic. (... ).
A psychological probability is a degree of belief or intensity of conviction that is used for
betting purposes, for making decisions, (... )
When a person (... ) uses a fairly consistent set of probabilities, they are called subjective
("personal") at multisubjective ("multipersonal")probabilities."

A.N. Kolmogorov, Probl. Inf. Transm. Vol. 1,1 (1965) P 3-11:
"The probabilistic approach is natural in the theory of infonnation transmission over communi-
cations channels carrying "bulk" infonnation consisting of a large number of unrelated or
weakly related messages obeying definite probabilistic laws. In this type of problem there is a
harmless and (in applied work) deep-rooted tendency to mix up probabilities and frequencies
within a sufficiently long time sequence (which is rigorously justified if it is assumed that
"mixing" is sufficiently rapid). In practice, for example, it can be assumed that the problem of
finding the "entropy" of a flow of congratulatory telegrams and the channel "capacity" required
for timely and undistorted transmission is validly represented by a probabilistic treatment even
with the usual substitution of empirical frequencies for probabilities. If something goes wrong
here, the problem lies in the vagueness of our ideas of the relationship between mathematical
probability theory and real random events in general."

1. Introduetion
On the foundation of probability-theory whole libraries have been written. To no

avail, most authors seem to agree on the one conclusion that they have not been able to
provide such a foundation. One might question whether a foundation is possible at all,
or whether some of these authors are barking up the wrong tree.
Roughly, there are four points of view. They are, with their chief proponents in

brackets:

a) A probability is # favourable (equally probable) cases (Classical, Laplace).
# possible cases

~) A probability is an (idealized) frequency (von Mises).
y) A probability is a "degree of reasonable belief' and satisfies certain axioms of

inductive logic (Ramsey).
0) A probability is defined by what one would bet on. If one is willing to bet 3 to 1

that a certain event A is going to happen, one implicitly attaches a probability peA) such
that one's expected gain l.p(A) - 3.p(not A) is positive and the betting rate which
makes the expected gain 0 defines the probability (Borel, de Finetti). Obviously, this is
but the frequency-definition in disguise.
We believe that probability-theory is always used for the purpose of understanding
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and predicting the behaviour of material systems, so we should like to discard y). Also,
a) is not a definition and not circular, but a physical statement based on symmetry.
Then we are in something of a quandary, because we cannot really eliminate the action
of our brain where all the understanding and prediction is done. The brain not only
counts, it entertains also various (degrees of) beliefs.

2. What is the problem?
Probability-theory serves one single purpose: making certain probability-statements on

the future (in some cases the past) behaviour of a physical system on the basis of
present knowledge.
The capability to do so and make decisions which are - maybe implicitly - based on

probability-statements, is necessary for our survival and that is true for any animal with
some kind of memory. During the evolution this capability has developed in intimate
contact with the surrounding world. If it does not work properly the animal will not
survive. So probability-theory is in the brain, and the only possible foundation is that it
works, leaving aside, for the moment, the question of how it got there and how well it
works.
This is not a perfectly satisfactory solution for two reasons: the one is that man has

formalized probability, and what is at stake is the foundation (the correctness) of this
formalized probability-theory; the other is that man - more or less - knows the physics
of the surroundings, and so should be able to derive probability-theory from his physics,
and from the way his mind works.
To do so one needs to know:

- the interpretation (in physical, observational, terms) of one's formalized probability-
theory,
- some general idea of what a physical theory (model) looks like. (Reality cannot really
be explained).

3. What is in the brain?
A tentative answer to these questions can be given if we try to answer the question

that we left aside a moment ago: how did some maybe rather crude probability-theory
get lodged in our or an animals brain?
The main ingredients are:

1. An axiom: there are "laws of nature" which are independent of time. (There is only
one God, and He is dead anyhow). This seems a natural assumption for an animal to
make.
2. A clock, say the physiological clock. This is a necessary ingredient. Note that our
laws of physics (differential equations!) allow only linear transformation t ....t' = at + ~
and not transformations t ....t' = 4>(t)for any arbitrary increasing function 4>.
3. Organs for observing objects, such as eyes, ears or an X-ray scanner.
4. An associative memory which stores observations of objects and temporalor spatial
relations between observations, and also orders, files, them in complicated ways.
5. Another axiom of physics: what looks or behaves alike is alike. For example elec-
trons, other animals of the same kind or the opposite sex, dangerous situations, food.
This is a mechanism which defines abstraction.
6. A retrieval-mechanism.
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7. A rule of life: what happens once will happen again and what happens often will
again happen often.
8. A refinement of rule 7: if n out of N occurrences of a similar event have in common
a certain characteristic of importance for the animal, then an approximate value of the
ratio n/N is stored and used to predict the occurrence of the characteristic if the event
occurs again.
In a sense, our brain "solves" the problem of the foundation of probability-theory all

by itself in the same way as it solves the philosophical problem of induction; our brain
is smarter than we are, but less formal and not necessarily consistent.
We shall not try to construct a model of the way the brain carries out its information-

processing tasks - such as identifying similar events, counting them, possibly registering
the time elapsed between certain events - but it seems obvious that such a model could
be constructed. There should also be a model defining the way the brain uses the
information stored for making predictions. This is a model of interpretation. For
educated brains this model is an interpretation of formal probability-theory. There must
also be a model for comparing predictions with experience. All these models are formal,
and look like Artificial Intelligence.

4. The physical system
I believe that probability-theory applies to material, physical, systems only. Let us

agree that the stock-market, traffic and car-accidents, horse-races, and the wellknown
urnmodels are also examples of physical systems. I think that certain uses of probability
are meaningless. As an example, even in the time of Galilei or Copernicus, the
probability that the sun is or is not at the centre of the planetary system, was a meanin-
gless concept In fact, contrary to many opinions, "induction" (in the philosophical
sense) does not have much to do with probability-theory.
So we consider the whole world, or just a small isolated part of it, as a time-invariant

dynamical system with a large accessible statespace.Such a system can be described
either by quantummechanics or by classical mechanics.
If our system is described by quantummechanics - a formal model that we can hardly

avoid believing in - we get probability-theory and the axioms of Kolmogorov free and
for nothing, because 1<)l12, the absolute square of the wave-function, is a probability-
density. So probability-theory follows from quantummechanics. (Note that this must
hold also for formal logic applied to quantummechanical statements!). This fact in itself
does not help us much in interpreting probability-theory, but perhaps it shows that the
problem of foundation is mostly a problem of interpreting probabilities that are - in
some mysterious way - given.
However, there cannot be much discussion about the interpretation, because I believe

that no other interpretation than the frequency-interpretation is possible. A probability
derived from quantum-mechanics is clearly not a "degree of personal belief'.
The motion of a classical system can be visualized as the unfolding of a measure-

preserving transformation in a large phase-space (Liouville). Therefore we can formally
always define a probability-density, and probability-theory (and logic) are again an
intrinsic part of the physical model.
We now consider a very simple classical system: throwing a die. This is a dissipative

system which has a definite final state 1, 2, ..., or 6. If the initial momentum and the
initial moment of momentum are large enough, the phase point representing the die
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comes close to each of the possible fmal states very often and very small variations in
the initial point have a large influence on the final state.
When we picture the space of initial states of the die as a plane (it is 12-dimensional!)

we can paint black all initial points which end up in a [§J. (Of course the true final
state has 3 additional continuous coordinates, 2 for position and 1 for orientation). The
resulting picture looks like this.

Fig. 1 The state space r of the die. Points in black regions end up in @J.

Since the equations describing the bouncing motion of a die are very complicated, this
picture should not be taken too seriously. Two features however are realistic, one is that
the black regions have a small diameter, the other is that 1/6 of the attainable region is
black if the die is "fair", that is, if it is a perfect cube with the center of mass in the
geometrical centre. If the die lacks symmetry, the ratio for each outcome may differ
from 1/6. Even when I try very hard I cannot determine my initial conditions, the initial
point, with a precision better than some large multiple of the maximum diameter of the
black regions. The precision of my throwing is limited by the mechanisms in my brain
and in my arm. So I know that I cannot choose any particular point in some "region of
imprecision", the circle y, in the state space r. Thus my subjective probability or my
degree of believe must be constant in this region. This is the maximum uncertainty or
maximum entropy choice. I don't see a way to get rid of it; it obviously cannot easily
be explained away or derived from another principle or from an experiment. The only
argument seems to me that I know I can't choose more precisely.
Note that the constant-probability choice is coordinate-free but the maximum-entropy

choice is not. The maximum-entropy choice can be used also in other cases where the
constant-probability choice is meaningless or wrong. The properties of our world are
coordinate-free, but only within a certain group of coordinate transformations. Only for
suitable coordinates can we say that the motion of a (conservative) mechanical system is
measure-preserving.
So the a priori probabilities which have plagued statistical mechanics cannot be

eliminated. On the other hand, they have no consequences because the choice of
maximum uncertainty has no consequences. In many cases, however, any choice gives
the same final probabilities. Most people would believe that not only an average glass
of water, but also any particular glass of water will not suddenly start boiling. In such a
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case there does not seem to be an argument for introducing an initial probability, but
formally it seems to be needed.
It is strange that you need an empty hypothesis. This is strange also "practically".

Most people would agree that (for a fair die and enough shaking between throws) there
is no pattern in the sequence of outcomes. It is very unpalatable to most minds that you
seem to need a hypothesis and an obscure probability-theory to prove this. It is a "fact"
which should follow from mechanics, but you need some idea about your brain. If you
believe in spirits, they might lead your hand.
We can follow the ideas of Gibbs and visualise the throwing of the die, and in

particular the choice of the initial point within the circle of imprecision y, by simply
taking "all" points within y collectively. This is already unclear, and hides a mathemati-
cal idealisation, namely that "all" points have been constructed and are possible initial
states. If we had not carried out this construction, we could not have formulated the
idea that the ratio of the area (measure) of the black points in y 0/6 for the symmetri-
cal die) implies that one in 6 initial points end up in ~. So in physics and in
electrical engineering the idea of probability is tied up with the construction of the real
numbers. It should also be emphasized that measure is conserved in the phase space r
only if suitable coordinates are used. When we accept the above analysis, we also
accept that the ratios of measures - and thus the probability Pi of throwing ID - are the
only meaningful parameters of the process of throwing a die and that interpreting Pi as
the frequency Vi of throwing a ID when the experiment is repeated, also means that
these frequencies are the only meaningful result of the experiments. Counting the
number of occurrences is a roundabout way of measuring the symmetry or asymmetry
of the die.
Any theorem in probability-theory leads from probabilities to probabilities. Thus, the

difference Ipi - ViI has a probability distribution which can only be interpreted when a
whole sequence of experiments is repeated. There is an infinite regress if we don't use
the rule that an event with a small probability e does not occur if you try far fewer than
1/c times.

5. Is probability-theory, as a tactic of the human mind, optimum?
Scientifically, this does not seem a legitimate question to ask, but biologically it is a
valid question. There are two possible answers: yes, because probability-theory is part
of quantummechanics and of classical mechanics and it cannot be eliminated from these
highly successful theories. The other possible answer is: no, because it needs too much
brainpower, or because it is not necessarily optimal for our survival.
Theories, axioms, for the "degree of belief', such as those of Carnap, Jeffreys or

Ramsey (see Kyburg & Smokler), are seldom tested on other than very simple "univer-
sa". It should be realised that much of our thinking and observation is prestructured by
the actions of our brain. We cannot define what is a "fact", or what is "identical".

6. Clocks
Most clocks in common use are periodic, so they do not really measure time. Because
clocks are dissipative, they need an energy source. An ideal clock must be aperiodic,
which means that its output must be something like a sum of signals of all possible
periods. If this sounds familiar, indeed the output of an ideal clock is simply noise, and
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the clock consists of two infinite heatreservoirs at different temperatures connected by
some wires:

Fig. 2 A noise-clock

The time is measured by the energy-(heat- )flow. Thermal instead of electrical conducti-
vity would do as well. Time-invariant means invariant under a translation in the time so
defined.

7. The time of your life, or where do you come in?
If T is the phase-space of a mechanical system and x(t) is any orbit, then the mapping
x(t) >-+ x(t') is a measure preserving mapping (Liouville). We write dx for the invariant

measure. For any integrable function f on r there is a time average ~ LT f(x(t»dt and

a phase average Ir f(x)dx. Under certain conditions it follows from Birkhoff's pointwise
ergodie theorem that both averages are almost equal if T is sufficiently large. This
means that a uniform probability on my time-axis corresponds to a uniform probability
in phase-space. If I believe that all timeintervals in my lifetime T are equally probable, I
must assign a uniform a priori probability in phase-space.

8. Loose ends
All ends in this paper are loose, so we recapitulate them briefly in the hope of convin-
cing you of something.
1. A primitive probability-theory is primarily in the brain.
2. The mind counts, witness the ass who in Holland never stumbles on the same stone

twice, and in England is once bitten twice shy. Both asses are primitive statisticians
with a sense of inductive reasoning.

3. The idea of a priori probability (an "insight" of the brain) cannot be eliminated
entirely. In some cases the assignment of the a priori probability is irrelevant.

4. Any given or guessed or calculated probability can only be interpreted as a relative
frequency. This applies when the "same" experiment is repeated. Insight is needed to
determine when an experiment can be deemed to be the same as another experiment.

5. The axioms of physics are a necessary part of primitive and less primitive probabili-
ty-theory.
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6. In a town the taxicabs are numbered consecutively from 1 to N. You see cab nr. k.
Estimate N. Is this a physical system or amenable to one? Are there a priori
probabilities? What if you see n cabs with numbers k., k2, ••• ,k,,?

7. You throw a die and find 3 6 5 6 3 3 6 6 5 1 4 1 5 1 2 4 1 6 5 2. You replace 6 by
O. What happens? If you don't believe this is by chance, how can you be cured?

8. Most insights, hypotheses or theories are not points in a continuum of possible
insights, hypotheses or theories, but isolated heights climbed perilously. Nature
proves you right or wrong, and if you are very wrong, you may be going to die.
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THE CAPACITY OF A CONTINUOUS ALPHABET MEMORYLESS
CHANNEL WITH VECTOR-VALUED INPUTS SATISFYING SMALL

MEAN ENERGY AND PEAK POWER CONSTRAINTS

v.v. Prelov * and E.C. van der Meulen **

We derive an a.symptotic expressio n for the Shannon mutual informa-
tion between the input and output siqtuils of cotitinuous alphabet mem-
oruless cliosinels with weak input siqn.als when the input space is multi-
dimensienol. We extend hereby a result by lbragimov and Kluis 'minskii
from the one-dimensional to the multi-dimen.sional case. The asymp-
totic expressioii obtained relates the Shannon mutual information and the
Fisher information matrix. We tsse this expressioti to derive the asymp-
ioiic capacity of continuous alphabet memoryless channels with vector-
valued weak input signals, when both a mean energy constraint and a
peak power constraint are imposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

When the input signalof a continuous alphabet memoryless channel satis-

fies certain constraints, the evaluation of its capacity requires the optimization of

the mutual information function over all probability distributions from a certain

class. This is the reason why for most continuous alphabet memoryless channel"

the capacity cannot be calculated explicitly. However, there is one specific case

for which the capacity can be calculated exactly, namely for an additive white

Gaussian noise channel with an energy constrained input (cf. [5]).

Therefore, the investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of the capacity of

communication channels in situations where certain parameters characterizing the

transmission can be designated as small has been of interest for quite some time.

* Institute for Problems of Information Transmission, Russian Academy of
Sciences, 19 Ermolovoy Street, Moscow GSP-4, Russia.
** Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan
200B, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium.
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The first investigations regarding the asymptotic capacity of channels satis-

fying certain input constraints when the signal is weak (or alternatively the noise

is large) were carried out by Prelov [3].

From a practical and theoretical point of view the investigation of the ca-

pacity of a channel with very weak input signals is probably the most interesting

case, because in the opposite extreme situation of a channel with very strong

input signals reliable transmission can be achieved even without the use of any

information-theoretic methods.

We remark here that the asymptotic behaviour of some characteristics of

certain kinds of noisy channels was also investigated by Viterbi and Omura [6,

Chapter 3] and Viterbi [7], but the approach taken by these authors is different

from ours.

We consider channels with multi-dimensional input signals X taking values

in the N -dimensional Euclidean space ]RN.

A first constraint one can put on the input signal X is that EIIXI12 < 1'2,

which signifies a mean energy constraint. In addition, one may consider a so-

called peak power constraint on the input signal, i.e., that IIXII ::; Ke for some

constant J( < CXJ.

Ibragimov and Khas'minskii [2] derived an asymptotic expression for the in-

formation between the input and output signals of a relatively general class of

continuous alphabet memoryless channels for the case that the input signal is in

]RI and has small variance.

We generalize the result of [2] to the case that the input signal is multi-

dimensional, i.e., X E ]RN, and also has small variance. For a fairly general class

of multi-dimensional channels, characterized by conditions A through F below,

an asymptotic expression for the mutual information between input and output

signal when the input vector has arbitrarily small variance is derived.

This result is then applied to obtain an asymptotic expression for the capacity

of channels with weak N-dimensional input signals, when besides an average power
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constraint also a peak power constraint is imposed, both being arbitrarily small.

11. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

We consider a memoryless channel Kg with vector-valued inputs ;£=
(Xl, .•. , XN) E ]RN and nonadditive noise. This channel can be described by a

channel transition function P(;£, r) which denotes the probability of obtaining a

signal y in the set r at the output of the channel when the vector-valued signal ;£

is delivered at the input. We assume that the set X of all possible input signals

is an open set in ]RN, and the set Y of all possible output signals is an arbitrary

measurable space endowed with a er-algebra E such that rEE. We also assume

that ;£0= (x~, ... , x~) E X is an arbitrary but fixed input signal, and let Ur(;£o) =
{;£: 11;£- ;£011< r} be a certain sphere about g., of radius r .

Here, 11;£11denotes the Euclidean norm of;£. We make the following assump-

tions on the family P(;£, I') relative to the point g., and its neighbourhood Ur(;£o)'

A. For all z: E Ur(;£o), the measure P(;£, I') is absolutely continuous with

respect to some er-finite measure v defined on (Y, E), so that

P(;£, r) = £ f(;£, Y )1/(dy) (1)

for rE E,;£ E Ur(;£o)'
B. The density function f(;£, y) is bounded for all ;£E Ur(;£o) and y E y.
C. The partial derivative of f with respect to Xi, denoted by 8f~~;Y) or

f~;(;£,y), exists for all g; E Ur(;£o), all yE Y, and all i = 1, ... ,N.

D. The Fisher-information-type integrals

exist and are finite for all g; E Ur(;£o), and all i = 1, ... ,N.

E. For each i = 1, ...,N, the function ïfL (Jf (;£,y)) = ~ is uniformly
x, 2 f('£,y)

continuous in the mean square with respect to ;£E Ur(±_o), i.e.

(3)
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as 11~1 - ~o II ---> Q and 11~2- ~o II ---> Q.

F. For each i = 1,...,N and any 6> 0,

(f' (_(i) ))2
X; ~o ,y v(dy) = 0,
f(-{') )~o , y

(4)

where

(5)

and

(6)

Condition E implies the continuity of the functions Ii(~) III ~o, as well as the

continuity of the "mixed" Fisher-information-type integrals

(7)

in ~o for ~ E Ur(~o), i = I, ...,N, and j = 1, ...,N.

Ill. MAIN RESULTS

For any probability distribution of the random signal X = (Xl, ... ,XN) on

X C JRN, let E(X) = (EX1, ... , EXN) denote its expectation, and denote D(X) =

2:::1 var(Xi).

The mutual information between the input signal X and the output signal Y

can then be expressed as

r { f(X,y) }I(X;Y) = }y E f(X,y)ln Ef(K_,y) v(dy). (8)

We are interested in characterizing the asymptotic behaviour of the infor-

mation characteristics of a communication channel K.g, satisfying condi tions A

through F above, for the transmission of a weak input signal X over the channel.

We first characterize the asymptotic behaviour of the mutual information function
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when the input signal X has small variance. For this purpose we define S to be

the class of all random vectors X = (XI, ... , XN) with values in X for which

(9)

for some positive constant K < 00.

We then have:

Theorem 1 : If conditions A through F are satisfied for a memoryless channel

Kg for some point ;£0 E X, then for any input signal X E S with EX = ;£0'

the mutual information leX; Y) between X and the output signal Y satisfies the

following relation as D( X) ---t 0 :

1 N N«s: Y) = 2" L L lij(;£o)cov(Xi,Xj) + o(D((X)),
;=1 j=1

(10)

where lij(;£) is given by (7). Moreover, relation (10) holds uniformly for all signals

X in S such that EX = ;£0.

For determining the asymptotic capacity of the channel Kg, we impose both a

mean energy and a peak power constraint on the input signal X, and consider both

to be arbitrarily small. In this regard, we define S( E, K) to be the class of all input

vectors X such that EIIXI12
::; E

2 and IIXII ::;K E for some fixed K,O < K < 00.

Clearly, from Shannon's theorem applied to channels with constrained inputs

(cf. [L,Section 7.3J), the (information) capacity of channel K.g, with X constrained

to S( E, K), is given by

G(E) = sup leX; Y).
KES(f,K)

With the use of Theorem 1 we can then prove:

Theorem 2 : If the input signal X to the memoryless channel Kg satisfies the

(11)

restrictions

(12)

and

IIXII ::;KE (13)
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for a certain constant J{ < 00, and the conditions A through F are satisfied at the

point.:!è.o= _a, then the capacity C(e) of Kg has the following asymptotic expression

ase---+O:
1

C(e) = 2"Ae2 + o(e2),

where A is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix {Iij(Q)}.

For the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we refer to [4]where more details

(14)

are given.
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On Band-Limited Additive Gaussian Noise
Channels in the Presence of

Sampling Jitter
C.P.M.J. Baggen! and J.K. Wolf

Abstract
We consider the combination of additive noise and sampling timing jit-

ter, which act as signal impairments for band-limited, Caussian signals. We
introduce the Additive White Caussian Noise and litter channel (A WC NBl),
that models the combination of additive noise and sampling jitter. For a
Caussian input, we obtain tight bounds on the mutual information of the
A WCNBl channel. Also the optimum spectral input distribution can be de-
rived for Caussian signals. A kind of 'distorted waterfilling' is found that,
dependent on the ratio between additive and jitter noise, leads to an opti-
mal power spectral density that peaks at the low frequencies. In particular,
we find that for Caussian signals, sampling timing jitter leads to a finite
capacity, independent of the input power.

1 Introduction
One of the topics in information theory is the study of communication through

band-limited waveform channels corrupted by Gaussian noise. In practical receiver im-
plementations, sampling is used to obtain a digital representation of the received signal
that is amenable to advanced processing. However in reality, such a sampling cannot
be ideal. For instance in the case of uniform sampling, the actual sample moments are
determined by hardware that is sensitive to noise and interference. The result is that
the sample moments jitter around their nominal sample times. In this paper, we con-
sider the information theoretic consequences of such non-ideal sampling combined with
additive Gaussian noise. In particular, we find that for G~ussian waveforms, sampling
jitter, just like additive noise, leads to a fundament al limit on reliable communication
speed [1].

In the next section, we define a channel model that introduces both additive Gaus-
sian noise and sampling jitter. In Sections 3 and 4, we discuss information theoretic
properties of this channel model in the presence of white Gaussian input. In Section
5, we study the optimal input distribution of the AWGN &J channel for stationary
Gaussian signals. Finally, in Section 6, we draw conclusions.

1Philips Research Laboratories, Prof. Holstlaan 4, 5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
2CMRR, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA
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Figure 1: Front-end of Sampled Signal Receiver for Band-Limited Waveform Commu-
nication

2 Channel Model

We consider information transmission using bandlimited waveforms and a receiver
having a lowpass filter (LPF) and a 'uniform' sampler (Figure 1) in its front-end. We
believe that such a model is generic for receivers that use digital signal processing.

Apart from additive Gaussian noise, we assume that the sample moments are jit-
tering around their nominal value with a deviation that is normally distributed with
mean zero and variance a} We assume that the jitter J is white, i.e., the deviations
f"..t = J of the sample moments are i.i.d. If the clock deviations are small, timing jitter
williead to amplitude errors in the samples that are proportional to the local derivative
of the received signal (Figure 2)

f"..x ;;:; x J jitter being small, (1)

xCt) JE N(O, dl

Figure 2: Timing Jitter Resulting in Amplitude Deviations
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Figure 3: Additive White Gaussian Noise & Jitter Channel for Band-Limited Input

which can be seen by taking the Taylor series expansion of x(t). At this point, we
have reduced the effect of sampling-time jitter to a form of signal dependent noise, that
is amenable to analysis.

In order to study information theoretic consequences of a noisy and jittering, uni-
formly sampled receiver system, we introduce the additive White Gaussian Noise and
Jitter (AWGN&J) channel model as given in Figure 3. This channel model is the
classical additive noise model extended by another noise generating mechanism that
consists of additive noise proportional to the derivative :i; of the band-limited input
signal at the sample moments. The additive noise n and the jitter J are both inde-
pendent of the input and mutually independent. The subscript m denotes the discrete
time index. An important part of the AWGN&J channel is the Generalized AWGN
(GAWGN) channel, which is indicated by the dashed box in Figure 3. It turns out
that, in an information theoretic sense, the AWGN&J model is closely related to the
GAWGN model.

3 The Generalized AWGN Model
The capacity C of a channel (possibly having memory) is defined to be

1 --
C = limsup -I(X; V),

N--->oo N
(2)

where the supremum is taken over all allowed input distributions, and input X and
output 17 are vectors of length N. The general approach is that we study the mutual
information by using the identity I(X; 17) = H(17) - H(17IX), and investigate the
behaviour of the terms on the right-hand side [2, 3].

We are particularly interested in the behaviour of the mutual information of the
GAWGN channel of Figure 3 under a second moment (power) constraint on the input.
It is a well-known fact that, given a second moment constraint, a Gaussian random
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variable has maximum entropy [2, 3]. We use this to calculate the following upperbound

(3)

where (J~ := E[y~] = (J; + (J;(J] + (J~. Note that we can obtain this result by imposing
a second moment constraint on the input, i.e., we obtain the same upper bound on
-hH(Y) for any input distribution, provided E[x2] ::::: (J;. Of course, the entropy of
the output only approaches (3) if the output distribution becomes Gaussian-like. This
implies that the distribution of the input cannot be far from Gaussian, for large signal
to noise ratios. Therefore, we conjecture that the Gaussian input distribution is a good
candidate for obtaining large mutual inforrnation on the GAWGN.

The information theoretic equivalent of the uncertainty of the output given the
input is expressed quantitatively by the equivocation. For reliable communication,
this equivocation must be resolved by using codes. It turns out that for the GAWGN
channel, weèàn calculate the equivocation exactly. With a Gaussian input, we have
to use a special function FJ. It can also be shown that the GAWGN is insensitive to
memory in the input vector

_ N
H(YIX,X) = LH(YiIXj,Xj).

j=l

Given Xm and Xm, Ym is a Gaussian random variable defined by Ym = Xm + xmJm +
nm, i.e., P(Ymlxm, xm) = N(Ym - Xm, x~(J} + o"~). Therefore, we obtain

(4)

a result that is independent from Xm. Using (5), it can be shown that

H(Y.n IXm, Xm) = ~ JOO p(xm) log 21re(x~(J] + (J~) dXm.
2 -00

(6)

In case {x} is stationary and Gaussian, it turns out that the total equivocation can
be thought of as being generated by an equivalent Gaussian noise of variance (J;(J) + (J~
and some correction that remains 'small'

I .) 1 (22 2) 1 ((J;o"])H(Y X, X = -log 21re (Jx(J J + (Jn - -FJ --2- ,2 2 (Jn

where FJ(a), a> 0 is defined by

(7)

FJ(a) = ~ JOO log [ 1 + a 2] e-4 dx.
v21r -00 1 + ax

In particular, we have 0:::::FJ(a) :::::,+log 2, with a 2: 0, where, is Euler's constant [4].

(8)

Combining the results, we obtain a bound on the mutual information of the GAWGN
channel if the input signal is i.i.d. and x is stationary Gaussian

<

(9)

(10)

I(X,X;Y)
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Note that the analysis of this channel model using Gaussian inputs leads to familiar
looking results. It seems that the combined effect of additive noise and a stochastic
signal can largely be understood in terms of an equivalent AWGN channel, having an
effective total noise power of o"z = O"~O"} + O"~, while using some corrections that can be
expressed in FJ. The corrections reflect the fact that the stochastic component is not
independent of the input signal.

4 The AWGN&J Channel for i.i.d Gaussian Input
The AWGN&J channel can be seen as a special case of the GAWGN channel.

For the AWGN&J channel, the inputs {x",} and {i",} are related since the latter
represents the sampled derivative of the same time function that is sampled by the
former. Following the same argument as the previous section, it can easily be seen
that (3) still holds.

The presence of the differentiator leads to infinite memory in the AWGN&J channel.
However, the effect of memory is more or less local, i.e., the effect of a given input on a
certain output declines if we increase the time difference between the considered input
and output. Therefore, by considering transmission of long sequences of say length N,
we can turn the AWGN&J channel into a superchanncl that asymptotically (N -4 (0)
behaves lik~ a memoryless channel for N-vectors. We can prove that irH(YIX) -4

irH(YIX, X), because the local derivative of a band-limited signal is almost known if
the signal itself is known in a sufficiently large neighborhood. In particular, it can be
shown that

lim ~H(YIX) = .r: p(im) log 27fe[i;,,0"} + O"~l dim.
N-+oo N 2 -00

(11)

Using these results, we can derive an upper bound on the mutual information of
the AWGN&J channel if the input distribution is i.i.d, Gaussian

(12)

In Figure 4, we plot the bound given by (12) (curves denoted by 'white input'). For
all curves, we assumed O"~ = I, while 0"J is a parameter for which we took two different
values (O.lTs and O.OlTs). All curves are plotted as a function of the input power 0";.

The important conclusion is that in absence of timing jitter, I(Xj Y) (and capacity)
increases logarithmically with SNR. However, with timing jitter a saturation effect is
noticed, i.e., increasing signal power does not help to combat timing errors if we stick
to a stationary white Gaussian input.

5 Non-White Gaussian Inputs
In this section, we investigate whether we can enlarge the mutual information of the

AWGN&J channel under an average input power constraint if the spectral distribution
is not prescribed to be flat. Hence we still require the input to be stationary and
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Gaussian, but it can have any spectral distribution. It can be shown that, for a given
spectral density, high frequencies in the input have a relatively large contribution to the
'noise' generated by jitter. It might therefore be beneficial to redistribute the spectral
density of the input process such that low frequencies are used with more power than
the higher frequencies. ---'.

5.1 An Upper Bound on the Average Mutual Information

We consider the average mutual information of a channel having memory

lim _l:_](X; Y) = lim [_l:_H(Y) - _l:_H(YIX)] .
N~oo N N~oo N N (13)

In the previous sections, we have said that for the AWGN&J channel, for any stationary
input signal

~H(YIX) = H(YIX, X). (14)

This can be interpreted that the amplitude distortions, generated by noise and jitter,
have a flat spectral density, independent of the input spectral density. This becomes
more clear if we consider the AWGN&J channel in the spectral domain. Let cf>x, cf>x,
cf>J and cf>n be the spectral densities of the discrete-time random processes x, X, J and
n, respectively. The spectral density of the output cf>y can be written as

(15)

If the additive noise is white, we have cf>n(f) = O'~. The middle term correspouds to the
jitter contribution , since the product of two uncorrelated processes in the time domain
leads to a convolution of their spectra. Using cf>x(f) = (27ff)2cf>x(f) and cf>J(f) = uJ for
independent jitter, we obtain

(16)

(17)

(18)

where is = I/Ts equals the sampling frequency. Due to the spectral insensitivity of
the equivocation we can write for any spectral input distribution in case the input is
Gaussian

(19)

where we regard the integrand as a spectral density.
It can be shown that the entropy of the output Y, in case of stationary, non-white

input and noise, is upperbounded by

1 - 1j/'/2lim -H(Y) ::; Ts- log{27re<py(f)} dj.
N~oo N 2 -/,/2

(20)
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Combining (19) and (20) into (13), we obtain the following upperbound to the
mutual information of the AWGN&J channel in case of WSS Gaussian input with
spectral density ~x(f)

lim ~I(XjY) ::;T)jJ,/2 [log (1+ /~(f) 2) +FJ (O";~])] dj, (21)
N--+oo 2 -J,/2 O"xO"J+O"n 0""

where
(22)

5.2 The Optimal Spectral Distribution
Mathematically, we have to optimize (21) with respect to ~x(f) under the constraint

T,J!i~2~x(f) dj = 0";, where 0"; is the input power constraint. The solution can be
found by the calculus of variations. We can show that the optimum solution satisfies

(23)

for some À, where
Is:

(27rO"J?Ts [~v2~x(v)dv,
2

(27rO"J)2js [0"; À _ ~ {-I + 2(k, + O"~) }]
O"~ k1 0"~(1 + Jl + 2c~)

Similar to the classical water filling argument, where the sum of signal and noise
powers should be a constant, we find that in the presence of jitter, the sum of signal,
jitter and noise power must add to 1/(À + k2P) in order to be optimal. Hence, we
indeed find that the optimum input process in the presence of timing jitter should
contain more low frequency power than if there would be no jit ter.

We have evaluated numerically the optimum spectral solution for stationary Gaus-
sian inputs of the AWGN&J channel. In Figure 4, we depict the mutual information
as a function of the SNR with O"J as a parameter, O"~ = 1 and T, = 1. Note that
the mutual information for a fixed SNR is indeed higher for the speetrally optimized
case when compared to a white Gaussian input. This implies that a higher reliable
transmission rate should be possible, by using codes that are speetrally matched to the
AWGN&J channel than using codes that have a white spectral distribution.

(24)

(25)

6 Conclusion

We have discussed information theoretic consequences of the combination of addi-
tive noise and sampling timing jitter, which act as signal impairments for a transmission
scheme using band-limited, stationary Gaussian signals.

We conclude that the effects of sampling timing jitter as modelled by the AWGN&J
channel, also in information theoretic sense, largely can be understood in terms of
(signal dependent) additive Gaussian noise.
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Figure 4: Capacity and Mutual Information of the AWGN&J Channel

Since the effects of timing jitter depend on the spectral density of the input process,
it turns out to be beneficial to optimize the spectral input distribution for a given
average input power constraint. The optimal spectral densities can be determined using
calculus of variations. The solution turns out to be a kind of 'distorted waterfilling'.
In particular we find that, even for infinite signal to noise ratio and any spectral input
distribution of a Gaussian signal, the average mutual infonnation is bounded in the
presence of sampling timing jitter.

Furthermore, by considering also lower bounds, it can be shown that the upper
bounds given in this paper are tight [1].
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Abstract

This paper presents a novel approach to the automatic categorization of words from raw
data. Wecount occurrences of word pairs in text and use a hierarchical clustering technique on
this frequency data to obtain a classification of words into linguistic categories. As a distance
criterion in the clustering process, we use the loss of mutual information caused by combining
two clusters into a single new cluster.

With this method, words are not only classified on the basis oftheir syntactic categories, but
also with respect to aspects that are related to their meanings. The method can form the basis
of a system that uses a much finer categorization of words than is feasible using traditional
grammar-based approaches. Weplan to use it in a layered system of artificial neural networks
that are trained to recognize higher-level constituents.

1 Introduetion

In this paper, we present a simple, theoretically well-founded method to categorize the words
of a text in a fully automated fashion. This method was partly inspired by the work of Elman
[5], who used cluster analysis on the hidden unit activations of a recurrent neural network,
and Finch and Chater [6], who used a combination of statistics and artificial neural networks
to learn linguistic categories from performance data. A more elaborate explanation of these
methods can be found in [9].

Other approaches to the automatic extraction of data from untagged text are those of
Church and Hanks [4], who used mutual information to estimate word association norms and
determine co-occurence relations, Brent [2], who used statistics to subcategorize verbs in raw
text, and Atwell [1], who used cc-occurrence frequencies to assign predefined part-of-speech
labels to words.
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2 Method

2.1 Hierarchical cluster analysis

Hierarchical cluster analysis [12] is a widely used method to present a finite number of objects
in the form of a tree or dendrogram. Given a distance criterion d(Cp,cq) that operates on
the multi-dimensional representations of two clusters cp and cq, and starting with n clusters
consisting of single objects, the cluster analysis algorithm joins in each iteration those two
clusters Cr and Cs for which d( CT) cs) is minimal. The representation of this new cluster
Ct = Cr U Cs can be computed as the sum, the average or some other combination of the
representations of Cr and CS'

We use this clustering algorithm to classify the words of a language in order to form
categories. To perform this clustering, we need an appropriate distance criterion. The
criterion we use is based on information theory and is described in the next section.

2.2 Information theory

Given an input text, a lexicon W = {WI, ... ,wn}, and a small integer v, let x and y represent
the words in the input text at some position u and the words at position u+v, respectively (with
u ranging over the length of the text), in which case the sample space of both variables is equal
to W. The probabilities with which words and word pairs occur can be estimated from the
frequency data obtained by counting the occurrences of word pairs that are v positions apart
in the input text. Let Nij be the number of times the word pair (Wi, Wj) occurs (v positions
apart) in the text, Ni. = 2:j'=1 Nij the number of observations of word uu, N.j = 2::~1 Ni,
the number of observations of Wj, and N •• = 2::;~1 2::j'=1 Nij the total number of word pairs.
This gives us the following probability estimations I:

?{x = w;}
?{y = Wj}

?{x = Wi,y = w11

iJx( Wi)
iJy( Wj)

iJxy(WiJ Wj)

Ni. IN ••
N.j/N ••
NijIN ••

(1)

These, together with the definition

f (" ")-I NijN ••
Nt,) - og N" N "

t'" *J
(2)

yield an estimation of the mutual information between x and y:

Î{x;y}

(3)

This estimation is the basis of our distance criterion.
1A short remark on the notation: boldface letters represent stochastic variables, and a hat over a letter

denotes estimation, e.g. x is a stochast ie variable. P is an estimation. and Î is an estimator.
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Figure 1: The frequency matrix N before and after clustering

2.3 The distance criterion

To start our clustering process, we define the start set of clusters C = {CI, ... , cn}. with
c, = {u»}. The frequency matrix N can thus be seen as containing frequency data on
clusters instead of words. Suppose, at some stage of the process we want to join clusters CT

and Cs to obtain a new cluster Ct = CTU Cs' It is easy to see that we need to add the respective
frequencies NTj and Nsj, NiT and Nis to obtain a new row and column t (representing Ct) in
our frequency matrix, and delete row and column 7' and s:

N'
'J

o
Nij

NiT + Nis

NTj + Nsj

(i E {7',S} V jE {r,s})
(i,j rJ {r, s, t})
(i rJ {r,s,t})
(j rJ {r,s,t})

(4)

This is illustrated in figure 1. The matrix elements indicated by the small circles (Nrr. NTs,

NsT, Nss) are to be treated separately from the others, since those are combined into a single
new element N:t

The formation of this new cluster and the deletion of the original two causes a reduction
of the mutual information contained in matrix N. Defining the set of involved cells

Sc = {(i,j) I i ECv jEe} (5)

and using equations 4 and definition 2. we can compute this change by considering the
individual information contribution of every cell involved:

A]A{ }( ) "Nijf (") "Nijf·( .. )
ti x;y CT,CS = ~ -N'Z,) - ~ -NZ,)

(")' N.. (' ') sN ••',J E.){,} '.J E {e-;»}

(6)

We want to minimize this loss of information in each clustering step, and therefore use the
(negative) information change as the distance criterion for hierarchical cluster analysis:

(7)

Since ~Î {x; y }( CT) cs) is nonpositive, d( Cr, cs) is nonnegative.
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It is easy to show that this criterion is a true distance metric. Defining In! (N)
'Li,j( Nijl Nu)! N( i, j) on arbitrary matrices with nonnegative elements, let

D(M, N) = Iln!(M) - In!(N)1 (8)

be the metric generated by the standard norm l·I. This metric is an extension of our criterion
d, since we have

d(c,., cs) = D(N, N') (9)

with N' being the matrix that results from N by clustering c,. and Cs. Since D is a metric,
this proves that d is also a metric.

There is one problem: the mutual information estimator is biased, i.e., E{Î{x; vl} i-
Î {x; y }, and therefore the estimator ~Î {x; y}(CT, c,) is biased. However, this bias is of the
order n/ N•• (see [10]), which is sufficiently small if we use a corpus that is large, compared to
the size of the dictionary. Furthermore, in a first order approximation this bias is independent
of the particular choice of clusters that are combined, so it does not influence the clustering
order.

2.4 Standard deviation

A further refinement can be achieved by considering the variance VAR{Î{x; y}} and the

standard deviation SD{Î{x; y}} = VVAR{Î{X; y}} of the information estimator Î{x; y},
which are measures of the uncertainty of the estimation. Like the mutual information
does, its standard deviation decreases in the clustering process. If we want to minimize the
uncertainty in our clustering, we need to maximize this decrease. We could therefore enhance
our distance criterion by adding .\ times the standard deviation change to the information
difference. This decrease can be computed from the variance itself and the variance reduction
LWAR{Î{x; y}}(c,., e.) caused by clustering Cr and Cs:

MD{Î{x; y}}(c" cs) =

VVAR{Î{X;y}} +t.VAR{Î{x;y}}(c"cs) - VVAR{Î{X;y}} (10)

An approximation of the variance of Î{x; y} is given by

1 (n n N·· 2)
VAk{Î{X;y}} = N •• trf; N::!"N(i,j) - U{x;y}) (11 )

A proof of the correctness of this approximation can be found in [10].
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Using equation 11, we can compute the decrease in the estimated variance caused by
clustering Cr and Cs:

(12)

Equation 12 shows that we can compute the change in variance without much overhead,
since the probabilities and logarithms are already computed to determine the change in mutual
infonnation (equations 2 and 6). This gives us an approximation of equation 10,

L\SD{î{x; y}}( cr, cs) =

VVAR{î{x;y}} +&7AR{î{x;y}}(cr,cs) - VVAk{î{x;y}} (13)

which can be used to compute our enhanced distance criterion:

d'(c., cs) = -st {x; y}(Cr, cs) +). . L\SD{î{x; y} }(Cr, cs) + J.L (14)

The constant J.L is added to ensure that we can choose values of ). and J.L such that d( Cr, cs) is
always positive. The larger we take the weight factor )., the more we reduce the uncertainty
in the clustering process.

3 Results

Using a 270,000 word corpus, taken from two textbooks on real-time and parallel computing
([8] and [11]), and clustering the 1250 most frequent words (i.e. words that occur at least
25 times), we obtained a very large dendrogram. We only counted directly adjacent pairs of
words, but nevertheless the results were surprising.

As it is impossible to display the clustering tree in a single picture--even in the smallest
font available this would take 10 pages-we show a condensed overview of the tree structure
(figure 2). This figure is derived from th~ full tree by cutting of deeper branches. The vertical
distance between labels is caused by the size of the respective clusters. The length of the
horizontallines represents the distances between clusters and the clustering order is shown
by the tree structure.

To obtain this tree, we employed the enhanced distance criterion that includes the standard
deviation of the information estimator (see section 2.4), using a value of), = 25. This turned
out to give better results than the criterion without standard deviation. Higher values of ).
did not improve the results significantly. The number of words that were misclassified with
respect to the labels used in figure 2, was reduced from some 15% to around 10% by using the
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Figure 2: The structure of the clustering tree
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Figure 3: A part of the clustering tree

Figure 4: Another part of the clustering tree

standard deviation, and the overall structure of the tree was also improved. This is somewhat
arbitrary, however, since we only have a subjective quality measure of the classification.
Furthermore, many errors consisted of singular nouns misclassified as plural, and vice versa.
The error percentage would drop some 4 points if all singular and plural noun clusters were
simply labeled with "nouns".

Figures 3 and 4 show some parts of the clustering tree (located in figure 2 within the marked
clusters) that clearly demonstrate the combination of both syntactic and semantic aspects.
The cluster of figure 3 consists mainly of past tenses of verbs that have something to do
with performing some task, and figure 3 shows adjectives that deal with order information.
The complete clustering tree contains many more of these "syntacto-semantic" clusters.
Semantically related words and clusters can be found close together in the tree. Syntactic
regularities are captured by the global tree structure.

The statistical significanee of these results can be questioned, since the corpus we used
is quite small. Nevertheless, our results are quite good compared to those of Finch and
Chater r61. They scored less than 5% misclassifications, but used a 33,000,000 word corpus,
which is over 100 times larger than ours. Furthermore, we only counted adjacent words,
whereas they also looked at words that are two positions apart. Taking these differences into
account, we expect that our method will perform much better on a larger corpus and using
more positional information. Unfortunately, we could not do better given the limitations of
our present hardware.

4 Discussion and outlook

The method described in the previous sections can be used in many ways. It might be possible
to build a thesaurus based on the structures and relations uncovered by this approach, or to
add this information to an existing dictionary. Another possibility is to use this word level
information as a basis for the analysis of deeper structures in sentences, e.g. by applying
some grammatical inference algorithm [7]. Other applications might be in areas such as
author identification, vocabulary analysis, etcetera. We plan to use it to form the input of
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layered combination of artificial neural networks that are trained to recognize higher level
constituents such as noun phrases, verb phrases, and so on.

A shortcoming of our method is the inadequate handling of ambiguous words. Ideally,
the different meanings of an ambiguous word would be used separately in the clustering
process. This, however, means that we would assign by hand to every word in the text a
distinct code for each meaning, which is the opposite of what we are trying to achieve. In the
present approach, if one of the categories of an ambiguous word occurs much more often than
the other categories, it is clustered together with other words of this most frequent category.
A possible solution to this problem might be the use of a statistical disambiguator such as
described in [3].
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REDUCTION OF THE NUMERICAL
RANGE OF THE PATH METRICS IN A

VITERBI DECODER

Andries P. Hekstra"

Abstract

This paper addresses the numerical range of the path metric calculus in the
well-known Viterbi algorithm (VA). Given a convolutional code, we present an
exact expression for the maximum difference of (candidate) path metrics. We
prove that the maximum difference corresponds to the case of noiseless reception
of codewords, a trivial mode of operation. We show that for any convolutional
code there is a constant B, such that states with path metrics that exceed the
minimum path metric by more than B can never be on the output path of the VA.
These so called 'looser states' are deleted from the trellis by means of a stopping
rule. Comparison of tight bounds for the required numerical range shows that
the stopping rule can at best half the the required numerical range.

I - INTRODUCTION 1

A possible implementation of the path metrics in the VA is to subtract, at each stage
of the trellis, the minimum path metric from all path metrics [IJ. With this so called
'resealing , approach, the required numerical range must be large enough to represent
the maximum difference of any two candidate path metrics for any two nodes at a
given depth in the trellis. The latter maximum is denoted max{ tlcpm}. Consequently,
the minimum candidate path metric is reduced to zero, and the maximum value that
can occur is max{ tlcpm}. When arithmetic units are used that work with nonnegative
integers {O, 1, ... , 2b - I}, for correct operation of the decoder it is required that

2b - 1 ~ max{tlcpm}. (1)

When the arithmetic units allow for positive and negative numbers, {_2b-1, _2b-1 +
1, ... ,2b-1 - I} one additional bit is required,

2b-1 _ 1 ~ max{tlcpm}. (2)

•Address: PTT Research, P.O. Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam, the Netherlands. Email:
A.P.Hekstra@research.ptt.nl. Part of this contribution has been presented at the 1993 IEEE Intern.
Symp. on Inform. Theory, San Antonio, USA, Jan. 17-22, 1993.

1A 25-page version of this paper with proofs of the theorems and lemmas and more figures is
available from the author
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Alternatively to rescaling, modu/o arithmetic with a numerical range symmetric
around zero can be used, e.g. b-bits two's complement representation. Provided the
maximum possible difference of any two candidate path metrics for the same node,
max dt.cpm}, fits inside the range of the modulo operator, the modulo reduced dif-
ference of the candidate path metrics equals the true difference and the correct sur-
vivor paths are selected. Denote the maximum difference of any two path met ries by
max{t.pm}. If the output path of the VA is traced back [2] from the state with min-
imal metric, also the difference of any two path metrics must fit inside the numerical
range. In formula,

2b-1 -1 :::=: max{maxdt.cpm},max{t.pm}}. (3)

The results presented in this paper apply to all hard decision Viterbi decoders that
use the Hamming distance as metric function as well as to soft decision decoders that
satisfy the following rather weak assumptions. For a rate R = kin binary convolutional
code, we assume the following.
Assumptions
I Symbol metrics are nonnegative integers.
11 If transmission is over a noiseless channel and the transmitted

bit differs from the hypothesis bit, the maximum symbol metric
Smax is assigned, otherwise the symbol metric equals zero.

III A branch metric is the sum of n symbol metrics;
a path metric is the sum of its branch metrics.

With respect to Assumption I, note that what counts for the survivor path selection is
the difference of the symbol metric given that a '0' was sent minus the symbol metric
given that a '1' was sent.

Throughout the paper, a realization of the encoder as a parallel combination of
k shift registers i = 1,2, ... , k for which the i-th shift register is mi cells long [4] is
assumed. Let M denote the total number of shift register cells in the encoder,

k

M=2:mi.
i=1

The number of states in the trellis equals 2M. The memory order m = m+ is defined as
the maximum of the mi [4]. Similarly, define m_ as the minimum length of any of the
encoder shift registers. A route is a series of connected states in the trellis. Observe
that any two states that are m stages apart in the trellis are connected by some route
in the trellis.

Given a particular convolutional code, Theorem I, below, gives an exact expression
for max{t.pm}, maxdt.cpm} and max{t.cpm}. By maxdt.pm}, maxl,dt.cpm}
and maxdt.cpm} we indicate the maximum (candidate) path metric difference at a
depth L = 0,1, ... into the trellis. At L = 0, the trellis starts with the 'all zeroes'
state. It turns out that as a function of L, the maxima first increase, then decrease,
and finally settle at some level.
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11 - STATEMENT OF THEOREMS, EXAMPLES
ANDLEMMAS
The output path of the VA is the path that has minimal overall metric for the entire
codeword length considered. By pm(S) we denote the path metric of state S. The
Hamming metric HmL(S) of an encoder state S at depth L, is the path metric of that
state, if the decoder were of the hard decision type, the Hamming distance is used
as metric function, and the received sequence were 'all zeroes'. In other words, the
Hamming metric is the Hamming weight of the "lightest" path from the 'all zeroes'
starting state of the trellis. Here, "lightest" refers to minimal Hamming weight. A
candidate Hamming metric for a state, is a candidate path metric, if the decoder were
of the hard decision type, etc.

Theorem I
For a Viterbi decoder that satisfies Assumptions I-Ill, we have

• maxj.] t:.pm} equals Smax times the maximum Hamming metric of a final state in
a trellis L branches deep, max£{Hm},

• max l,L {t:.cpm} equals Smax times the maximum candidate Hamming metric for
the final 'all zeroes' state in a trellis L branches deep, max .=O,L{cHm},

• maxj.] t:.cpm} equals Smax times the maximum of all candidate Hamming meirics
of al! final states in a trellis L branches deep, maxr, {cHm}.

More information about the distribution of the path metrics is obtained from

Ipm(S) - pm(T)1 ::;SmaxHmL(S - T), (4)

for arbitrary states Sand T at depth L. For maximization over the depth L into
the trellis, w.I.o.g. rn., ::; L ::; m for max{t:.pm}, and rn., + 1 ::; L ::; m + 1 for
max dt:.cpm} and maxi t:.cpm}.

The paths yielded by Theorem I can actually occur during the operation of the
Viterbi decoder. By Assumption 11, in case of noiseless reception of the 'all zeroes'
codeword, the path metric of a state equals Smax times its Hamming metric. The
folllowing example illustrates that the three maxima in Theorem I can differ.

Example I Consider the R = 1/2, memory order m = 2, convolutional code with
generators (notation of [4]), and hard decision decoding (smax = 1),

g(1) = (1 0 1), g(2) = (100).

Figure 1 illustrates the evalutation of maxi t:.pm} = 4, max 1{t:.cpm} = 3, maxi t:.cpm} =
5.
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Figure 1: Trellis of Example I and III

For block based applications of the VA, one only needs to evaluate the (candidate)
Hamming metrics at depths of L :s: m + 1 in the trellis. For stream based applications,
values of L 2: m + 1 give an upper bound for the required numerical range. Consider
e.g. the evaluation of maxoo{Hm}. The Hamming metric of any encoder state at
depths L 2: m in the trellis can only decrease with the depth as a trellis of length L
contains a subtrellis of length (L-1), prefixed with a 'all zeroes' branch. Denote by Loo
the depth in the trellis at which the (candidate) Hamming metrics have settled at their
final value. No survivor path visites a certain encoder state more than once. Therefore,
the total number of iterations necessary is at most 2M, the number of states in the
trellis. Out of the 2M states, a fraction 2-n has an outgoing branch labelled with 'all
zeroes'. The Hamming weight of any-survivor path is upper bounded by maxm{Hm}.
Therefore,

Loo :s: 2(M-n) +max{Hm} + 1 :s: 2(M-n) + nm + 1.
m

(5)

Conclude that all expressions in Theorem Iare computable within O(2(M-n)) iterations
of the VA.

By an excursion wemean the encoder output that corresponds to a series of states
that begins and ends with an 'all zeroes' state, and has no such states in between.
Denote by dfree,L, the free distance of the convolutional code attained over at most L
branches. If the output path of the VA is traced back from an arbitrary state instead of
the state with minimum path metric[2J, the quantities (6b, 6c) prescribe the required
numerical range for modulo arithmetic.

Corollary II If k = 1, R = 1/n, then

max 1,L {6.cpm}
max 1,oo{ 6.cpm}
max 1,L {6.cpm}

dfree,L,

dfree,

max{dfree,ilm- + 1:S: i:S: m + I}

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)
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Example 11 Consider the R = 2/3, memory order 1, convolutional code with gener-
ators [4),

gil) = (1 1), g12)= (0 1), gP) = (1 1),

g~l) = (0 1), g~2)= (1 0), g~3)= (1 0).

It follows that maxd~cpm} = 5. However, dfree,m+! = dfree = 3. Example I already
showed that maxi ~cpm} can differ from dfree,mH.

Theorem II-A 'Stopping rule' A state S at depth L in the trellis with a path
metric that exceeds the path metric of a state T by smaxG(S - T) or more cannot be on
the output path of the VA, where G(S) denotes the minimal Hamming weight of any
connection of state S to the 'all zeroes' path,

G(S) = min{wH(vs)lvs: 'vs starts in S, ends in an 'all zeroes' state'}. (7)

In particular state T can be chosen to have minimal path metric. Stopping rule A
deletes all states S for which the path metric exceeds the minimum path metric of
some state T = MIN by smaxG(S - MIN) or more. By stopping rule A+ we mean
that all pairs S, T are considered, not just T = MIN. In the proof of Theorem II-B we
show that when stopping rule A has been applied the path metric differences at depth
L in the trellis cannot exceed liL, where

(8)

In order to simplify application of the stopping rule, all states S for which the path
metric exceeds the minimum path metric by more than BL can be deleted. This is
called stopping rule B.

Assumption IV There is a channel symbol reras that represents an erasure. That is
the symbol metric reras given that a '0' was sent equals the symbol metric given that
a '1' was sent.

Theorem II-B '(Simplified) stopping rule' A state S at depth L in the trellis
for which the path metric exceeds the minimum path metric by more than BL cannot
be on the output path of the VA. For decoders with an erasure symbol (Assumption IV)
BL can not be defined any smaller than (8) up to a "round off" margin of (Smax - 1).

Application of the stopping rule requires the computation of the minimum path
metric and comparison of all path metrics with the minimum metric. Therefore,
the stopping rule is most logically combined with the rescaling method. Because
HmL(S), L ~ m is non-increasing as a function of L, BL also is non-increasing in
L. For stream applications, Boo can be used, for block applications the larger value

(9)

applies.
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Hm(S) refer to HmL(S) at L = Loo. G(S) is the Hamming metric of S at depth
"00" of the time-reversed convolutional code, and likewise can be computed with the
VA. Recall that

HmL(S) = min{wH(us)/us : 'us starts in an 'all zeroes' state, ends in S, length L'}.
(10)

For a given S, the coneat enat ion of the optimal us, Vs in (7,10) forms an excursion
X(S) through S of minimal Hamming weight ("lightest excursion"). Vice versa, given
a "lightest excursion" X(S) through S the section Xpre(S) from the start of X up to S
has weight Hm(S), and the section Xpo.t(S) from S to the end of X has weight G(S).
For the sake of uniqueness of definition, if excursions have equal weight, the order is
defined in some arbitrary manner, e.g. lexicographically. Boo can be redefined in terms
of X(.) as,

Boo = max{min{smaxwH(Xpost(S)) - 1, SmaxWH(Xpre(S))}/S}. (ll)

For the computation of BL, the length of Xpre(S) must be constrained to L.
The set of excursions {X(S)/S} can be put in increasing order, X = {Xi/i}. Each

X; has the property that it passes through some state for which X, is the excursion
of least Hamming weight to go through that state. By definition, Xl has weight dJree,
and for all states on Xl we have that X(S) equals Xl' Similarly, it can be verified that
for all states on Xj that are not on any Xi, (i < j), we have that X(S) = X]. Denote
by W the maximal Hamming weight of an excursion in X,

W = max{wH(X)/X EX}.

Let WL be similarly defined, with a constrained on the length of Xpre(S) to at most L.

Lemma I For binary convolutional codes for which any route of tn: branches has
Hamming weight at least n ,

max s=O,oo{cHm} ~ W. (12)

For any binary convolutional code,

(smaxdJree,L - 1)/2 - Smaxn + 1 ~ BL ~ (SmaxWL - 1)/2

(SmaxdJree - 1)/2 - Smaxn + 1 ~ Boo ~ (SmaxW - 1)/2

(13a)

(13b)

Examples Ill, IV illustrate the computation of B, Boo, and the use of the stopping
rule. We remark beforehand, that for a certain value of B, path metric differences
larger than B (but not larger than B + n) can occur before new looser states are
deleted.

Example III The code of Example I is reused (see Figure 1). A hard decision decoder
is used, Smax = 1. From the trellis, observe that, in terms of encoder output,

X(10) = X(OI) = Xl = (n 00 10),
X(ll) = X2 = (ll II 10 10).
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Note that
Hm(10) = Hm(Ol) = 2,
Hm(l1) = 4,

G(lO) = G(Ol) = 1,
G(l1) = 2.

B and Boo work out to 1. B cannot be defined any smaller (e.g. reception of
01 01 00 10 10). The numerical range with rescaling is reduced to B + 1 = 2 for
the A-rule, and to B + 2 = 3 for the B-rule (see Example V). Compare this with
max{ Ó-cpm} = max 00 {Ó-cpm} = 5. If the' all zeroes sequence' is received, the stop-
ping rule deletes all states except the 'all zeroes' states.

Example IV The m = 4, R = 1/2 convolutional code with maximal dJree = 7 is
taken from [4], Smax = 1. Its generator functions are

g(l) = (1 001 1), g(2) = (1 1 101).

By inspection of the trellis, the following excursions are obtained, (in terms of encoder
output)

Xl (11 01 01 10 11),
X2 (11 10 00 00 00 10 10 11),
X3 (11 01 10 00 00 100001 11),
X4 (11 01 10 00 00 01 01 00 01 11),
x, (11 01 01 01 1001 10 11).

The Hamming weight Wi of path Xi is

WI = 7, W2 = 7, W3 = 8, W4 = 9,ws = 10.

Each X; has the following states for which X(S) = X, (decimal notation of the states),

Xl: 1,2,4,8, X2: 5,6,11,12, X3: 3,7,10,13,14, X4: 15, Xs: 9.

Table 1 lists Hm(S), G(S) = WH(X(S)) - Hm(S). Observe that Boo = 4. Because Boo
equals the maximum of the (G(S) - 1) values, BL is constant and B equals B(X). The
maximum difference between candidate path metrics which occurs before looser states
are deleted is B + 1 = 5 for the A-rule, and to B + 2 = 6 for the B-rule (see Example
V). Compare this with max{cHm} = 8 for block applications and maxoo{cHm} = 7
for stream applications.

Denote by maxA,d Ó-cpm} the maximum difference between candidate path metrics
for states at depth L when stopping rule A is used. Similarly, maxB,L {Ó-cpm} is defined
for stopping rule B. Evidently,

max{Ó-cpm} ::; max{Ó-cpm} ::;B + n.
A,L B,L (14)

In general, a somewhat tighter result than B+n is possible. Let J(S) be the maximum
weight of any outgoing branch of the state S,

J(S) = max{WH( e(S, T))I 'CS, T) a branch in the trellis'}.
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Theorem III For a binary convolutional code that satisfies Assumptions I-Ll], and
S a state at depth (L - 1) in the trellis}

~1x{bocpm} :::;max{min{smaxG(S) - 1, SmaxHmL-l(S)} + smaxI(S)IS},

~ix{bocpm} :::;max{min{BL-l,SmaxHmL-l(Sn + smaxI(S)IS}.

(15a)

(15b)

If a soft decision decoder has an 'erasure symbol' (Assumption IV), these bounds are
tight within a "round off" margin of (smax - 1).

Example V For Examples Ill, IV with the B-rule, by inspection it can be veri-
fied that the values obtained from (14) are already tight, and Theorem III yields no
improvement. In case of Example Ill, note that

I(Ol) = wH(Ol) = 1, 1(10) = wH(l1) = 2, I(l1) = wH(Ol) = 1.

Thus,
~'f{bocpm} :::;2.

With Example IV, only 1(9) = 1 is of importance. It follows that

~1x{bocpm} :::;5.

These values for the B-rule are tight as well.
The following Lemma II puts a limit on the reduction in numerical range that can

be achieved by the stopping rule. It implies that for R = l/n convolutional codes,
the penalty for modulo arithmetic without stopping rule in comparison with rescaling
with stopping rule is at most one bit (two bits, if rescaling can be implemented with
nonnegati ve numbers).

Lemma II
~1x{bocpm} ~ ~1x{bocpm} ~ (smaxdJTee - 1)/2.. . (16)

As demonstrated by Examples I, Il there is no general simple relation between
dJTee and the required numerical range. Theorem IV presents an upper bound on
max g, {bopm} in terms of the parameters (n, k, m, M, dJTee) of the convolutional code.
This upper bound generalizes a recent result by Alston and Chau [3]. They proved
that for decoders of binary R = l/n codes, under certain assumptions on the metric
function [3],

maxoo{bopm} :::;smaxln(m + 1) - dJTee/2J.
Define boM as (km - M).

(17)

Theorem IV 'Generalized Alton & Chau bound'
for any (n, k, m, M, dJTee) binary convolutional code}

Under Assumptions I-Ill,

maxoo{bopm} :::;smaxmin{ ln(m + 5) - dJree(1- 2-(t.M+kó»)J 15= 0,1, ... }. (18)
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Abstract

We present a modification of the well-known ACH state-splitting algorithm
which aims at constructing modulation codes with a small decoding window.
Our approach is based on state-combination, an operation recently introduced
by lmmink that introduces look-ahead (or equivalently, encoding delay) into
the resulting encoder. (Remark that ACH does not employ look-ahead.) The
method may also be viewed as a combination of state-splitting and bounded-
delay methods as developed by Franaszek, differentiating states both to future
and to history.

Keywords: bounded-delay code, block-decodable code, ACH algorithm, look-ahead
coding, state-splitting, state-combination.

1 Introduction
We consider construction methods for codes that translate or encode sequences of source
data into sequences that obey certain constraints. Modulation codes, as these codes
are often called, have many applications, for example in storage systems such as mag-
netic and optical disks and tapes. (See e.g. [l1J.) We begin with a brief outline of
this encoding problem. For further details, we refer to Section 2 or to the excellent
overview [13J.

Typically, the collection of allowable sequences, the constrained system, is described
with the aid of a finite-state transition diagram (FSTD). This is essentialy a labelled
digraph; the allowable sequences are precisely those that can be obtained by reading off
the labels or codewords from the transitions that make up a directed path or walk in the
FSTD. In this situation, we say that the FSTD generates or presents the constrained
system.
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In practical applications, the encoder takes the form of a (synchronous) finite-state
machine. Such a device accepts arbitrary source symbols as input and produces a code
word depending on this input and the current state of the encoder. Codes that posses
such an encoder are called synchronous. Typically, each source symbol is made up of
p user bits, and each code word is composed of q bits, for some fixed numbers pand q.
The number pig is called the (binary) rate ofthe code. We may view the encoder as an
alternative presentation of the constrained system, by an FSTD that is more suitable
for coding purposes.

Since modulatior codes are commonly used in a noisy environment, we need to
consider the problem of error propaqatioti at the decoder. To handle this problem,
we usually require that the decoder takes a descision for a codeword depending only
on this codeword, a fixed number m of preceding codewords, and a fixed number a
of subsequent codewords. We refer to these m + 1 + a codewords as the decoding
window for this source symbol, and we say that the code is a sliding-block code, with a
decoding-window size of m + 1+ a code words. Remark that a single error in the input
to a sliding-block decoder affects at most m + 1 + a source symbols, so the amount
of error propagation (the maximum number of erroneous bits in the output sequence
produced by the decoder caused by a single bit error at the input) remains bounded.
The decoding-window size also has a direct bearing on the amount of hardware needed
to implement the decoder. For these reasons, it is an important parameter of a code
and should be as small as possible.

Throughout the years, various code construction methods have been proposed. Ear-
lier methods include the important bounded-delay (BD )-method developed by Franaszek
in a sequence of papers [2], [3], [4], [5]. The BD-method constructs codes that employ
look-ahead encoding (or equivalently, encoding delay) and aims directly at minimizing
the decoding window. An essenrial part of the method is that states are differenti-
ated according to the way that they are entered (their history). A drawback of the
BD method is that code construction may involve large and complex search problems.
A breakthrough occurred with the invention of the ACH state-splitting algorithm [1].
This low-complexity algorithm constructs codes for constrained system of finite type,
for any given rate not exceeding the Shannon capacity [14] of the constraint, by a
tranforrnation technique called state-splitting. We outline this algorithm in Section 4.

The motivation behind both this paper and the paper [7] originated in the following
curious observation. A code produced from the ACH algorithm by M rounds of state-
splitting (i.e., M future transitions are taken into account) in general has a decoding
window of size M + c, for some constant c depending only on the actual labelling with
codewords of the FSTD. But sometimes it may happen that decoding requires only the
K + c last code words from the decoding window, for some K < M independent of the
labelling. (An extreme example of this behaviour occurs for bounded-delay encodable,
block-decodable (BDB) codes [6], where K = 1 and M can be arbitrary large [8J, [9].)

Coaching ACH into producing this behaviour is difficult, since the algorithm al-
lows so much freedom and it is not evident what to aim for. In [7], we propose a code
construction technique that combines aspects of both the BD-method and ACH, essen-
tially by generalizing the approach in [12]. The method produces time-shifted versions
of ACH codes that exhibit the said behaviour , essentially by introducing some form of
look-ahead into ACH.
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Here, we propose another method, based on a modification of the ACH algorithm
that introduces look-ahead (or encoding delay) into the state-splitting algorithm. (The
two methods are strongly related, though.) The method is based on a slight general-
ization of the state-combination technique introduced in [10]with a similar aim, in the
context of block-decodable codes.

2 Notation and background

We address the problem of designing a (synchronous) code for a constrained system .c,
with a given source alphabet B, at a given rate R = pi q. Here we assume that each
source symbol from B consists of p user bits. Typically, .c is given in the form of a
finite-state transition-diagram or FSTD M. Such an FSTD is essentially a labelled
digraph, and consists of a (finite) collection V of states, a (finite) collection A of
transitions between states, and a labelling map L that assigns to each transition a a
q-bit codeword L(a). Each transition a of M has a unique initial state beg(a) and a
unique terminal state endea), and is referred to as a transition from beg(a) to ende a).
(Obtaining the FSTD in this form may require the use of the power graph construction
to ensure that the labels have the required length, see e.g. [1].)

We say that M generates (or presents) .c if .c consists of all sequences L(w) =
L(WI) ... L(wn) of codewords obtained by reading off the labels of walks W= WI... Wn

in M, sequences of transitions for which end(wi) = beg(wi+I), i = 1, ... ,n - 1. We
refer to L(w) as the word generated by the walk w.

Code construction methods such as ACH actually produce a code for ~, the con-
strained system consisting of all walks in M. (Remark that ~ can be presented by M
if we take L to be the identity map that labels each transition with its unique name.)
In other words, the encoder produces not a word in .c, but a walk in M; the particular
map L that presents .c is then used to transform this walk into a word in L, thus
completing the encoding. Evidently some restriction on L is required to ensure that
unique decoding is possible. The proper requirement is that L is of finite type: there
are numbers m and a, the memory and anticipation of L, respectively, such that walks
W_7n ... Wo... Wa that generate a given word f -7n fa fa all agree in transition Wo·
In that case, we can reconstruct the walk W_7n Wo Wn+a used to generate a word
f -7n ... fa ... fa in .c, except for the first m and last a transitions: each Wk, 0 ::; k ::; n,
is determined uniquely by fk-7n ... fk ... fk+a, the decoding window for Wk. In the con-
text of encoder maps, a map of this type is said to be sliding-block decodable, with
decoding-window size m + 1+ a and window (m, a). We say that the FSTD M is of
finite type if its labelling L is of finite type.

It is well-known that .c can be presented by a FSTD M of finite type precisely
when .c can be specified in terms of a finite list of forbidden blocks [1]. (In that case
L is said to be of finite type, or to have finite memory.) Remark that if L is of finite
type, then a code for .c obtained from a sliding-block decodable code for ~ is again a
sliding-block code. (Indeed, each successive recovery operation causes only a limited
loss of information at both ends of the recovered sequence.) So for most purposes, we
can simply forget about the particular labelling L of M as long as L is of finite type,
and concentrate on constructing a code for ~.
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3 Transformations on FSTD's

Typically, to obtain a code for ~, the FSTD M is first transformed into another FSTD
M* that is more suitable for encoding purposes. In the examples discussed in this
paper, the resulting FSTD M* will be an encoder graph; there will be at least N
transitions leaving each state of M*, where N = IBI denotes the cardinality of the
source alphabet B. Observe that from such an FSTD we may construct immediately
a finite-state-machine encoder for ~*, the collection of walks in M*; for each state of
M*, assign the N source symbols to N distinct transitions leaving this state. The
code for ~* thus obtained is obviously block-decodable: if the source sequence {b,,} is
encoded into the walk {a~}, then the source symbol b" can be immediately recovered
from the corresponding "codeword" a~ by reading off the source label assigned to this
transition.

Our aim is to construct from the above code for ~* a (sliding block) code for ~, so
obviously the transformation from M to M* should preserve a strong relation between
~ and ~*. In this paper, we will meet two examples of such a code construction scheme.
(For other examples, see [6].) The ACH state-splitting algorithm (to be discussed in the
next section) deliveres an FSTD M* that generates ~, through its labelling map U',
of finite type, that assigns to each transition a* in M* its unique parent transition in
M. (The map L* is called the ancestor map.) Remark that the resulting encoder will
not involve any encoding delay. The modification of ACH to be discussed in Section 5
does involve an encoding delay; here, the basic transformation step produces from an
FSTD M a new FSTD MI whose labelling function LI assigns to each transition in
MI a set of transitions from M (all with the same initial state); the choice which of
these transitions is actually generated is postponed until the next transition in MI is
known.

4 Connection with the ACH algorithm
The ACH algorithm is a method to transform a given FSTD into an encoder graph. It is
based on a certain type of transformation referred to as a round of state-splitting. Such
a transformation produces from a given FSTD M a new FSTD MI in the following
way. For each state v of M, let the set A" of transitions leaving v be partitioned into
sets A~, i = 1, ... , n". Each state v of M produces states Vi, i = 1, ... , n", in MI,
and each transition a from state v to state w contained in A~ produces transitions
aj : vi f--t ui", j = 1, ... , nw, in MI, all of which inherit their label from a, that is,
L/(aj) = a. This construction makes precise the intuitive idea that each state v can
be split into new states vi according to different futures (represented by their possible
successors). We refer to states Vi and transitions aj as to children of state v and
transition a in MI, and to u and a as their parents in M, respectively. This notion of
children and parents extends to walks in M and MI in the obvious way.

The single most important property of this transformation is that all children o' f31
in MI of a given walk af3 in M agree in transition al. (Intuitively, we think of this
property as a transition in M with given future determining a unique transition in MI.)
Consequently, the parent/child relation in fact provides a one-to-one correspondence
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between hi-infinite walks in M and M' and, in particular, M and M' generate the
same constrained sequences. In the terminology of Section 2, the labelling map L' that
assigns to each transition of M' its parent in M (the ancestor map) is block-decodable,
with window (0,1).

We say that an FSTD M* is produced from the FSTD M by M rounds of state-
splitting if M* is the result of a sequence of M transformations M ......M' ......... M*,
where each intermediate transformation consists of a round of state-splitting. The
parent/child relation obviously extends by transitivity to states and transitions in M
and M*. Each round of state-splitting increases the decoding window by one. As a
result, the ancestor map L* that assigns to each transition in M* its unique parent
in M is block-decodable, with window (0, M): all children ao ... aM in M* of a given
walk ao ... aM in M agree in transition ao.

The ACH state-splitting algorithm transforms a weighted FSTD by rounds of state-
splitting as explained above. However, due to the presence ofthe weights, not all trans-
formations are allowed. Indeed, the algorithm assumes that an non-negative integer
weight cP, is assigned to each state v, in such a way that the weight vector cPconstitutes
an [M, N]-approximate eigenvector: for each state v, N times the weight of v is never
more than the sum of the weights of the successors of v, that is,

NcPv:::; L cPend(a)'
aEA"

(1)

(Recall that N denotes the size of the source alphabet B.) A particular round of
state-splitting is allowed if, for each state v of M, the weight cPv associated with v
can be distributed over its children vi in M', in such a way that the new weight-
assignment now constitutes an [M', N]-approximate eigenvector. Moreover, to exclude
various degenerate cases we require that at least one state v' of M' has been assigned
a non-zero weight smaller than the weight of its parent state in M. As a consequence
of this last requirement there will be more non-zero weights in M' than in M. It is
not difficult to show that a collection of partitions A~ provides an admissible round of
state-splitting precisely when

cPv:::;LLN-1 L cPend(a)J·
aEA:,

(2)

The main result in [1] applies to an irreducible FSTD M and states that if the
non-zero weights in cP are not constant, then some cjJ-compatible split can always be
found. So, after a finite number of transforrnations, the pair M, cP gets transformed
into a pair M*, cP*for which cP*is an [M*, N]-approximate eigenvector with constant
non-zero weights. Eliminating zero-weight states from M* if riecesary, we may assume
that cP* is constant. Then the definition of an approximate eigenvector reveals that,
necesarily, at least N transitions leave each state in M', that is, M* is an encoder
graph.

5 State-combination as a modification of ACH
We now give two descriptions of a transformation called state-combination, a slight
generalization of a transformation (with that sarne name) introduced in [10], in the
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context of block-decodable codes. As in that paper, we use state-combination to intro-
duce look-ahead into the algorithm.

We first describe state-combination as a modification of ACH. A round of state-
combination produces a new FSTD from M similar to the FSTD M' obtained from
M by an allowable round of state-splitting, but with a different labelling. (We will use
the same notation as in the previous section.) For the moment, we will assume that,
for all v and i, the terminal states ende a) of transitions a E A~ are all distinct. (We
discuss the general case later.) We describe the change of labelling of M' in two steps.

Consider first the effect of replacing for each transition ai : vi I----) wi its label
a (contained in the set A~ by definition, see Section 4) by the new label A~, the
collection of transitions determined by v", We observe that the label sequence A~A~
generated by a walk ai(Jk, where (Jk : wi I----) Uk, uniquely determines a (and hence
also the transition ai in M') as the transition in A~ with terminal state w (recall our
assumption that all these transitions have distinct terminal states). Hence a sequence
of these new labels generated by a walk in M' encodes a (unique) walk in M, and (like
the original labelling) this new labelling of M' is of finite type, with window (0, 1).
Conversely, a transition a in M immediately determines the corresponding label A~,
where v = beg(a) and i is the index for which a E A~.

Next, we apply a time-shift: we shift all labels one transition back. That is, instead
of assigning the label A~ to the transitions leaving Vi, we now assign this label to all
incoming transitions in Vi. Obviously this new labelling generates the same sequences
as the one considered above, but now has window (1,0).

There are two reasons why this time-shift is useful. The first reason is best explained
by assuming that M' is actually our final encoder graph. Then it may be possible to
assign source symbols to the transitions of M' in such a way that equal source symbols
are assigned to transitions with the same label, that is, to transitions that enter the
same state. (This is clearly impossible before the time shift, since transitions leaving
the same state should receive distinct source symbols.) If this is indeed possible, then
this last transformation does not increase the decoding window! (We will return to
this point following our second description.) The second reason is that as a result
of this time-shift, states may be merged independent of the actual labelling L of the
FSTD M, as we now explain. Let E~ denote the collection {end(a) I a E A~}, the
terminal states of transitions contained in A~. If E~ = E! holds for two states Vi and
uk, then for each transition ai : vi I----) wi (so with end(a) = w) leaving vi, with label
A{", there is a corresponding transition ,i : uk I----) wj leaving uk, with the same label
and ending in the same state, and vice versa. Consequently, from these states the same
label sequences are generated, hence they may be merged into one state. (If we assign
the maximum of the weights of vi and uk as weight to this new state, then the weights
again constitute an approximate eigenvector, as the reader may easily verify.) Merging
is important, since it serves to decrease the number of states in the resulting decoder.
Compare this with merging as discussed in [13].

To merge states, we essentially replaced a state name vi by the new name E~ and
identified states with the same name. This remark leads in a natural way to our second
description of state-combination, which more resembles the construction in [10]. Let
El, .... En denote the distinct sets of the form E~, that is, the distinct sets of terminal
states of transitions in sets A~. (Each set Ej represents a collection of states that are
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combined in the following construction.) We construct a new FSTD .Nt, with as states
these sets Ej, and with a transition from Ej to Ek with as label the set A~ whenever
v E Ej and Ek equals E~, the set of terminal states determined by the label. We
think of such a transition in .Nt as representing a collection A~ of possible transitions
from v to include into the encoding path, with the actual choice postponed until the
next transition in .Nt (which, through its label, determines the terminal state in M) is
known. Remark that .Nt is of course identical to the FSTD obtained from the merging
operation as described earlier. We observe furthermore that state-combination will
not increase the decoding window in the situation that the various sets A~ are either
disjoint or equal. (In other cases, state-combination mayor may not lead to such an
increase, compare this with the discussion in [10].)
Example: Consider the FSTD M at the left in Figure 1. The weights rpa= 1,
rpb = 2, and rpc= 3 constitute an [M, 2]-approximate eigenvector. The sets A~ = {I},
Ai = {2,3}, A! = {4,6}, and A~ = {5} provide allowable partitions. The resulting
FSTD .Nt after state-combination is shown at the right in Figure 1.

~
~

Figure 1: The FSTD M and the result .Nt after state-combination.

Here it is immediately obvious that state-combination does not increase the decoding
window. 0

Our construction requires that terminal states of transitions in sets A~ are distinct.
If this is not the case, then we first do some "backward state-splitting" , that is, we first
differentiate some of the states according to history. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2.
(Essentially, we partially replace M by its edge graph.) It is not difficult to show that
this operation in combination with state-splitting increases the decoding window by at
most one.

Figure 2: The FSTD M and the resulting FSTD after diversification of state b.

There are reasons (a discussion of which is outside the scope of this paper, see [7]) to
mix ordinary state-splitting with state-combination in the following way. Do ordinary
state-splitting, until (possibly after deleting some of the transitions) we arrive at the
following situation: for each state v, there are partitions {A~}; of Av such that, for
each i, N divides 2::aEA:, rpend(a)and, moreover, the weights </lvi = N-1 2::aEA:, rpend(a)
would constitute an approximate eigenvector for M'. (For example, in [10] we have
N = 2, all weights are either 1 or 2, and the algorithm repeatedly attempts to combine
two states of weight 1.) Repeat the above procedure until an encoder is obtained.
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We remark that the decoder of the code thus obtained will employ both look-ahead
and look-back. For example, the excellent rate-l/2, (d, k) = (2,7)-code constructed
in [7J can easily be obtained by the above method, by an obvious modification of the
construction given in that paper. Unfortunately, we do not have the space to include
this example here.
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A Construction Method for Systematic
Codes Correcting/Detecting Asymmetric

Errors

Jas H. Weber and Guus H. Kaag*

Abstract

We consider codes for the binary asymmetrie channel, on which only I-errors
(1 --+ 0) may occur. For such a channel, optimal error-detecting codes have
been given by Borden. Further, several classes of asymmetrie error-correcting
codes have been designed. However, almost no attention has been paid to the
combination of error correction and error detection in the asymmetrie case.

In this paper we propose a construction method for systematic codes which
are able to simultaneously correct up to t asymmetrie errors and detect from
t + 1 up to d asymmetrie errors. Both encoding and decoding procedures are
provided. Finally, optimality issues are discussed.

1 Introduction
For some modern (optical) communication systems, the binary asymmetrie channel
model (also called the Z-channel) appears to be more suitable than the familiar binary
symmetric channel model. Both models are shown in Figures 1 and 2. For the Z-
channel, we assume only 1 --7 0 errors may occur.

Codes correcting/detecting symmetric errors have been studied extensively. Of
course, these codes can also be used to correct/detect asymmetrie errors. However,
due to the fact that errors of the type 0 --7 1 do not occur on the Z-channel, it could
be expected that codes especially for the Z-channel can be constructed that need less
redundancy than comparable codes for the symmetric channel.

Thus far, (nonsystematic) asymmetricerror-detecting codes have been given by Bor-
den [1], which are optimal in the sense that they maximize the number of codewords for
a given length and error-detecting capability. Systematic asymmetrie error-detecting
codes have been proposed in [2]. Further, several classes of asymmetricerror-correcting
codes have been designed (see e.g. [6] and [3]). However, almost no attention has been
paid to the combination of error correction and error detection for the asymmetrie case.
In this paper we propose a construction method for codes which are able to simulta-
neously correct up to i asymmetrie errors and detect from i + 1 up to d asymmetrie
errors. Such codes are called i-AsEC d-AsED codes.

'The authors are with Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, In-
formation Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031,2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
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Figure 2: Binary Asymmetrie Channel (Z-channel).
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The following notation will be used throughout this paper. Let x = (Xl, X2, •• ·, xn)
denote a binary vector of length n. Let 1aob denote the vector of length a + b with the
first a coordinates equal to 1 and the last b coordinates equal to O. Let w(x) denote
the weight of x. Let N(x, y) denote the number of coordinates where x is 0 and y is 1.
Thus, dH(x, y) = N(x, y) + N(y, x), where dH(x, y) is the Hamming distance between
x and y. A code C of length n is a set of binary vectors of length n. As is well known,
a code C is able to simultaneously correct up to t symmetric errors and detect from
t + 1 up to d symmetric errors (t-SyEC d-SyED) if and only if the Hamming distance
between any two different codewords is at least t + d + 1. A necessary and sufficient
condition for a code C to be t-AsEC d-AsED is stated in the next theorem. The proof
can be found in [7J.

Theorem 1 A code C is t-AsEC d-AsED (with 0 :::;t :::;d) if and only if all x, y E C
with x i y and N(x, y) 2:: N(y, x) satisfy

N(x,y) 2:: d+ 1 or N(y,x) 2:: t + 1.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a systernatic
construction method for t-AsEC d-AsED codes. Next, both encoding and decoding
procedures are provided in Section 3. Further, optirnality issues are discussed in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, conclusion are drawn in Section 5.

2 Construction Method
A frequently used method (see e.g. [4J and [5]) to design codes with some combined
symmetric and nonsymmetrie error-correcting/detecting capabilitres, is to start with
a systematic SyEC code and then to append a tail to each codeword such that the
extended code has the desired capabilities. We will use this method to construct t-
AsEC d-AsED codes. Before presenting the details, we first state the following two
lemmas from [4Jconcerning codes with an even Hamming distance.

Lemma 1 Let C be a code with even Hamming distance. Then there exists a code with
the same length, cardinality, and Hamming distance as C, in which all codeuiords are
of even weight.

Lemma 2 Let C be a code with Hamming distance 2t + 2 in which all codewords have
even weight. Then for any two different codeurorde x and y with q = w(y) - w(x) 2:: 0
we have

N(x,y) 2:: (2t+2+q)/2 and N(y,x) 2:: (2t+2-q)/2.

In order to construct a systematic t-AsEC d-AsED code (with 0 :::; t < d), we
start with a systematic code C of length n and Hamming distance 2t + 2 in which all
codewords are of even weigbt. Let s = d - t - 1. For each codeword xE C, let m(x) be
defined as the unique integer such that 0:::; m(x) :::;sand m(x) == w(x)/2 mod (s + 1).
We now define an extended code C' by appending to each codeword x of C the tail
t(x) = 1s-m(x)om(x).
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Theorem 2 C' is a systematic t-AsEC d-AsED code with length n + d - t - 1 and
cardinality IC I·
Proof. We only need to prove that C' is indeed t-AsEC d-AsED, since the rest follows
immediately from the code construction. So let's assume that x' = (x, t(x)) and
y' = (y, t(y)) are two different codewords in C'. Let q = w(y) - w(x) 2 O. Using
Lemma 2 we will prove that the condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied.

a) The case q 2 2(d - t). Then N(x', y') 2 N(x, y) 2 (2t + 2 + q)/2 2 d + 1.

b) The case q = O. Then N(y',x') = N(y,x) 2 (2t + 2)/2 = t + 1 and N(x',y') =
N(x, y) 2 (2t + 2)/2 = t + 1.

c) The case 2 ::; q ::; 2(d - t - 1). Then the tails of x and y are different.

cl) If N(t(x), t(y)) = 0, then N(y',x') 2 (2t + 2 - q)/2 + q/2 = t + 1 and
N(x',y') 2 (2t + 2 + q)/2 2 t + 1.

c2) If N(t(y), t(x)) = 0, then N(x',y') 2 (2t + 2 + q)/2 + d - t - q/2 = d + 1.

o
As an example we consider the case t = 4 and d = 9. Hence we choose an initial

code of Hamming distance 2t + 2 = 10. The tails are of length s = d - t - 1 = 4:

w(x) m(x) t(x)
0 0 1111
2 1 1110
4 2 1100
6 3 1000
8 4 0000
10 0 1111
12 1 1110
14 2 1100
16 3 1000
18 4 0000
20 0 1111
22 1 1110

If we have two codewords x and y with w(x) = 6 and w(y) = 12, respectively, then

N(x', y') = N(x, y) + N(t(x), t(y)) 2 (8 + 2 + 6)/2 + 2 = 8 + 2 = 10 = d + 1.

3 Encoding and decoding procedures

It's obvious from the code construction that the encoding of a message can be estab-
lished by the following procedure:

1. Encode the message as usual into a codeword x of C.
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2. Compute w(x) and m(x).

3. Append the tail 1s-m(x)om(x) to x.

The decoding of a received word y' = (y, z), where y is of length nand z is of
length s, can be established by the following procedure:

1. Compute the syndrome of y as usual in code C. Let m be the multiplicity of
errors corresponding to the syndrome.

2. If m > t, then signal "errors detected" and stop.

3. Decode y using a decoding algorithm in code C to get c and compute c'
(c, t(c)).

4. If N( C', y') = 0 and N(y', c') :::::t, then output c' as estimation for the transmitted
codeword and stop; else signal "errors detected" and stop.

Theorem 3 The decoding procedure described above is valid.

Proof. To prove the validity of the algorithm, we need to show that:

a) If t or less asymmetrie errors have occurred, then the procedure outputs the correct
codeword.

h) If more then t but no more then d asymmetrie errors have occurred, then the
procedure signals "errors detected".

Let x' = (x, t(x)) be the transmitted codeword. Assume el and e2 asymmetrie
errors occur in x and t(x), respectively.

a) The case el + e2 :::::t. In this case m = el::::: t, c' = x', N(C',y') = N(X',y') = 0,
and N(y', c') = el + e2 :::::t. Hence the procedure outputs c' = x'.

h) Thc cane til :::;c I I c~ :::;d.

hl) The case el :::::t. In this case m = el :::::t, c' = x', N(C',y') = N(X',y') = 0,
and N(y', c') = el +e2 2: t+ 1. Hence the procedure signals "errors detected"
in step 4.

h2) The case el 2: t+ 1. Suppose the procedure does not signal "errors detected".
Then m :::::t, c i= x, N (c', y') = 0, and N(y', c') :::::t. Due to the structure of
the tails, this leads to a contradiction. Hence the procedure outputs "errors
detected" .

o
As an example we consider the case t = 1 and d = 5. To encode a message k of

length 4 we can use the extended Hamming code with generator matrix

G = (~ ~o 0
o 0

00011
o 0 0 1
1 0 0
o
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of length 8 as initial code. So if k = (1,1,0,0), then x = (1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0), m(x) = 2,
and so x' = (1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0, 1,0,0) is transmitted over the channel. Now assume we
receive y' = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0), so four asymmetrie errors have occurred. In the
decoding procedure we get m = 0, c' = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1), and finally in step 4
N(y', c') = 2 > 1. Thus "errors detected" is signalled.

4 Optimality Issues

In the construction method for systematic t-AsEC d-AsED codes described in this
paper, a tail of length d - t - 1 is appended to all the codewords of an initial code with
Hamming distance 2t + 2. In this section we investigate whether the length of this tail
is efficient or not.

In [4J Lin and Base describe several construction methods for t-error-correcting
d-unidirectional error-detecting (t-EC d-UED) codes. They also append appropriate
tails to an initial code of Hamming distance 2t + 2. Since their codes are t-EC d-UED,
these are certainly t-AsEC d-AsED. One of their methods uses tails of length s (with
s :::::t+ 3) giving t-EC (2s - t -1 )-UED codes, and thus t-AsEC (2s -t -1)-AsED. Note
that our method using tails of length s gives t-AsEC (s +t + 1)-AsED codes. Hence, at
the same redundancy and asymmetrie error-correcting capability, the method by Lin
and Base has at least as much asymmetrie error-detecting capability as our method
if s :::::2t + 2. When fixing tand d, this implies that our method only needs less
redundancy than the one by Lin and Base if t < d < 3t + 3.

When t < d :::: 2t + 2, we can prove that under certain quite general conditions our
tails are optimal in the sense that they are the shortest possible to obtain a t-AsEC
cl-AsED code starting from an arbitrary code with Hamming distance 2t + 2 in which
all codewords have even weight. More precisely, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4 Let tand d be integers such that t < d ::::2t + 2. Let C be a code of
Hamming distance 2t + 2 in which all codewords have even weight and for which there
exists an even integer j such that for each q = 2,4, ... , 2(cl-t-l) there exists a codeword
x of weight j and a codeword y of weight j + q such that N(x, y) = (2t + 2 + q)/2 and
N(y,x) = (2t + 2 - q)/2. In order to obtain a t-AsEC cl-AsED code by appending a
fixed-length tail to each codeword of C that only depends on the weight of the codeword,
the length of the tail must be at least d - t - 1.

Proof. Suppose the length of the tails is d - t - 2. The extended codewords should
satisfy the condition from Theorem 1. Hence for each q = 2,4, ... ,2( d - t - 1) there
exists a codeword x of weight j and a codeword y of weight j + q such that

N(t(x), t(y)) :::::d - t - q/2 or N(t(y), t(x)) :::::q/2.

Let tj denote the tail that is appended to all codewords of weight j. From the case
q = 2 it follows that tj contains at least one 1. Hence from the case q = 4 it follows
that tj contains at least two 1'so Proceeding like this we eventually conclude from the
case q = 2(d - t - 2) that t , contains d - t - 21's and thus no O's. This leads to a
contradiction for the case q = 2(d - t - 1). Hence the length of the tails is at least
cl-t-I. 0
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a construction method for systematic t-AsEC d-AsED
codes. These codes have the following charasteristics.

• The codewords are obtained by appending appropriate tails to the codewords of
an initial systematic code with Hamming distance 2t + 2 in which all codewords
have even weight.

• The length of the tail equals d - t - 1 and is thus independent of the length of
the initial code.

• The encoding/decoding complexity is comparable to that of the initial code.

• If d is relatively close to t, the codes seem to be quite efficient in terms of re-
dundancy. However, if d is relatively large compared to t, the codes are very
inefficient and are outperformed by the codes of Lin and Bose [4].
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Abstract

The advent of broadband public digital networks offers new prospects for digital
image transmission. In order to achieve such transmissions at acceptable costs, great
efforts have been devoted to image compression. For some applications, like pay-TV,
an additional request is the secrecy of the transmission. For these cases a specific en-
cryption has to be developped. In this paper we present a cryptosystem taking into
account the need for compression before transmission. Many of image cryptosystems
have to be somewhat transparent. This has led us to develop a multiresolution encryp-
tion algorithm, where the low-resolution information of the images (i.e. their icons)
remains unencrypted.

1 Introduction
Nowadays the need for conditional access systems for digital image transmission or storage
becomes a necessity. Among their range of applications one can point out

• pay-T'V ...

• medical images for transmission on LAN or for database

• confidential videoconferences ...

• secret facsimile transmissions ...

Digital images could be considered as a given amount of bits and an encryption could be
achieved by directly applying a conventional method, like the Data Encryption Standard
(DES). The DES is a one-to-one mapping of blocks of 64 bits defined by a 56 bits secret key.
This method would however have two major drawbacks.
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• First, the image is not a random amount of data: the pixels are connected by a cor-
relation process which could offer a possible path for breaking the encryption. More
precisely, the unknown key, could be retreved by a method giving the maximum cor-
relation for the data at the output of the decoding.

• The output of the DES is pseudo-random and any compression achieved after the
encryption becomes impossible, since the apparent correlation has disappeared.

Applying a method like the DES after a compression coding of the image seems attractive
since the output of the coding is more or less random and already encoded at the required
bit rate. However, this method is also not satisfactory for three reasons.

• A user could intend to protect his images independently from the nature of the trans-
mission channel, i.e. independently from the compression algorithm in use in this
channel.

• Compression techniques are very sensitive to transmission errors and are specifically
protected. Generally, a specific framing and synchronization is added to the compressed
data. A DES encryption would decrease dramatically the efficiency of this proteetion.

• In many applications, the encryption has to be somewhat transparent:

A broadcaster of pay-TV does not always intend that unauthorized receivers do
not receive his program, but rather intends to promote a contract with non-paying
watchers.

The access to the icons of a secret image-base could also remain unprotected

This observations have lead us to propose a new image encryption technique. In our tech-
nique the encryption is achieved before the compression (see Figure 1). We propose a
multiresolution scheme which produce a "compressible" image with a certain level of trans-
parency.

2 Specifications for image cryptosystems

Our cryptosystem can be modeled as in Figure 1. In this figure, the encryption function is
isolated from the other components of the transmission system. Our algorithm is based on
the following specifications :

• lossless : the encryption process has to be reversible, with perfect reconstruction of
the image, i.e. DK(EK(I)) = I;

• multiresolution : the algorithm has to be somewhat transparent byencoding only
the details above a given resolution; furthermore, it allows a conditional access for
resolution: e.g., one could provide High-Definition TV with a free access to the TV
signal. More forrnaly, the two first properties are related to two factors:

- the transparency, which is maximum when D(E(I)) = I;
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Figure 1: Image cryptosystem model

the opacity, which is minimum when E(I) = I and maximum when E(I) is totally
scrambled. So the variable opacity of the cryptosystem will permit to decide the
degree of unrecognizability of the image.

• compressible: the compression of the encrypted image has to remain efficient, i.e.,
the encrypted image must have similar statistical properties than a real picture, i.e., the
compressions of I and E(I) for a given rate have to lead to similar coding distortions;

• secure: the cryptosystem has to be resistant to any known attack: attacks specific
to high redundant messages like images are to be taken into account; notice that there
are some connections between the secure and the compressible conditions, since if the
encrypted image is highly correlated it is highly compressible and also difficult to attack
by maximizing the correlation;

• low-complexity: the algorithm has to be based on low-cost operations.

3 The multiresolution encryption algorithm

The core of the system is a one-to-one lossless multiresolution mapping of images based on
a new operator that we define as the L-H mapping. The L-H mapping maps bi-univoquely a
pair of pixels (x(i - 1), x(i)) into two numbers (Xl, Xh), Xl being close to the half-sum of the
pixels, Xh being close to the pixel half-difference. The signals Xh and Xg can be interpreted as
the approximation and the detail of the pixel pair. This new mapping is depicted in Figure
2 and can be easily implemented by some logical gates.

The L-H mapping is applied first in the horizontal direction and then, after, in the vertical
direction, only on the horizontal approximation signal. The process is applied recursively on
the approximation signal according to the decomposition of Figure 3. A corresponding image
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is shown in Figure 4. We denote this decomposition as the Lossless Multiresolution Transform
(LMT). A permutation of lines or columns after the LMT, followed by the corresponding
inverse LMT allows to generate an encrypted image from which the original picture can be
reconstructed.

Let us give some details on the process. We denote by xii the value of the pixel at position
(i, J') of the resulting image after a transform LMT. In view of simplication we assume that
the number of pixels in a column or a row is a power of 2, that is, 21 for some l: these
pixels are numbered from 0 to i - 1. We denote by Xi a column of pixels at the position
i and by xi a row of pixels at the position j. A permutation of columns (resp. rows) of
pixels is a reversible transformation from any subset of columns (resp. rows) into itself. We
denote by PK a permutation indexed by K. This value K is related to the set of chosen
permutations and is called the key when used in a cryptographic scheme. A set of consecutive
columns (resp. rows) in the range ril, ... ,i2J, il :::::i2, is denoted by Xi,.i2 (resp. xi,.i2): the
corresponding permutation of the these columns (resp. rows) is denoted by XPK(i,.i2) (resp.
XPK(i"i2»). Let us define L the LMT, we have

and
DK(X) = t.> (Pi(l(L(X)))

The opacity of the encryption can be modulated by the number of L-H decomposition. In
Figure 3, we have a 3-level decomposition.

An encrypted image is shown in Figure 5. In order to increase the compressibility of the
scheme, we could perform conditional permutation of the values : the detail values are
permut ated by data in the same context (we permute Xh values having the same range for
the corresponding Xg value and neighbourhood).

4 Further issues

The method proposed in this paper is a preliminary result. Further issues are related to
the improvements (and how to measure them) of the algorithm properties (compressibility,
security, ... )
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Abstract

Sharing signature power may be required in many occasions. Moreover a multi-
signing operation may be required to be performed simultaneously (in some sense) by
all the involved cosigning parties.

We describe a complete cooperation-based signature scheme achieving such re-
quirements. It is based on mental games and especially on the Guillou-Quisquater
scheme.

In our scheme. though no interaction is needed between the cosigners. these interact
with an intennediate entity to produce a multisignature. However it is a quite practical
and actually quasi-simultaneous scheme. No impersonation. substitution. or coalition
attacks are possible.

1 Introduetion
In this paper we focus on the concept of cooperation-based signature schemes, that is,
signature schemes in which several signers interact with a verifier using zero-knowledge
tools.

The idea of shared generation of signatures already appears in [DF91] but was limited to
RSA schemes.

In many occasions the power to sign may be desired to be shared (e.g. checks multisigning
is a policy of many companies). Furthermore it may be required that the multisigning
operation is performed simultaneously (in some sense I) by all the involved cosigning parties.
A vivid example is any notarial contract in which the lawyer's role may be singular: both
cosigner and verifier. Such requirements are achieved with our cooperation-based signature
scheme.

Our scheme is based on mental games [SRA81] and especially on the Guillou-Quisquater
scheme [GQ88b). The original part of this paper is to describe and prove complete schemes.

An interesting characteristic of our scheme is the role of our intermediate entity acting
only for the interactions. Though no interaction between the cosigners is necessary, a small
amount of interactivity is needed between the cosigners on the one hand and the intermediate

I The concept of simultaneity is not verified in a universe in which information transfer speed is limited
and in any case inferior to the speed of light.
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entity on the other hand. Nevertheless our scheme is quite practical and actually quasi-
simultaneous.

It is clear that this setting is better than having each of the signers creating and sending his
own signature. We have no increase in bandwidth overhead, less calculations for the verifier
and a smaller key directory to manage.

We first describe a classical Guillou-Quisquater "appendix" signature scheme and then
present our scheme. It may easily be extended to a setting involving several verifiers, and
to a setting with each cosigner having several identities each of them signing a different
message or authenticating themselves to the verifier(s). A real life application of a many
signers-many verifiers signature scheme is again the notarial contract in which each cosigner
may choose his own lawyer, so many verifiers are involved in the operation.

2 Cooperation-based scheme including a Guillou-
Quisquater "appendix" signature scheme

2.1 The Guillou-Quisquater signature scheme

The following signature scheme was already presented in [GQ88b] but in an incomplete way.
In this scheme the security of the hash function is homogeneous with the security of the
zero-knowledge scheme.

Resulting from hashing the message M and the test T, the question cl is an element of
Zn. A shortening of the question cl should result in a partial collision in Zn, which does not
give the authentication number. The proof of equivalence would thus disappear. In order to
accept such large questions, v is a prime between n/2 and n.

Signer Verifier

cl = h(T, M)
M

7' ? ,T = r+mod n. I J = Recl(l)

t

cl
')

cl == h(tv. Jd mod n, M)

Remark: We suppose that the identities I, have to match a certain pattern and in particular
contain a redundancy tRed). This considerably enhance the intractability of an identity
fraud. The authority center computes the secrets as follows: a redundancy function is
applied to the original identity I (256 bits) such that the left and right parts of the result
(512 bits) match a particular pattern. This" Red" identity is used to extract a secret
[GQ88a].

I (256 bits) ---t Red(J) (512 bits) ---t S(Red(J))
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IGuiIIou-Quisquater signature scheme: I
Input: (1; v, nl·
Step 1 The signer selects 1· ER {2, 3, ... , n - 2} 2, computes T =)"V mod n.

The signer also computes d = h(T, M) and t = 1· . Dd mod n.
He then sends the verifier the signed message M which consists in the message M
followed by a very compact appendix including the identity I, the question d and the
witness t.

Step 2 The verifier computes .I from I (.J = Red(1)). He builds i" . .Id mod n and checks
that d = h( i" . .Id mod n, M).

This suppose that h, the hashing function, is a good one. Moreoverd must be large enough:
at least 128 bits (to face the birthdays paradox). This scheme is a probabilistic one.

The hash function h must be:

• a one-way function in both arguments,

• collision resistant (often called collision free), and

• uniformly distributed.

Guillou and Quisquater proposed as hash function in [GQ88b]:
M 1Jkd = h(T, M) = .I . T mod 11

where M ::; v": The set of the messages is supposed to be large enough and of the same
order than vk.

2.2 Cooperation-based multisignatures
Let us consider two tamper-resistant devices 3 (Smart Cards), each one storing its unique
authentication number (DI and D2) related to its own identity 4 UI and 12) by the following
equations (VI and V2 are primes which must be different) :

D'{> . oh == 1 mod n

where J, = Red( Ij) for i = 1,2.
During the cooperation-based multisigning "operation" the intermediate combiner (typ-

ically a Personal Computer) simulate an entity having identity I = 11h mod n with the
exponent V = a V1 V2, where ct denotes the number of identities involved in the scheme, 5

DV . .I == 1 mod n

where D denotes here the authentication number of the global simulated entity. The Di,
unique authentication numbers of each signing entity, must satisfy the following equations:

DI = DV]. mod nand D2 = DV, mod n.
--~---------------------

2 a ER A means that the element Cl is selected randomly from the set A with uniform distribution.
3 They are necessary to protect the secret Di but also to prevent coalition frauds between signers.
4 Note that all the identities are different.
5 Note that here o = 2.
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2.2.1 Initialisation

The initialisation step of the scheme is achieved as follows:
The entities wishing to take part in a cooperation-based multisignature scheme send their

identities and public exponents to the Center. Giving these informations, the Center computes
the (global) exponent v of the simulated entity and its (global) shadowed identity J as the
product of all the shadowed identities involved in the scheme. The Center computes the
(global) secret (authentication value) D from D = J-I/v mod n. Finally it computes the
unique D; authentication numbers of each signing entity, as the (TIj;é; Vj )th power of D in
Zn. The Center gives each D; to the corresponding entity.

J;,v; fente,
v = aVlV2 J; = Red(I;)
J = Jlh mod n
D = J-I/v mod n
DI = D''2 mod n

2.2.2 The scheme

i

Each signing entity proposes an initial test and sends it with its identity to the intermediate
Pc. Then the PC hashes each initial test with the message to be signed in an integer individual
challenge. The PC produces the global challenge by hashing a combination of all the initial
tests with the message to be signed. The PC also computes individual questions from the
individual challenges and the public exponents and sends them to the corresponding signer.
The signers reply with individual witnesses that the PC combines in a global witness. Finally
the PC sends to the verifier the message signed by an appendix consisting of all the signing
identities, the global witness, the global question computed from all the initial questions and
the global challenge.

Partral resul ts

The verification is performed in the usual way. The global shadowed identity is the product
mod n of all the individual shadowed identities. The global final test is computed as the
product mod n of the vth power of the global witness and the global shadowed identity to the
global question. Finally the global final challenge is obtained as the hashing of the global
final test and the message to be signed. The signature is accepted if and only if initial and
final global challenges are equal.
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2.2.3 The complete protocol

The complete cooperation-based multisignature protocol consists of the following steps:

ICooperation-based multisignature protocol: I
Inputs: XI = (h; VI, n),

X2 = (h;v2,n),
M = the message to be signed.

The verifier checks that VI and V2 are primes (Rabin [RSO]), and that the identities II and
l: EZ,: 6. If anyone of these checks fails then the verifier halts and rejects.

Step 1 The signers Xi selectrespectively 1'i ER {2, 3, ... ,n-2} and compute Ti = 7'r' mod n.
They send the tests Ti (or at least a part of them) to the PC with the identities li. The
PC computes the common test Tas:

It then hashes this number with the message M in an integer d = h(T, M), the global
challenge.

Step 2 The PC hashes each test Ti with the message M in integers di, the individual challenges.
The PC computes individual questions from the di and the public exponents Vi and
sends each of them to the corresponding signer.

e~<' 0
di = h(Ti, M)
el = dld2/'V2 mod VI

ez = dld2/vl mod 'V2

Step 3 Each signer then computes an individual witness ti = 1"iDf' mod n and sends it to the
PC. This latter computes the global witness t as the product in Z" of all the individual
witnesses.

c;) ti = 7'1 Df' mod n
_ti---,>~ B

Step 4 The PC sends the signed message M, h, Iz, t, e, d to the verifier where e is the global
question computed by the PC as e = el V2 mod VI + e2'V1 mod 'V2.

Step 5 The verifier computes J1 = Red(ll), Ji = Red(h) and J = J1 J2 mod 1l..

He checks that gcd(t, n) = 16 and that: d = h(t" J" mod n, M).

6 Z~ is the set of "invertible" elements of Z... Burmester and Desmedt have shown that if this is not
checked then the proof is unsound [BD89].
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SIGNERS

TI = rrl mod n
tl = rl . D~' mod n

T2 = r? mod n
t: = r2 . D~2 mod n

t..t:

ei

ti

INTERMEDIATE
PC

T - T2v2T2vI d- 1 2 mo n
d = h(T, M)
di = ut: /11)

e = M mod ».1 L'J t

e = e]v2 mod VI

+e2vI mod V2

t = tI t2 mod n

M, It, t, e, d

Figure 1: The complete protocol.
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Note that it is the redundancy on ft and l: which assures a part of the security of the
scheme. It prevents fake signatures as in the original scheme.

The complete proof of security is similar to the original one in [GQ88b] and to the one
appearing in [BD89]. It will be given in the final paper. Completeness is easily proved.

This cooperation-based signature scheme may easily be extended to any number of
cooperating signers in a set of k.

To prevent the PC to recycle (or replay) old cosigned messages, we need a time synchro-
nization. The cosigners and the PC have to agree with a common stamp related to a certain
date and hour to include in the message M. The cosigners mayalso decide to enclose in the
7·i a redundancy related to the time which could be verified (opened) by a judge in case of
conflict.

A likelier and more elegant solution is to include in the message M all the cosigners'
identities. A prior but non-cryptographic protocol insures each cosigner to know all the
cosigners' identities. This prevents, thanks to the hashing function, to add some signers in
the scheme.

The global protocol is depicted in Figure l.

3 Extensions

3.1
The cooperation-based signature scheme presented in the previous section may be extended
to a setting involving several verifiers. A real-life application of such a scheme could be the
following: certain account opening of great importance, huge loans, big contracts involving
many banks and companies, huge loans, ... may require the simultaneous signatures of
several individuals. From the provers to the main verifier, throughout the network, some
extra "verifiers" may come "on the line" (gateways, intermediaries, ...) in order to stop "non
authentic" messages. For facility the serial aspect of such a setting may be parallelized as
depicted in Figure 2.

Interrnediate verifiers
Set of provers 0 0

O PC , )

.,--o~ 0 Ma;" verifier

Set of proversO~----
Main verifier

Figure 2: Application
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3.2 Inside a cooperation-based protocol
We may insert our cooperation-based signature scheme in a more generalized protocol. In
this setting many provers (including groups of cosigners working as entities) which may
be provided with several identities are negociating authentication transactions with many
verifiers. Such a generalized protocol will be given in the final paper.

4 Conclusion
In this paper we focused on the concept of cooperation-based signature schemes, that is,
signature schemes in which several signers interact with a verifier using zero-knowledge tools.
We described and proved complete schemes which allow quasi-simultaneous multisigning
operations.

We can distinct schemes in which the verifier is convinced that the signatures are correct
but he is unable to determine the exact order in which the operations have been performed.
We have then a "weak" simultaneity and the PC may recycle old signatures.

However we have real cooperation-based signature schemes if each cosigner 's identity
is included in the message to be cosigned. The size of the identities must be large enough.
The goal of cooperation is then reached whilst we do not have strict simultaneity.
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Cryptanalysis of the Alabbadi- Wicker Digital
Signature Scheme

Johan van Tilburg"

Abstract

At the 1993 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, Alab-
badi and Wicker [AW93)propose a new digital signature scheme based on error-
correcting codes. This paper shows that their scheme is insecure if one is able
to verify n signatures (with linearly independent error vectors), where n is the
length of the code used. Hence, a little more than n arbitrary signatures suffice
to break their scheme. Moreover, we address a serious verification problem in
their scheme.

1 Introduction
In their celebrated paper [DH76], Diffie and Hellman introduce the concept of digital
signatures based on a complexity-theoretic assumption. If a user (called signer) wants
to send message Sf. provided with his digital signature, he sends Sf. with its signature
2 = D(Sf.). (Here, D is the signer's private signature- or decryption algorithm.) A
verifier can verify the signature by applying the signer's public encryption algorithm
E to 2, because E(2) = E(D(Sf.)) = Sf.. A necessary assumption - for their scheme to
be secure - is that it must be computational infeasible to find an algorithm D from E
that satisfies D(E(Sf.)) = ± for a nonnegligible fraction of all Sf..

Recently, several other signature schemes have been discovered - with more and/or
different security features - such as undeniable signatures, convertible signatures and
fail-stop signatures. Most of these schemes are based on discrete logarithm or factoring
problems.

Xinmei [Xin90] introduces the first digital signature scheme based on error-correcting
codes. He claims that its security relies on the difficulty of factoring large matrices and
the properties of error-correcting codes. Ham and Wang [HW92] observe that it is pos-
sible to combine valid signatures of messages into a valid signature of another message
without factoring. In order to prevent against this type of selective forgery, Ham and
Wang propose some modifications to improve security and performance. However, Van
Tilburg [Tilb92] shows that in both schemes one can directly obtain the signature key
from the public key. As a result both schemes are 'unconditionally' insecure.

Recently, Alabbadi and Wicker [AW93] propose a new digital signature scheme
(AW-scheme). As they put it, the AW-scheme uses a series of intentional error vectors

'PTT Research, P.O. Box 421,2260 AK Leidschendam, the Netherlands.
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that are in the sarne coset as the maximum likelihood error pattern, but have higher
weight. They claim that these error vectors cannot be obtained through standard de-
coding techniques, making their system immune to the attacks as discussed in [AW93].
We briefly discuss their scheme in Section 2. In Section 3 it is shown that their scheme
is insecure if one is able to verify n (independent) signatures. In Section 4 some prob-
lems with the signature verification are discussed. Finally, in Section 5 conclusions are
drawn.

2 The Alabbadi-Wicker Scheme
Alabbadi and Wicker propose - like McEliece [McEI78] for his famous and efficient
public-key cryptosystem - the use of binary irreducible Goppa codes in their scheme.
This class of Goppa codes has good error correcting properties and efficient decoding
algorithms. Moreover, sufficiently many different binary irreducible Goppa codes exist
and are easy to generate. For details we refer the interested reader to [MS77].

Let g( x) (the Goppa polynomial) be a binary irreducible polynomial over GF(2m)
of degree t, for some fixed m. Let L = {aQ, ... , an-d be an ordering of GF(2m) with
g(ai) =f 0 for all ai E L. Then the binary irreducible Goppa code f(g(x), L) IS a
t-error-correcting linear code of length n, dimension k and

n-I

~ = (co, ... ,Cn-I) E f(g(x), L) ~ L _Ci_ == 0 mod g(x). (1)
i=O x - ai

Let G be a k x n generator matrix of the code r(g(x), L) and let H be an (n - k) x n
parity-check matrix, so GHT = Ok,n-k.

Let P be a nonsingular n x n matrix, not necessarily a perrnutation matrix. Com-
pute E = GP, DT = p-1 HT and a right inverse E-R = p-1G-R such that GG-R = Ii;
Finally, let VV be an n x I matrix of rank n < I and W-R a right inverse such that
WW-R = In. Let f(;£,.?) be a nonlinear invertible function available to all users, which
maps a message;£ E GF(2)k and an error vector g E GF(2t into GF(2)k.

The public key consists of the matrices E-R, DT, W-R and t, and the private key
consists of the matrices G, G-R, Pand vVo An I-bit signature ~ of a message ;£ is
computed as follows

(2)

where f is an arbitrary element in GF(2)n and w(.?) :::::t.
Alabbadi and Wicker claim that it is possible to verify this signature by first com-

puting 1!. = ~W-R and then applying the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm to obtain an
estimate of the error vector g. The remainder of the public key is used to obtain its, z),
which is then compared to the value computed by the verifier.

We defer a further discussion of this verification procedure to Section 4.

3 Cryptanalysis
It can be verified that (2) can be written as

~ = (f(;£,.?)E +.?F + fW-R)W + f, (3)
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where F = P(In + E-R E). It should be observed that F doesn't have full rank.
Next, we show how the private key, i.e., the matrices W, E and F can be obtained.

Matrix W: From (3) we observe that any matrix W can be used as long as the
condition WW-R = In is satisfied. Since W-R is part of the public key, a matrix that
satisfies this condition, say W, can easily be obtained. Note that a verifier cannot
distinguish between a signature with Wand a signature with the original matrix W.
Hence, from a cryptographic point of view, (3) can be written as

2 = (y. + ~W-R)W +~ with y. = f(!£,:~.)E + IfF, (4)

where W is a matrix such that WW-R = In.

Matrix E: The encryption matrix E can be obtained from the public key as follows.
As G and HT are orthogonal matrices, solving ÊDT = Ok n-k yields a generator
matrix Ê = QGP, where Q is an unknown nonsingular k ~ k matrix. Note that
ÊE-R = (QGP)(p-1G-R) = Q, so that the original encryption matrix follows from
Q-1 Ê = Q-1(QGP) = E.

Matrix F: To recover the matrix F we proceed as follows. Compute

(5)

as F E-R = P(In + E-RE)E-R = On,n' Next, substitute (5) into (4):

JL = y'E-R E + IfF so that y.(In + E-R E) = IfF. (6)

Consider n arbitrary signatures 2i (0 ::::;i ::::;n - 1) and compute the vector Y.i =
2i W-R. Suppose that the error vector Ifi can be obtained in an efficient way, see
Sp('.t.ion 4. (This is a necessary condition to verify a signature in polynomial time.)
Define V = (:cl, ... ,Y.~_l)T and Z = (If6,'" ,If~-l)Y' If matrix Z is nonsingular, then
the matrix F can be recovered from (6), as

F = Z-lV(In + E-RE).

From the above discussion we have proved the next theorem.

Theorem 3.1 If one is able to verify n signatures (with linearly independent error
vectors) in the Alabbadi- Wicker digital signature scheme, then their scheme is insecure.

The probability that Z has full rank given n randomly vectors Ifi is equal to D%:'Ol(1-
2i-n) ~ 0.289 (n > 10). Obviously, if the expected number of arbitrary signatures is a
little over n, then the rank of Z equals n with overwhelming probability, which proves
the next corollary.

Corollary 3.2 If one is able to verify a little more than n signatures in the Alabbadi-
Wicker digital signature scheme, then - with overwhelming probability - their scheme
1S rnsecure.
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4 Verification
In order to be able to verify a signature, the error vector !f needs to be recovered. If
the syndrome (~W-R)DT is computed, then it remains to find the lowest weight vector
(i.e., error vector) in this coset. This is known to be a difficult problem [BMT78].
Alabbadi and Wicker claim that it is possible to recover the used error vector via the
Berlekamp-Masseyalgorithm. However, this algorithm uses the (unknown) Land g(x)
of the code.

To illustrate the verification problem in the AW-system we briefly discuss a similar,
but this time desirable, problem for the McEliece system [McEl78]. Let E be the public
encryption matrix in the McEliece scheme. A message g; is encrypted as follows

'!!.. =;!;.E +!f = ;!;.5GP +!f with span(G) = r(g(x), L), (7)

where 5 is a kx k invertiblematrix and P is an xn permutation matrix. (5, P, g(x) and
L are part of the private key.) Observe from (1) that P can be seen as a permutation
on the ordering L in (7) yielding the following equivalent decoding problem

1£ =;!;.G +!f with span(G) = r(g(x), LP). (8)

To find an efficient decoding algorithm for (8), a parity check matrix H = QH is
computed that satisfies GHT = Ok,n-k. Under the assurnption that the used mapping
<p from GF(2m) onto GF(2)m is known, we try to find a Q-matrix such that H has a
structure in GF(2m) similar to

[ 1/9(po) l/g(pr)
'/9(P"-,) 1po/g(po) pI/g(pr) Pn-I/g(Pn-d

P6/9(Po) Pî!g(Pl) p~-l/g(Pn-d , (9)

p~-l/ g(po) pi-1/g(pr) p~-_\/ g(Pn-d

where {po, ... ,Pn-d = {ao, ... ,an-dP = LP. From (9) the ordering LP can be
found by dividing any row by the one up to it. Inverting the elements of the first row
gives g(Pi), 0 S; i S; n -l. Then, the interpolation of g(Pi) at Pi (0 S; i S; n -1) reveals
the Goppa polynomial g( x). In this way, LP and g( x) of the (equivalent) Goppa code
are obtained. However, if we can find Land g(x) in an efficient manner, then this
means that we can break the McEliece scheme, which is highly unlikely.

The AW-situation is even worse as, in general, P is not a perrnutation matrix and
is certainly not part of the public key. (If P is part of the public key, then the AW-
scheme is 'unconditionally' insecure.) Moreover, although the matrix H might have
the desirable form (9), we still do not know the mapping <p used. Finally, observe that
(4) can be written as

(10)

This means that we do not find !f but, in general, an incorrect estimate of !fP, hence
we still cannot verify the signature. (This imperfection can easily be repaired: Replace
f(;!;,,!f) by f(;!;., !fP) in (2) and let P be a permutation matrix.)

From the above discussion we have the following result.
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Theorem 4.1 The public key in the Alabbadi- Wicker digital signature scheme needs
to contain more information in order to be able to verify a signature.

However, as shown, if we are able to verify a signature then we can break the AW-
scheme.

We conclude with the remark that a similar verification problem exists for the
Xinmei scheme [Xin90] and Harn-Wang scheme [HW92], however, these schemes can
be broken without verifying a signature.

5 Conclusion
We presented an attack on a digital signature scheme proposed by Alabbadi and Wicker
at the 1993 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory. The attack shows
that their scheme is insecure if one is able to verify n (independent) signatures, where
n is the length of the code used. Hence, a little more than n arbitrary signatures suffice
to break their scheme.

Moreover, we discussed a serious verification problem and concluded that the public
key needs to contain more information in order to be able to verify a signature.
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Context Weighting: General Finite Context Sources
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Abstract

Context weighting procedures are presented for sources with models in four
different classes. Although the procedures are designed for universal data corn-
pression, their generality allowsapplication in the area of classification.

1 Introduction

Recently [7) context tree weighting was introduced as a sequentia] univeraal source coding
method for the class of binary FSMX sources, as defined by Rissanen [5). The idea
behind weighting procedures can be summarized as follows.

The well known Elias algorithm (described in e.g, Jelinek [1J) produces for any
coding distribution Pe(XI ... XT) over all binary sequences of length T, a binary prefix
code with codeword lengths L(XI··· XT) that satisfy

1L( Xl ... XT) :::; log + 2 for all Xl ... XT·
Pe(XI···XT)

(We assume that the base of the log(·) is 2. Codeword lengths and information quan-
tities are expressed in bits.) If the marginals Pe(XI··· .Tt) = LX'+l ...XT Pe(Xt··· XT), t =
1,· .. ,T are sequentially available the arithmetic code can be implernented sequentially.
Accepting a coding redundancy of at most 2 bits, we are now left wit.h the problem of
finding good coding distributions Pc.

For memoryless sources with unknown parameter 0 (the probability of generating
a 1), it is reasonable to assign the block probability Pe(.TI ... XT) = Pee a, b) to a. sequence
Xl· .. XT containing a zeros and b ones where

(1)

t. !.L ·(a-!)·!'2_ ·(b-!)Pe(a, b) = 2 2 ... 2 2 2 ... 2 for a > 0 and b > 0, etc. (2)
1·2· ... ·(a+b)

This distribution, which allows sequential updating and therefore scquential coding,
was suggested by Krichevsky and Trofimov [2). It guarantees uniform convergence
of the parameter redundancy, i.e. for any sequence Xl ... XT with actual probability
Pa. (Xl· .. XT) = (1 - B)a.()b, it can be shown (see [8J) that

Pa.(Xt···XT) 1
log Pe(Xt ... XT):::; 2"logT+1 foraliBE [0,1). (3)
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In a more general setting the source is not memoryless. The distribution that
the source uses to generate the next symbol Xt, t = 1,···, T, is determined by the
binary sequence Ut(I)··· Ut(D), called the context of Xt. One can think of sources for
which the context consists of the D most recent source outputs, thus Ut( d) = Xt-d, d =
1,··· ,D. More general context definitions are possible, it is assumed however that the
context Ut(1)··· Ut(D) is available to the encoder at encoding time and to the decoder
at decoding time of Xt.

The mapping M from the context space {O, l}D into the parameter-index set K, is
what we call the model of the source. To each parameter-index kEK there corresponds
a parameter B(k) E [0,1]. The source generates XI, with a probability of a 1 equal to
B(M(Ut(1)··· Ut(D))).

If we know the actual model lil", we can par tit.ion the sequence XI ... XT in
rnemoryless subsequences and use Pc(XI ... xTIMa) = TIkElCaPe(ak, bk) as a. coding dis-
tribution, where ak, resp. bk is the number of instants t for which Xt = 0, resp. 1
and Ma(Ut(I)··· Ut(D)) = k. The image of {O, I}D under Ma is Ka. Again this coding
distribution allows sequential updating. For any sequence XI ... XT, using (3) a.nd the
convexity of the log(·), the parameter redundancy can now be upper bounded as

log ~a(XI ... ~T) ) ::; IKallog _!_ + IKal for all Ma E M and O(k) E [0,1], k E x.;
Pc Xl·· ·XT Ma 2 IKal

(4)
where Pa(XI··· XT) = TIkElCa(1- O(k))akObk(k) is the actual probability of Xl··· XT.

If the model is unknown we weight the coding distrihutions corresponding to all
models M in the model class M and obtain the coding distribution Pc(XI ... XT) =
LMEM P(M)Pc(XI ... xTIM). Here P(M) is the a priori probability that is assigned to
the model M in class M. For any sequence Xl ... XT the model redundancy can now be
upper bounded as

(5)

The total cumulative redundancy is equal to the sum of the (cumulative) model,
parameter and coding redundancies, Using (1),(4), and (5) we can upper bound this
total redundancy for any sequence XI ... XT in the following way:

1
L( Xl ... XT) - log -=--,-----:-

Pa(XI ... XT)

I Pc(xI···xTIMa) I Pa(XI···XT) ( ) I 1og + og + L .'1:1 ••. XT - og -.,.-----,-
Pc(XI···XT) Pc(XI···xTIMa) Pc(XI···XT)

1 IKal T I ~ I< log P(Ma) + -2-log IKal + Ka + 2. (6)

This holds for all models Ma E M a.nd parameters O(k) E [0,1], k E Ka. Rewriting
this bound, and taking the minimum over all actual source models and parameters we
obtain

L(XI··· XT) ::; min { log 1 +
MaEM,8(k)E[O,I].kElCa Pa( Xl ... XT)

1 IKal T
log P(Ma) + -2-log IK"I + IKal+ 2}. (7)
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Assuming that these upper bounds are (more or less) Light we can conclude that
context weighting methods minimize the total description length of a sequence.

In the next sections we consider four model classes. Vl.'eshow that for each of
these classes there exist natural a priori distributions over the models, that allow efficient
(sequential) computation of the corresponding weighted probahility Fe(Xl'" .'l:T).

2 Splittings
It is natural to view a model as a partition of the set of all contexts {O,l}D into IKI
cells, one for each parameter O(k), kEK. Since each partition can be generated by
a sequence of splittings, these are partitions into two cells, a model partitions subsets
of {O,I}D into smaller subsets, performing binary splittings only. The model class
determines which splittings are allowed, and therefore what the structure of the resulting
context sets is. A splitting which is always possible is the void splitting, corresponding
to the assumption that all contexts in the considered subset are mapped into the same
parameter. Further splitting is unnecessary then. Assuming that all possible splittings
are equally likely, we can define a code that specifies a model. This code is defined
recursively, starting from the complete context set {O,l}D. For each context subset the
code is the concatenation of the code that specifies the splitting, followed by the two
codes for the (complementary) subsets that have resulted from the splitting, only when
the splitting was non-void however.

Example : Consider the case where D = 3. vVe assume for the model that
M(OOO) = M(OOl) = M(OIO) = a,M (UIl) = M(IOO) = ,8,M(lOI) = .M(llO) = a,
and M(lll) = ,8. If we allow arbitrary splitting (this corresponds to Model Class I as
we will see soon) there are 127 possible splittings of 8 contexts plus the void splitting.
Therefore we need log 128 = 7 bits to specify this first splitting. After this split.ting
there are two context sets {000,OOl,010,101,llO} a.nd {Oll,lOO,lll} we have to deal
with. The code for each of these subsets is the code for the void splitting however.
We need 4 bits for the first subset and 2 bits for the second one. In total 13 bits are
needed to describe the model M If arbitrary splitting is allowed, le»ulting in IKI = 2
parameter-indices.

In the next section we will see that these splittings lead to efficient weighting
methods.

3 Model Classes
Weighting is assigning probabilities to subsequences corresponding to context subsets.
The subsequence corresponding to a subset S of the set of all contexts {O,l}D is the
concatenation of all source symbols with contexts in S. The problem now is whether this
subsequence should be considered memoryless or whether the context set S (and also
the subsequence) should be further splitted. For a mcmoryless subsequence we can use
the estimator Fe(S) ~ Fe(as, bs) where as, resp. bs is the number of instants t for which
Ut(1) ... Ut(D) E Sand Xt = 0, resp. 1. If a certain splitting is necessary we should
multiply the estimated (weighted) probabilities for the subsequences corresponding to
the complementary subsets that result from the splitting, Fw(T) and Fw(S - T), with
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each other. Since none of the alternatives is more favorite than the others we just
average the estimated probabilities corresponding to all the splittings, including the
void splitting.

3.1 Class 1 : Arbitrary Splitting
The number of splittings of S including the void splitting is in this case equal to 2Isl-l.
The recursive weighting algorithm for this most general form of splitting is defined by

(8)

where it is understood that T 1- S. The weighted probability Pw( {O,l}D) can be used as
coding probability. What we mean by this is the following. Suppose data (context and
source symbols) are processed in a struct.ure of records, one for each subset of {O,I} 0,
for l,···,t-l. Then Pc(Xl···Xt-l) = Pw({O,l}D). Now the context Ut(1)···ut(D)
becomes available to encoder and decoder. Updating t.he structure of records with
Xt = 0 would yield the block probability Pc(Xl··· Xt-lO) and updating with Xt = 1 gives
Pc(Xl·· . Xt-l1). These probabilities can be used for sequential encoding and decoding.
It is easily checked that Pc(Xl ... Xt-lO) + Pc(XI ... Xt-Il) = Pc(Xl ... xt-d.

Inspection shows that the models are weighted with an a priori distribut.ion which
is equal to the sum of the probabilities induced by the lengths of all codes that specify
the model, i.e. the partition of {O,l}D.

Example : The model redundancy of our model is at most 13 bits. There is
only one sequence of splittings that specifies the model. Therefore

Pw({0,1}3) > 2-7pw({000,001,010,101,110})Pw({011,100,111})
> 2-72-4Pe({000,001,010,101,110})2-2Pe({011,100,111})

2-l3Pe({000,001,010,101,110})Pe({011,100,111}). (9)

The number of parameters-indices of our model in class I is IKI = 2. In this class our
model has the lowest possible parameter redundancy.

3.2 Class II : Lexicographical Splitting

Define B( UI ... UD) ~ Ld=I,D ud2D-d as the index of the context UI ... UD. This index
determines a lexicographical ordering over the set of contexts, but any other ordering
would do as well. For 0 :::::i < j :::::2D define Si,j as the set of all contexts with an index
between i and j i.e. s., ~ {s E {O,l}Dli :::::B(s) < n.

The recursive weighting procedure for lexicographical splitting is defined by

Pw(Si,j) ~ Pe(Sd + Lk=i+I:j-I.PW(Si,k)Pw(Sk,j).
J - 2

(10)

Probability Pw(SO,2D)= Pw( {O,l}D) can be used for sequent ial encoding and decoding.
Example : The model redundancy is at now most 8.6 bits. This follows from

the decomposition:
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1> S(PW(SO,3)PW(S3,S) + PW(SO,S)Pw(SS,8) + Pw(SO,7)Pw(S7,8))

1 1 1
> S(3"Pe(SO,3)S(Pw(S3,S)Pw(Ss,s) + Pw(S3,7)Pw(S7,8))

1 1
+SPw(SO,3)Pw(S3,S)3" Pw(SS,7 )Pw(S7,8)
1 1

+7(Pw(SO,3)Pw(S3,7) + Pw(So,s)Pw(Ss,7))iPe(S7,8))
13> ... ::::5010Pe(So,3)Pe(S3,s)Pe(Ss,7)Pe(S7,8). (11)

There are five sequences of splittings that specify our model in class 11.One of these is
SO,8 ~ SO,SSS,8 ~ SO,3S3,SSS,7S7,8' The length of the specificatien code for this splitting
is log 8 + (log 5 + (log 3 + log 2)) + (log 3 + (log 2 + log 1)) = log 1440 = 10..5 bits. Tbe
induced probability 1/1440.

The number of parameters indices of our model in tbis class is IK! = 4. This
leads to a higher parameter redundancy than for arbitrary split.tings.

3.3 Class III : Arbitrary Position Splitting
In this class (and also in class IV) context subsets are splitted according to the va.lue
of a context digit. The position of this context digit can be arbitrary, i.e. in {I,··· ,D}
in class Ill. A subset is determined by the set P of positions and the sequence of values
Ilo' Vi at these positions, hence Sl'.JliE'P Vi ~ {UI' .. UDlt1i = Vi, iEP}.

Recursive weighting for arbitrary position splitting is defined by

Pw(Sl',I1EP,J ~

Pe(Sl',I1EPv.) +LpE{J,. .. ,D},p!ll' Pw(Sl'U{P},<DiEPv;jxO)Pw(Spu{p},<DiEPv;jxI) ( ?)
D -IPI + 1 ' L

for position sets P ie- {1,"', D}. For subsets containing a single context, i.e. subsets
for which all positions are specified, we have Pw(S{I, ...,D},v""VD) = P.(S{I,. ..,D},v""VD) =
Pee {VI' .. VD}) . The weighted probability Pw(S",,>.) = Pw({O, 1}D}) can be used for
sequential encoding and decoding. Here rP is the empty set, and À the empty sequence.

Example: In this class the model redundancy is 8.2 bits:

1
Pw(S",,>.) :::: 4(Pw(S{2},0)Pw(S{2},1) + Pw(S{3},o)Pw(S{3},J))

1 1 1
> 4( 3"(Pw( S{2,3},OO)Pw( S{2,3},0l) )3"(Pw( S{2,3},1O)Pw( S{2,3},11))

1 1+3"( P w( S{3,2},00)Pw( S{3,2},OI)) 3"( P w( S{3,2},10)Pw( S{3,2},11)))
2 1 1
4( 3"( Pw( S{2,3},OO)Pw (S{2,3},OI)) 3"(Pw( S{2,3},1O)P w( S{2,3},11)))
211 1 11 1:::: 4( 3( 2(Pw( S{2,3,1},000)Pw( S{2,3,1},001))2 Pe(S{2,3},OJ)) 3"( 2 Pee S{2,3},JO) 2 Pee S{2,3},11)))
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211 1 11 1
> 4( 3" (2(Pe( S{2,3,1},OOO)Pe(S{2,3,1},OOl))2PeeS{2,3},OI)) 3"( 2 Pee S{2,3},IO) 2 PeeS{2,3},1l)))

2~8Pee {OOO})Pe( {lOO})Pe( {OOI,lal} )Pe( {OIO,llO}) Pee{all, lll}). (13)

There are two sequences of splittings tha.t specify our model in class Ill. One starts with
a splitting at position 2 and then proceeds with a splitting at position 3, the other starts
with a splitting at 3 and then a next one at 2. Both sequences of splittings induce a
probability 1/576, so the total a priori probability of this model in class III is 1/288.
The number of indices in K is 5, which is (again) higher as the number for the previously
described class.

3.4 Class IV : Next Position Splitting
In class IV context subsets are splitted according to the value of the "next" context
digit. Subsets are determined by the sequence of values TIi=l,d Vi at "previously" splitted
positions, thus Sn. Vi ~ {UI" 'UolUi = vi,i = 1,'" ,dl·

I=l,d

The recursive weighting procedure for next position splitting is given by

(11)

for d = 0,1," " D - 1. For subsets containing a single context only, i.e. subsets for
d = D, we have Pw(SV''''VD) = Pe(SV''''VD) = Pe({v!" ·VD}). The weighted probability
Pw(S)..) = Pw( {a, l}D) can be used for sequential encoding and decoding.

Example: Our model costs 7 bits in class IV. The number of indices in K is 7.
We decompose as follows :

1 1 1 1
Pw(S)..) 2: 2(Pw(So)Pw(S!)) 2: 2(2(Pw(Soo)PW(SOl))2(Ptu(SIO)Pw(SIl)))

III 1 11 1
> 2( 2( 2 Pee Soo) 2(Pw( SOIO)Pw(Son)) )2( 2(Pw( SIOO)Pw( SlO!)) 2 (P,,,( Sno)Pw( S11l))))

111 1 11 1
2( 2( 2Pe( Soo) 2(Pe( SOJO)Pe(SOlI))) 2( 2( Pee SlOo)Pe( SlOl)) 2(Pe( SllO)Pe( Sill))))

1~8Pe({000,001})Pe({010})Pe({011})Pe({100})Pe({101})Pe({110})Pe({111}).
(1.5)

In class IV there is always only one sequence of splittings that specifies a model.

4 Simulations
In our example we considered a certain model. We have simulated a source that gener-
ates information according to this model for a context definition Ut( d) = Xl-d, d = 1,2,3.
The parameters were chosen B", = 0.8 and Bf3 = 0.1.

The source produced a sequence of T = 216 binary digits (after having generated
3 digits that were necessary to form the first three contexts). Wc computed for this
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Figure 1: Cumulative redundancies in bits for t = 1,2,·· . ,216.

sequence for each of the four procedures defined by (8), (10), (12), and (14), for t
1,2,···, T the cumulative redundancy log Pa(X1 ... Xt)/ Pc(X1 ... xd, which is the total
redundancy under the assumption that there is no coding redundancy. The results are
plotted in the figure.

In the previous section we ha.ve seen that the model redundancies for our model
in each of the four classes are upper bound by 13.0, 8.6, 8.2 reps. 7.0 bits. Upper bound
(4) leads to parameter redundancies that can not exceed 17.0, 32.0, 39.2, reps. 53.2
bits for our model in the four different classes. The total redundancies are therefore
upper bounded by 30.0, 40.6, 47.4, resp. 60.2 bits. The figure shows that the computed
redundancies are close to these bounds.

5 Remarks

In the previous section we have described four model classes together with their weight-
ing algorithms. All these methods achieve Rissanen's asyrnptotic lower bound on t.he
redundancy [4]. It can also be shown that when some other code gives lower redun-
dancies than our code for certain sources, it must yield higher redundancies for other
sources in the class (see [8]).

Although we have only considered binary sources and binary contexts here, it is
straightforward to generalize to non-binary cases. In our presentation of the weighting
algorithms we assume infinite precision arithmetic. Modifications exist however, that
can be implemented on fixed register length machines.

As a final remark we mention the application of weighting to classification based
on Rissanen's minimum description length principle (sce [6]and also Quinla.n and Rivest
[3]). Considering the attributes, or tests, of an object t as its context V-t(l)··· Ut(D) and
the class of the object as source output Xt, classification can be regarded as a source
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coding problem.
The flexibility of weighting, allows us to describe efficient methods for producing

minimum description length classification trees. Observe that when we take the maxi-
mum weighted probability over the splittings of a context subset, instead of adding them
together, and divide by the total number of splittings, wc obtain the minimum descrip-
tion length of the data as in (7). Tracking this procedure yields the minimum description
length model. Combinations of our weighting methods for the different classes, lead to
interesting classification procedures, even for attributes that take values in "large" al-
phabets. Note that the algorithm for class III selects the positions (attributes) which
gives the highest reduction of the description length, while class II methods can be used
to find the most effective thresholds in large attribute alphabets. The fact that there
exist elegant weighting methods to treat missing attributes, demonstratea once more
the flexibility of weighting.
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Abstract

The context tree weighting procedure [5] achieves the asyrnptotically optimal
redundancy behavior for the class of FSMX sources.

The redundancy term is linear in the number of free parameters, which for
binary sources equals the number of states in the source (= IK.I). For larger
alphabet sizes (lAl> 2), this number increases to (lAl - 1) ·IK.I. However, in
many situations not all possible letters of the alphabet occur in the generated
sequence. Very good examples thereof are computer written texts (ASCII) which
have a 128 letter alphabet but use considerably less letters, (especially in the
FSMX states one often observes only a few possible letters per state).

It would be nice if the linear term in the redundancy was determined by the
number of letters actually used in the states in stead of the alphabet size.

We report several results on this problem and describe some algorithms that
realize an improved and even asymptotically optimal redundancy behavior.

1 Introduction

In [5] the authors described a sequential universal binary source coding algorithm based
on a weighting technique. This context tree weighting (CTW) algorithm achieves the
asymptotically optimal redundancy behavier for the class of FSMX sources (as defined
in Rissanen [4]). A model description that is more general than the FSMX models
appears in [6]. We will discuss here the compression of multi-alphabet sources, First
we extend the CTW algorithm of [5] to the non-binary case, then we apply the modeling
technique to describe asymptotically optimal algorithms for the class of FSMX sources
having arbitrary sub-alphabets,

"On leave from the Institute for Problems ofInformation Transmission, Ermolovoystr. 19,101447,
Moscow, GSP-4,
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Whenever possible, we shall use the terminology of [6]. Let us repeat here one im-
portant fact that is made clear with the weighting algorithms; the overall cumulative
redundancy is the sum of three terms, coding redundancy, modeling redundancy, and
estimation redundancy.

2 The multi-alphabet context tree weighting algo-
rithm

Let us consider the case where the source alphabet, A, is non-binary, i.e. lAl> 2.
The context space is AD, and the parameter-index set /C now indexes vector valued
parameters fl_(k). fl_(k) has components Ba(k) defined by

Ba(k) ~ Pr{X = a Ik}. (1)

Thus a source Ma has (lAl - 1) free parameters per context and the image of the
context space under Ma is /Ca, which results in a total of (IAI-l)l/Cal free parameters.

Let t. be the vector that gives the number of occurrences of the source letters in :£T,
so for all x E A, t(x) = "the number of x's in :£T". The Dirichlet estimator for an
alphabet A is given as:

P (t) = TIxE...dlt=l,t(x)(t - 1/2)
e - TIk=o,T-t(k + IAI/2) , (2)

where it is understood that TIt=l,O(t - 1/2) = 1. Let FaCIT) be the actual sequence
probability, then it has been shown that for this estimator holds:

1 Pa (:£T) IAI- 11 T lAlog--- < --- og + -1.PeW - 2
(3)

Similar to the binary case, the block probability pc(:£T I Ma) of a source Ma is given
as Pc(:£T I Ma) = TIkEKa PeCh) where t.k counts the symbols given their context-index
k. We can now bound the parameter redundancy of a source !vIa as

(4)

We use the Class IV splitting technique of [6]. So we have the following recursion:

and a is to be determined later. So, Pw(S>.) ~ a/Ka/(l - a)(/Ka/-t)/(/A/-t)pc(:£T I AEa)
and this results in a modeling redundancy that is upper bounded as

(6)
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This redundancy bound is minimized by the choice Os ~ IKal(IAI - 1)/(IKaIIAI - 1)
which results in a bound

(7)

where h(x) is the binary entropy function. However, we can't compute Os because IKal
is unknown. A very good alternative is 00 ~ 11~llwhich minimizes tha.t part of the
bound that is independent of IKal. This results in a bound

IKaIIAI- 1 (IKal- 1) 1
TM ~ IAI-l h IAI-l + (IAI- 1)IKal' (8)

More instructive is the rewriting of the bound to

{
lAl log lAl} log lAl

TM ~ log IAI-I + IAI- 1 IKal- IAI- l ' (9)

This shows that as lAl increases the model redundancy per sta.te decreases, which can
be explained by observing that for a given number of states, the number of possible
FSMX models decreases as lAl increases. So, the overall redundancy is bounded by

IKal(IAI-I) log ___!_+IK 1(IAI-1)+{log ~ + log lAl} IK 1_ log lAl +2. (10)
2 IKal a IAI- 1 IAI- 1 a IAI- 1

The main term for large T is

IKal(IAI- 1) I T
2 og (11)

which is optimal in the sense of Rissanen 's converse, see [3J.
In many practical cases we do not know the alphabet of the source. \Ve often only know
an alphabet of which the source alphabet is a subset. e.g. text stored in a computer
memory is often encoded in the 128 symbol ASCII alphabet, but usually uses only
a small subset of the symbols. We would like to have an algorithm that gives us a
redundancy behavior based on the actual number of letters used.

In the following we shall restrict ourselves to rnernoryless sources, since, as described
in the introduction, an FSMX source can be seen as a mixture of several memoryJess
subsourees and thus the results for memoryless sources can easily be extended to FSl\JX
sources. We assume that of the lAl letters in the alphabet, only IAolletters are used.

We end this section with the redundancy bound for the CTW algorithm, or actually for
the combination of a Dirichlet estimator and arithmetic code for memoryless sources:

IAI-l
TCTW ~ -2- log T + lAl + 1. (12)
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3 An escape mechanism

A first approach to reduce the redunda.ncy is the introduetion of an extra escape symbol.
In the sequential implementation of this algorithm, the alphabet is assumed to consist
of all symbols seen plus a special symbol that signals the occurrence of a new symbol.
When a new symbol is seen the escape character, E, which has not been seen before
in the sequence, so its count t(E) is zero, is encoded and followed by a description
of the symbol in 10g(IAI - IA'/) bits. IA'I is the number of symbols seen up to now,
excluding the current symbol. Thus as the length, T, of the string increases all IAol
symbols have been observed many times and the E symbol never occurs anymore.
Let Pa(;&_T) again denote the actual sequence probability and Pe(tJ be the Dirichlet
estimator (2) based on an alphabet Aou {E}. The descriptions of the ordered sequence
of new letters cost log C':o',) IAol! bits and can be incorporated in the coding probability

Pc(:£T) = (C':o',) IAol!)-l Pe(L). So we find:

IAol (lAl)
TESG ~ -2-logT + log IAol + + 10g(IAo/!)+ IAoI + 2. (13)

Actually, in the sequentiai algorithm the first symbols, those that occur before all
symbols in Ao are seen, are encoded slightly more efficient since then the Dirichlet esti-
mator assumes a smaller alphabet, but this has no effect on the asymptotical behavier.
Apart from the term log C':~,)IAo /! we are still ~ log T away from our goal.

4 Subalphabet weighting algorithms

Very much in line with the modeling approach of [6J is the following. We assume a.
modelclass consisting of all memoryless models over alphabets A' cA. Again, we use
the weighting technique and, as we shall see, we will achieve our goal.

First we must introduce some notations. Let A[:£TJ denote the set of letters in ;rT, so
A [:£TJ ~ {x EA: t(x) > O}. Pe(t I i) is the Dirichlet estimator assuming that :£T is
generated with an alphabet of size i, so:

Pe(t I i) ~ nXEÁ~Tl nt=l,t(x)(t - 1/2). (14)
- nk=O,T_l(k+i/2)

Now, given an alphabet A', define the estimated probability Pe(:£T I A') as:

p ( T I A') = {Pe(t I IA'/); if A[:£TJ CA',
e z: 0; if A[:£TJ ct. A', (15)

First observe that for any A' C A holds that LiléTEÁ,T Pe(t I IA'/) = 1, and thus

L Pe(:£T IA') L Pe(:£T I A') + L Pe(:£T I A')

(16)
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Let W(A') be an arbitrary probability function over all non-empty subsets of A. It is
obvious that

(17)

We can rewrite (17) as

(18)

Note that for a fixed ;rT and IA'I, Pe(;rT I A') only depends on whether A[;rTJ C A' or
not. There are (I~~111l¥~11)sets A' C A of size i such that A[;rTJ C A'. Assume that
W(A') only depends on the size IA'!, so lV(A') = Wi where i = IA'!, then we obtain:

( Hl)

So we can define the coding probability pc(;r_T) as

T 11 '" (IAI- IA[;rTJI) .
Pc(;r_ ) = L. ._ IA[xTJI wjPc(:L IJ)·

j=IA~T11.IAI J -

This choice for pc(;r_T) allows for an efficient sequential implementation of a CTW
algorithm. We shall not explain exactly how since as said before, in this paper the
important question is the behavior of the redundancy of this code. First, from the
definition of ui, we know that it must sa.tisfy:

(20)

L (I~I) ui, = 1.
i=l.IAI z

(21)

From (20) we know that Pc(;r'1') 2: wIA~TlIPe(L I IA [;r:L'JI), a.nd thus the weighting
redundancy can be bounded by:

(22)

Also, as before the estimation redundancy is bounded as:

(23)

Two reasonable functions ui, exist under condition (21):

1.
11 1

V ui; = lAl .l:5iSIAI 2 - 1

This results in a constant weighting cost rw namely

(24)

rw::; log(2IAI_l)::; lAl. (25)
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2.
V tvi ~ __ 1:;;-:-;,

l~i~IÁI lAl (I~I) .
(26)

This results in a weighting cost 1'11' that, except for IAl,:!?]I ~ l4l, improves over
(24), namely

(lAl)1'w :s; log lAl + log IA [,:£T]I . (27)

So with (24) we find an overall redundancy bounded as

1'SUBI :s; IAo~- 1 log T + 1.401+ lAl + 1, (28)

and with (26) we find

1.401-1 (lAl)
1'SUB2 :s; 2 logT + IAol+ log lAl + log 1.401 + 1. (29)

5 Results and conclusions

We have seen that it is possible to use the context tree weighting algorithm for multi-
alphabet sources and it still shows the optimal redundancy bchavior , see (11). In
practice one often does not know exactly the alphabet used by the source but only
a superset thereof. We described two algorithms that show an improved redundancy
behavior in this case. The escape mechanism does not achieve the asymptotically
optimal redundancy rate of decrease but, when the assumed alphabet is large relative
to the sequence length it might result in a better compression that the asyrnptotically
optimal subalphabet algorithms.

As an example we show one experiment. A computer text, containing a short novel in
Dutch is compressed with the following five algorithms:

CTW This is the multi-alphabet CTW algorithm with maximal depth D = 4.

ESC A context tree weighting algorithm, with D = 4, that uses the escape technique.

SUB1 This is a CTW algorithm with D = 4 that uses subalphabet coding with the
a-priori weights given by (24).

SUB2 This algorithm uses subalphabot coding with the a-priori weights given by (26).

LZ This is the Ma implementation [2] of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm, [7].

The text contains 78143 characters, including formatting, and is encoded assuming the
full 128 character ASCII alphabet. The Ziv-Lempel algorithm is included for reference
purpose.
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Figure 1

The figure 1 displays the cumulative code rate as a function of the sequence length,
i.e. it depicts L(XIX2'" Xt)/t for t = 1,"',78143. We observe that, for this example
text, all four CTW algorithms outperform the Ziv-Lempel algorithm with respect to
the compression rate. The CTW algorithms require more memory and CPU time than
the LZ algorithm. We also observe that the sub-alphabet coding indeed results in an
improved compression compared to the standard CTW algorithm, but also that the
ad-hoc escape method is also very efficient and notably better than SUBl. The differ-
ence between SUB1 and SUB2 can be understood when we realize that the weighting
redundancy, rw see (25) and (27), occurs many times, nl. once in every state k. Also
the actual alphabet, Ao(k), in a state k is very small so lAl» log lAl + log C.AI~~k))'80
the subalphabet weighting, due to (24), gives an essential cont.ribution to the code rate
since the sequence length is relatively small. The (26) weighting is a large improvement
in this case, mainly because IAol(k) is small relative to lAl in almost all contexts.
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A GENERAL SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR UNIVERSAL
SOURCE CODING FOR INFINITE ALPHABETS

L. Györfi *, I. Pali * and E.C. van der Meulen t

We consider the problem of the universal encoding of a countably infinite
memoryless source. We show that there is a universal noiseless source
code for the class of all countably infinite memoryless sources for which
a fixed given uniquely decodable code has finite expected codeword length.
This source code is derived from a distribution estimation procedure which
is consistent in expected information divergence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout this paper X will be the set of positive integers, i.e., X

{I, 2, 3, ...}. For any random variable X with probability distribution P on X

let

Pi=p(i)=Pr{X=i} for i=1,2, ...

Let P and Q be two probability distributions on X. The entropy H(P) and

information divergence I(P, Q) are defined by

H(P) = - LPilogpi (1)

and

" PI(P, Q) = L._,Pi log _:
i qi

(2)

respectively. It is well-known that in the case of a countably infinite distribution

we may have H(P) = 00. If X is a random variable with distribution P on X,

* Department of Mathematics, Technical University of Budapest, Budapest,
Hungary.
t Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,

Belgium.
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then Wyner [9Jproved that the finiteness of E{logX} implies that H(X) < 00.

Observe that if H(P) < 00 and I(P, Q) < 00 then

- LPi log qi = H(P) + I(P, Q) < 00. (3)

Let X be a random variable which takes its values from X according to an unknown

probability distribution P. Assume that the entropy of the distribution is finite.

Györfi, Páli and van der Meulen [8Jshowed that there is no universal source code

for the class of all countably infinite discrete distributions with finite entropy,

contrary to the finitely discrete case. In this paper we prove that there does exist

a universal source code for a tighter class of sources, namely for the class of discrete

infinite memoryless sources with probability distribution P, such that H(P) < 00

and I(P, Q) < 00 for a fixed known probability distribution Q.

Davisson [4, Theorem 8J formulated a similar result, but his proof is rather

sketchy. Our constructive proof is based on a probability distribution estimation

method, which idea comes from a recent paper by Barron, Györfi and van der

Meulen [IJ.

For all n E Nlet Pn be an estimate of P based on an independent and identi-

cally distributed (ij.d.) sample of length n. The sequence Pn is called consistent in

expected information divergence if lim E{I(P, Pn)} = O. The problem is how to
n .....oo

construct Pn in order to be consistent in expected information divergence. In the

next section we present a sequence of estimators Pn of P, based on i.i.d. observa-

tions from P, which is consistent in expected information divergence for all P such

that H(P) < 00 and I(P, Q) < 00 for a certain known probability distribution Q.

Using this distribution estimate we show in Section III how to construct a univer-

sal noiseless source code for an infinite alphabet for all distributions P satisfying

the previous requirement. In [7Jmore details are given, yet another sequence of

distribution estimators which is consistent in expected information divergence is

constructed, and another method for constructing nearly optimal, adaptive codes

is presented. Finally, in Section IV we provide a sufficient condition in terms of

coding in order that H(P) < 00 and I(P, Q) < 00 for an appropriately chosen Q.
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11. THE ESTIMATION OF A COUNTABLY DISCRETE DISTRIBUTION

Let Pn denote the standard empirical distribution based on an i.i.d. sample

XI,X2, ... ,Xn oflength n, that is

_ I:i=ll{Xi=i}
Pni = for all i EX,

n

where lA denotes the indicator of A. We then have:

Theorem 1. Let P be an unknown probability distribution on X with H(P) < 00,

and suppose that there exists a known probability distribution Q on X such that

I(P, Q) < 00. Let an be an arbitrary sequence with 0 < an < 1, n = 1,2, ... , such

that lim an = 0 and lim nan = oo. Let è; = {Pn;} be given by
n-+CX) n-oo

(4)

Then

lim E{I(P, Pn)} = o.
n~oo

(5)

Proof,' We have

< E{ ~ 1 'Pi }_ ~ Pi og. I-a _
i:p;>O mm(anqi, ~ )(1 + npni)

< ~ I ( Pi E{ 1 })_ ~ Pi og. I-a _
i:p;>0 minf anqi, ~ ) 1+ npni

(ö)

(7)

'" 1 ( Pi 1 )~ ~ Pi og. I-a
i:p;>O mm(anqi, ~) npi

(8)

1= L Pilog . ,
. mln(nanqi, (1 - an))
z:p;>O

(9)

where (6) follows from the fact that

anqi + (1 - an)Pni ~ min (anqi, 1 ~ an ) (1 + npni),
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(7) follows from Jenseri's inequality and the concavity of the logarithm, and (8)

follows from the fact that npni is binomially distributed with parameters n and Pi

and Lemma 1 of Barron, Györfi and van der Meulen [1] which states that, if the

random variable X is binomially distributed with parameters nand P, then

1 1
E{--} <-.

X + 1 - np

We still have to prove that the righthand side of (9) tends to 0 as n goes to 00.

Let a = minn(1- an) and b = minn(nan). For all qi > 0 we have

Since H(P) < 00 and I(P, Q) < 00 we have by (3) that

1
LP;1og . (b ) < 00.
i mm q. ;«

It follows that for Pi > 0

lim Pi log. 1 = o.
n~oo mm(nanqi, (1 - an))

By the dominated convergence theorem we then have

lim L Pilog 1 = 0,
n~oo . min(nanqi, (1 - an))

z:p;>O

which completes the proof of (5).

Ill. UNIVERSAL SOURCE CODING

We now present a method for using the probability distribution estimate ob-

tained by Theorem 1 to construct a nearly optimal code in the case of a countably

infinite source alphabet.

Let X be a random variable which takes values in X with distribution Pand

H(P) < 00. The i.i.d. source (X, P) is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables
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Xl, X2, ... in X, where the distribution of X, is P for all i. For Xl, X2, ... , Xn E X

let
n

pn(Xl' X2, ... ,Xn) = I1P(Xi).
i=l

Let Y = {O,I} and denote the set of all finite length binary strings by Y*. A binary

variable length block code with block length n is a mapping In: xn -+ Y*. Let

the codeword length function of In be en, i.e., let en(x) = Iln(x)1 for all x E xn

where Iyl denotes the length of a binary string y. The average codeword length

of In with respect to P is defined by

en = L pn(x)en(x).
xEXn

Let Hn(X) denote H(Xl, X2, ... , Xn), which equals nH(X) In this case. The

redundancy of In is defined by

1-Rn = -(en - Hn(X)).
n

We know from Gallager [6]and Elias [5]that the noiseless source coding theorem is

also valid for a source with a countably infinite source alphabet and finite entropy.

In particular, for a uniquely decodable In we have en ~ Hn(X), i.e., n; ~ O. As

in Davisson [4], a sequence of uniquely decodable codes h, 12, ... is called weakly

universal for a class of sources if lim Rn = 0 for all sources in this class.
n~oo

Now let Tn = {tn(x)} be a given probability distribution on xn. We may

encode elements of xn alternatively by the Shannon-Fano code (cf. [3]) or by the

Gilbert-Moore code (cf. [3]), both based on Tn.

Let the resulting codeword length functions be e~F and e;;M and denote the

redundancies of these codes by R~F and R;;M, respectively. We know that the

codeword lengths satisfy the following inequalities for all x E xn :

and

e;;M (x) < -log tn(x) + 2.
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If P" denotes the nth power of the distribution P, the redundancies of these codes

can be estimated by

R~F = ~ L pn(x)e~F(x) + ~ L pn(x) logpn(x) <
xEXn xEXn

< _!_ L pn(x) log pn(x) + _!_ =
n xEXn tn(x) n

= _!_I(pn, Tn) + _!_,
n n

(9)

and similarly
GM 1 n 2te; <-I(P ,Tn)+-.n n

(10)

Now we construct weakly universal codes based on our consistent distribution

estimates provided by Theorem l.

Given a probability distribution Q on X, a sequence {an} satisfying

0< an < 1, lim an = 0, and lim nan = 00, k 2: 1 and X,XI,X2, ... ,Xk E X, let
n ......oo n--+oo

9k(X; Xl, X2, ... , Xk) be the estimate Pk( x) calculated as in (4), in case the observed

sample was XI,X2, ... ,Xk, i.e. i\ = {Pk(X)}, For any X E X set 90(X) = Po(x) =
q(x). From this definition we have for k > 0 that 9k(X;XI,X2, ... ,Xk) = lh (x).

For any XI,X2, ... ,Xn E X let
n

tn(XI,X2""'Xn) = IT9k-I(Xk;XI,X2, ... ,Xk-d.
k=l

Clearly tn is a probability distribution on xn and is determined by Q, {an} and

the estimation algorithm (4). As in [IJ we have

(11 )
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If limn-+oo E{I(P, Pn)} = 0, then the Cesàro average in (11) must also converge

to zero and by (9) and (10) the redundancies of codes based on Tn tend to zero.

Since Theorem 1gives conditions under which E{I(P, Pn)} tends to zero, we have

proved the following theorem :

Theorem 2. Given the probability distribution Q on X, the code sequence based

on Pn defined in (4) is weakly universal for the class of countably infinite i.i.d.

sources with probability distribution P for which H(P) < 00 and I(P, Q) < 00.

IV. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION IN TERMS OF CODING

We now provide a sufficient condition in terms of coding in order that H(P) <
00 and I(P, Q) < 00. Suppose there exists a binary uniquely decodable code of

a countably infinite random variable X taking values in X with codeword length

function f and finite average codeword length, i.e.,

C = L p(x).e(x) < 00.

xEX

(12)

Note that C may be arbitrarily large but finite. By the noiseless source coding

theorem H(X) must also be finite. By the Kraft-McMillan inequality (cf. [2,

Corollary to Theorem 5.5.1] and also [6, Problem 3.7.aJ) we have for any uniquely

decodable code

(13)

and setting
2-l(i)

qi = 2:j 2-l(j)'
we have by (12) and (13)

-L pdog qi =Lpi.e( i) + log(LTl(j») < 00.

• • 1

(14)

By (3) and (14) we get I(P, Q) < 00 and we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 3. For a countably infinite source alphabet X and a given uniquely

decodable code f : X -'> Y* consider the class of discrete memoryless sources
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(X, P), for which the expected codeword length of f is finite. Then there is a

weakly universal noiseless source code for this class of sources.
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A New Construction of Trellis-Coded Vector
Quantizers

R.J. van der Vleuten* J.H. Weber*

A first constructiue design method for trellis-coded vector quantiz-
ers (TCVQs) was given in a paper by Fischer, Marcellin, and Wang, who
map the sets of output symbols deterministically onto the trellis according
to a convolutional code. We propose a new construction of TCVQs, based
upon our construction of trellis-coded quaniizers (TCQs), which can be
seen as one-dimensional TCVQs. The new construction yields TCVQs
with a higher performance than previous construciions, It is also simpler,
because it does not make use of convolutional codes.

1 Introduction

Multidimensional quantization is known as vector quantization, codebaak coding or
block coding. Basically, all techniques are variations of the same principle. VQ (which
will be used to denote both Vector Quantization and a Vector Quantizer) in its basic
form is a straightforward extension of the one-dimensional scalar quantization or peM.
Instead of coding a single source sample at a time, a group of N samples is coded at each
step. Specifically, an N-dimensional source vector x is mapped onto an N-dimensional
representation vector y, where y is taken from a finite set, called the codebook. Similar
to scalar quantization, data reduction is achieved because the entropy of the set of
representation vectors is less than that of the set of source vectors.

Given a source vector and a codebook , the goal of the VQ is to produce the best rep-
resentation vector, defined as that vector from the codebaak which has the minimal
distortion from the source vector. Typically, the squared error is used as the distortion
measure. Thus, for a given source vector the VQ computes the distortion for each code-
book vector, selects the one with minimal distortion, and transmits the corresponding
codebaak index. This index is used at the decoder to select the corresponding vector
from its codebaak (which is identical to the codebaak of the encoder) .

• Delft Uni versi ty of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Information Theory G rou p,
P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
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The complexity of VQ increases exponentially with increasing vector dimension N, but
there are some variations of VQ which try to reduce the amount of computation [IJ.
They are based on a limited search of the codebook and corresponding codebook design
algorithms. One of these variations is known as trellis waveform coding or also as
delayed decision coding or multipath search coding. TWC (used to denote both trellis
waveform coding and a trellis waveform coder) is a proven technique for source coding,
with a long history [2, 3J. The encoder consists of a codebook and a finite-state machine,
the state transitions of which specify the codebook symbol which is used to represent
the source symbol. All possible state-sequences of the finite-state machine can be
represented as paths through a trellis. The encoder investigates the paths through
the trellis in order to find the path that minimizes the total distortion. The optimal
algorithm for this search is the Viterbi algorithm [4, 5J. An example of TWC is shown
in [6J.

The essential issue is how to design the trellis codebook, i.e. how to choose the branch
representation symbols. This is the topic of Section 2. Section 3 and Section 4, respec-
tively, treat two extensions of TWC, namely trellis-coded quantization and trellis-coded
vector quantization. In Section 5, the trellis-coded vector quantizers are evaluated and
compared with results from the literature. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Trellis Waveform Coding

Traditionally, there have been two methods for designing trellis codebooks. The first,
based on the asymptotic optimality proof [2], stochastically populates the trellis with
randomly chosen samples from the source distribution. Although in general this method
is very complex, Pearlman et al. have shown that it can be considerably simplified at
the cost of a relatively small increase in distortion [7, 8, 9J.

The second codebook design method optimizes a given initial codebook; an algorithm is
described in [10J. The algorithm is based on the LBC algorithm for designing a VQ [l1J
and has the same drawbacks: it converges to a local optimum and the convergence can
be very slow. Thus, finding a good codebook using this algorithm is a trial-and-error
methocl.

Although both methods have been successfully applied, their disadvantage is that they
are essentially non-constructive. The first method just picks a random code; the second
method picks a random code and tries to improve it. A first constructive design
method was given by Marcellin and Fischer [12], who map the representation symbols
deterministically onto the trellis according to a convolutional code. Later, we proposed
TWCs with performances equal or superior to all previous results [6J. Our construction
of trellis-coded vector quantizers, to be proposed in Section 4, is based on the TWCs
of [6J.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Trellis diagram of a two-state two-bit-per-sample trellis-coded quantizer:
(a) the generic trellis, and (b) the trellis for the source sequence shown in Table 1.

11.4 I 0.8 I -lA 11.1 I -0.7 I
Table 1: Example source symbols.

3 Trellis-Coded Quantization

Inspired by Ungerboeck's trellis-coded modulation (TCM) technique known in comrnu-
nication theory [13, 14, 15], Marcellin and Fischer [12] recognized that TWC can be
improved by a technique which they call trellis-coded quantization (TCQ). It is similar
to TWC, but, instead of a single codebook element, the finite-state machine in this
case specifies a set of codebook elements. The encoder now investigates all allowed
sequences of sets of codebook elements, selecting from each set the codebook element
that minimizes the distortion.

An example of TCQ is given in Figure 1. In Figure l(a), the trellis codebook consists
of four sets: Do = {-1.75, 0.25}, DI = {-1.25, 0.75}, D2 = {-0.75, 1.25}, and D3 =
{-0.25,1. 75}. For each branch the set member closest to the source value is selected;
Figure 1(b) shows the trellis for the source symbols listed in Table 1. The trellis is
then searched for the best path, which has been indicated in bold type in Figure l(b).
The rate for this example is two bit per sample since one bit is used to specify which
set member has been selected and one bit is used to specify which branch has been
chosen.
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4 Trellis-Coded Vector Quantization

The extension of TCQ to trellis-coded vector quaniization. (TCVQ) was suggested
in [16]. While for TCQ the branch sets contain scalars, for TCVQ they contain vectors.
Thus, TCQ can be seen as one-dimensional TCVQ. Here, we propose a new construc-
tion of TCVQs. The new construction yields TCVQs with a higher performance and
is simpler than that of [16], because it does not make use of convolutional codes and
uses trellises corresponding to a shift register.

Consider a TCVQ having 2" states Sk, 1 ::; k ::; 2", with two branches entering and
leaving each state. The branch from state SI~l to state Skis assigned the set Wk
and the branch from state S I~l+21.'-1 to state Sk is assigned the set Wk+2v, where
Ixl denotes the smallest integer not less than x. For quantizing at Rb/sample using
N-dimensional representation vectors (N = 1,2, ... ), each set contains 2NR-1 vectors.

For the 2"-state TCVQ (v > 1) using 2" sets of representation vectors Y,n and - Ym for
1 ::; m ::; 21.'-1, the sets are mapped onto the trellis according to

where Wm denotes the set of N-dimensional vectors {Wm,l; Wm,2; ... ; Wm,2NR-1} and
-Wm is used to denote the set {-Wm,l; -Wm,2; ... ; -Wm,2NR-d. For N = 1, the con-
struction results in the TCQs of [17].

5 Performance Evaluation

In order to make a fair comparison of the various quantizers, they should be compared
at the same rate and complexity. For implementing the Viterbi algorithm in VLSI, a
linear scale solution exists [18]. This means that the complexity of the implcmentation
can be measured as the product of chip area and throughput cycle time (AT mea-
sure [19]), and that a tradeoff between these two is possible. Because of the linear
scale solution, it is reasonable to assume that the complexity depends not so much on
individual parameters such as the number of states, the rate, or the vector dimension,
but mainly on the total size of the problem. This size is proportional to the amount
of work that has to be done for each source sample, i.e. the computational complexity,
which we define as the number of evaluations of the (single-sample) distortion function
necessary to quantize one sample. Thus, the complexity equals the product of the
number of states, the number of branches (sets) per state, and the number of (one- or
multi-dimensional) vectors per set: 2" ·2· 2NR-1 = 2,,+NR.

To determine the performances of the proposed quantizers, experiments have been
performed for samples from memoryless uniform, Gaussian, and Laplacian sources, the
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Step O. Initialization. Given are a training sequence and the initial codebook, C(O).

Set k = O.

Step 1. Using C(k), the codebook for generation k ; encode the training sequence.

Step 2. Find the optimal codebook, C(k+I), for generation k + 1.

Step 3. If k < 99, then replace k by k + 1 and go to Step l.

Step 4. Halt with C(100) as the final codebook.

Figure 2: Codebook optimization algorithm.

probability-density functions (PDFs) of which respectively are:

f(x) = { 2"~ if lxi <. cry'3 ,
o otherwise

1 ,2

f(x)= ;;c-e-2.,.2,and
cry27r

1 ~f(x) = --;=e- a ,

cry''},

where cr2 is the variance. In the experiments, the Gaussian and Laplacian sources have
cr2 = 1, while the uniform source has cr2 = 4/3. The figure of merit is the Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR), defined as 10 10glo(S/ D) where S is the variance of the signal and
D is the quantization error variance (the distortion).

For the experiments, a training set of N . 100 000 independent random vectors (N2 .
100 000 i.i.d. samples) is used. The reason for this is that 100 000 samples, as used
in [12], turned out not to be enough for TCVQ, in several experiments. Therefore,
as a rule of thumb, N2 . 100 000 samples are used and the final performance is mea-
sured on an i.i.d. sequence not in the training set. To enable the computation of the
significance, or reliability, of the computed SNR values, the samples are divided into
100 sequences (each consisting of N . 1000 random vectors).

To optimize the codebook, 100 iterations were performed using an algorithm based on
that described in [10], but adapted to maintain the structures prescribed by (1) and
extended to TCVQ. It is listed in Figure 2. In [10], in Step 2, each representation
symbol of generation k + 1 is the centroid of those elements of the training sequence
that were encoded by the corresponding representation symbol of generation k. For
the construction presented in this paper, the same sets of representation symbols yJ,k)
and - YJk) each occur at two branches of the trellis. Therefore, in Step 2, now each
representation symbol of YJ,k+l) is the centroid of both those elements of the training
sequence that were encoded by any of the two occurrences of the corresponding repre-
sentation symbols of y,,\k) and the negatives of those elements of the training sequence
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Source
R N States Laplacian Gaussian Uniform

1/2 2 128 2.99 2.73 3.10
4 64 2.95 2.68 3.04
8 16 2.94 2.63 2.95

1 1 128 5.69 5.56 6.51
2 64 5.66 5.47 6.47
4 16 5.55 5.36 6.39

2 1 64 11.24 11.29 12.86
2 16 10.90 11.02 12.73

3 1 32 17.18 17.24 19.12
2 4 15.63 16.24 18.60

Table 2: Experimental SNRs (in dB) for TCVQ of the Laplacian, Gaussian, and uni-
form sources at R = 1/2, R = 1, R = 2, and R = 3, at a complexity of 256.

Complex. TCQ:MF TCVQ:FMW TCVQ:VW TCQ:VW
32 4.92 5.05 5.15 5.16
64 5.13 5.22 5.34 5.39

Table 3: SNRs (in dB), at the same complexity, for the TCQs of [12] (TCQ:MF), the
TCVQs of [16] (TCVQ:FMW), the proposed TCVQs (TCVQ:VW), and the proposed
TCQs (TCQ:VW), for the Laplacian source, at R = 1.

that were encoded by any of the two occurrences of the corresponding representation
symbols of - Yik). Representation symbols onto which no source symbols are mapped
are updated to zero (the average source value). Although the convergence of the al-
gorithm is slow, the codebooks that are finally obtained in the experiments give good
results.

The initial trellis codebooks are chosen randomly using i.i.d. samples from the distri-
bution to be quantized. Table 2 lists the SNR results obtained for experiments using
a constant complexity of 256 at R = 1/2, R = 1, R = 2, and R = 3; the 95% con-
fidence intervals correspond to a tolerance of no more than 0.01 dB. At a constant
rate and complexity, the TCVQ performance decreases as the dimension of the repre-
sent.ation vectors increases. Thus, the proposed (one-dimensional) TCQs are superior
to the proposed TCVQs. This is not a completely unexpected result: it was proved
already in [2] (although it does not seem to be generally known) that at the same (large
enough) complexity, trellis source coding outperforms block source coding or VQ. This
result also holds for TCVQ, which can be seen as a TWC with an additional VQ at
each branch.

In [16], two experiments were presented for a memoryless Laplacian source, at R = 1.
Table 3 shows a comparison, at the same complexities, of the performances of the
TCQs of [12], the TCVQs of [16], the proposed TCVQs, and the proposed TCQs. Our
TCVQs outperform those of [16], but the proposed TCQs are still superior.
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VW WM
R N Inside Outside Inside
0.5 2 2.62 2.62 2.63
1 4 5.37 5.35 5.33
2 4 11.20 11.03 11.22
3 2 16.91 16.88 16.62
4 2 22.86 22.75 22.63

Table 4: SNRs (in dB), inside and outside the training set, for the proposed
TCVQs (VW) and the TCVQs of [20] (WM), for the Gaussian source, for several
rates, R, and dimensions, N.

In [20], different TCVQs and more results were presented. The SNRs presented in [20]
were computed inside the training sequence of 1 000 000 samples of a memoryless
Gaussian source. To compare the performances of the proposed TCVQs with those
of [20], we performed experiments with the proposed TCVQs, also using 1 000 000
samples, for five cases selected from the tables in [20]. In all cases, 16-state trellises
were used. The performances were measured both inside and outside the training set.
Table 4, in which the proposed TCVQs are compared with those of [20], clearly shows
that in the cases of R = 2 and R = 4, the training set is too small and, thus, the results
from [20] in these cases are not reliable. We conclude that the proposed TCVQs have
performances equal or superior to those of [20].

6 Conclusions

The performances of the new TCVQs have been determined for the memoryless Gaus-
sian , Laplacian, and uniform sources. The experiments that have been performed show
that, at a constant complexity, the performances of the TCVQs decrease as the dirnen-
sion increases. Thus, for memoryless sources, at the sarne computational cornplexity,
our TCQs are superior to our TCVQs.

Our TCVQs have performances equal or superior to previously proposed TCVQs.
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A Constant Quality MPEG Codec

P.J. van der Meer, J. Biemond, R.L. Lagendijk"!

Abstract

The B-ISDN network offers the possibility to transmit information with a
Variable Bit Rate. This facilitates the compression of digital video with a con-
stant quality. In this paper we consider the adaptation of the MPEG-I [1] video
coding standard, developed for constant bit rate channels, to compress video
frames with a constant quality and Variable Bit Rate. It will be shown that the
resulting quality can be made independent of the coding mode and that the use
of a new quality measure can lead to a more efficient compression.

1 Introduction
To reduce the costs of video transmission, a variety of video coding algorithms has been
developed in recent years. These algorithms have in common that the large amount of
information that a video sequence contains, is compressed by removing the spatial and
temporal redundancy within these sequences. Further, the remaining non-redundant
information is quantized, thus introducing quantization noise.

The amount of distortion of compressed images depends on the available band-
width of the channel, the encoding algorithm used and the amount of information in
the images. Most networks provide channels with a fixed bandwidth. The amount
of information an image contains, however, may vary. Therefore, the distortion of
compressed images, and thereby the quality, varies with the content of the images.

With the introduetion of B-ISDN a new situation arises. The data exchange in this
network is performed in the so-called Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), which is
a cell switching technique. Since there is no physical connection between transmitter
and receiver, the bandwidth of the virtual connection can be flexibly allocated. This
provides the opportunity to guarantee a constant quality of compressed images.

To reduce the costs of video compression and to achieve interoperability there is a
need to standardize video compression techniques. The MPEG-I standard is a coding
standard for moving pictures and associated audio, aiming at a wide range of applica-
tions. This paper investigates the adaptation of the MPEG-I standard to encode video
sequences with constant quality and variable bit rate.

MP EG-I was developed for constant bit rate channels. It includes a buffer regulation
to guarantee a fixed output bitrate. In general the coding accuracy is adjustedaccord-
ing to the buffer fullness. We will remove this regulation and let the algorithm use the

'Delft University of Technology, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
tThe research presented in this paper was supported by R2026, the RACE DART project.
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same accuracy during the encoding process. It will be shown that the quality shows
fluctuations on the short and on the long term. It appears that the short term fiuc-
tuations are due to the different coding modes within a Group Of Pictures (GOP) of
the MPEG-scheme. We will consider several ways to reduce these intra-GOP fluctua-
tions. Finally, on the basis of initial experiments we conclude that using a local quality
measure may increase the efficiency of a MPEG-I codec.

2 The MPEG-I standard
The MPEG-I compression algorithm [1] is a hybrid coding scheme. It uses both inter-
and intraframe coding techniques to remove the temporal and the spatial redundancy
present in image sequences. To generate a constant output bit rate, the coding process
and in particular the quantization stepsize is under control of the output buffer fullness
(Figure 1).

Quantizer Stepsize. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _ . ..,. _. _. _. _. _. -'-,
o 0

r;::1
~

o •
_ . _ . _ . _ .~a~~o?I?:~~yp<; _ ; _ . _ . _ . _. . _ . _ . _ ~

Motion Vectors_. _. _. _. _ J_ • .,. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _.1

Figure 1: Schematic block diagram of an MPEG encoder

MPEG has a so-called layered bitstream syntax. On top of the hierarchy is the
video sequence layer. In this layer the parameters of the sequence are defined, like
the picture rate, the dimensions of a picture and the bit rate. The layer below the
sequence layer is the Group Of Pictures (GOP) layer. A GOP is a set of pictures
which provides a random access point since it contains at least one intra-coded picture
(at the beginning of the GOP bitstream ). A picture is subdivided into a number of
slices. Each slice consists of a number of macroblocks in raster scan order. The size of a
slice is not standardized and different slices in one picture may have different sizes. The
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GOP

Figure 2: A COP with its three picture types in Display order

macroblock is the basic element which contains a block of 16*16 luminance pixels and a
block of 8*8 pixels of each chrominance component. Motion compensation is performed
on macroblocks and a motion vector is transmitted for each macroblock. Finally, a
macroblock is divided into six 8*8 blocks: four luminance and two chrominance blocks
which are the basis for the DCT transform.

Motion-compensated temporal DPCM is a powerful tool to compress a video signal.
However, predicting each frame from preceding frames also has its drawbacks, since
it will not be possible to access the bitstream at an arbitrary frame. Further, better
predictions can be made using both a past and a future frame. Therefore, three types
of frames are used in MPEC:

• Intra-coded (1-)frames, which are coded independently of other frames. These
provide access points in the bitstream but require relatively many bits.

• Predicted (P- )frames, which are predicted from a preceding 1- or P-frame. Mo-
tion estimation and compensation is performed on the macroblock level. Recon-
structed P-frames may be referred to by other P- and B-frames.

• Bi-directional (B-)frames, which may be predicted from a preceding and a follow-
ing 1-or P-frame. On macroblock level a decision is made whether the prediction
should be made from the preceding or the following frame, thereby dealing with
uncovered areas, or by averaging between both predictions, which reduces the
sensitivity to noise. B-frames provide the highest amount of compression.

Each Croup Of Pictures (COP) starts with an I-frame, so that the COP layer provides
the random access. An often used relation between 1-, P- and B-frames is illustrated
in Figure 2.

In MPEC, each 8*8 block is transformed using the Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT). Next the transferm coefficients are quantized. After quantization, a certain
amount of information is permanently lost which causes the distortion of the recon-
structed images. Finally, the data is scanned according to Figure 3a. Runlevel events
are created, in this way making use of the occurrences of long zero runs. Finally, the
runlevel events are entropy coded.

When we look a little closer at the quantization process, a number of differences can
be pointed out between the quantization of different frames. For I-frames, a uniform
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Figure 3: (a) Zigzag scanning of coefficients, (b) Quantizer Characteristic for intra-
coded and (c) predicted frames

quantizer characteristic Qc( S( u, v)) is used, with reconstruction levels Yk and decision
intervals h according to Figure 3b:

{
v» = Qc(S(u,v)IS(u,v) E h) = 2kL
h = {S(u,v) E RI(k - l)L < S(u,v) < (k + l)L}. (1)

Here k E Zand L denotes the scaling factor or Quantizer Siepsize, L E R. The maxi-
mum distortion a uniform quantizer introduces equals the stepsize. Since the relative
importance of the distortion depends on the DCT coefficient under consideration, a
weighting matrix w( u, v) is used prior to quantization. As a result L becomes depen-
dent on the spatial frequency (u, v):

L(u, v) = w(u, v)Q. (2)

Here Q is the parameter that now controls the bit rate and/or the amount of quanti-
zation noise. The matrix w( u, v) is chosen according to the spatial frequency response
of the human visual system.

Because of the reordering of the data into runlevel events, the occurrence of zeros
provides efficient compression. Consequently, a better bit allocation can be achieved
by clipping more DCT-coefficients to zero and using the bits that come available to
quantize other coefficients more accurately. Because the largest number of small DCT-
coefficients occur in predicted (P- and B-)frames, a dead zone is introduced in the
quantizer characteristic of these frames (see Figure 3c).

Another difference between Intra-coded and predicted (P- and B-) frames is the
weighting matrix w( u, v). It was argued that the prediction error to be quantized
contains mostly high frequency coefficients, since these are not easily predictable. When
the same weighting is applied as in the Intra frames, most of this information would be
lost. In order to prevent this, for predicted frames another weighting matrix is applied,
which yields a less coarse quantization of high frequency coefficients.

3 Constant Quantizer Stepsize

In MPEG, the quantizer parameter Q is used to control the bit stream yielding a
variable amount of quantization noise. A first step towards reaching a constant quality
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is to remove this control mechanism and to use a quantizer with constant stepsize.
To assess the quality of a reconstructed image using a constant quantizer stepsize,

a quality measure needs to be defined. A commonly used measure is the variance of
the reconstruction error or MSE:

NT Ne
MSE = NT:NeL L(S(X,y) - S(X,y))2.

x=1 y=1

(3)

Here sand S denote the original and reconstructed images of size Nr*Nc, respectively.
The use of this measure has a few drawbacks. First, the visibility of the distortion
depends on the frequency of the quantized coefficient. Since the DCT is an orthogonal
transform, the MSE can also be calculated per block in the DCT domain and thus it is
possible to assign a perceptual weight w( u, v) to the distortion of each coefficient [2]:

N N
W M SE(i,j) = ~2 L LW(u, V)(Si,j(U, v) - Si,j(U, V))2.

u=l v=l
(4)

Here, Si,j and s., denote the block of size N*N (in the MPEG case 8*8) in the DCT
domain with indices (i,j). Averaging over the blocks in an image yields a Weighted
MSE:

Nr Ne
NN

WMSE = N~~eLLWMSE(i,j). (5)
i=1 j=1

Another drawback of the MSE and WMSE is that it is a global measure: it considers
the average distortion of the entire image, whereas the human eye assesses the image
quality locally. If an image has a low MSE it may still have a large distortion locally,
causing a poor visual quality. Therefore, we should measure the local distortions in
the frequency domain. We postulate a local quality measure namely the Local WMSE,
defined as the maximum distortion of a block according to (4) within a frame:

LW M SE = max(i,j) {W MSE(i,j)}. (6)

From the three mean squared errors we calculate different kinds of peak-to-peak Signal
to Noise Ratios according to:

SN R = 20 log 255 .
-JMSE

(7)

In Figure 4a the SNR, WSNR and LWSNR of the reconstructed images of the MPEG
encoded Car and Gate sequence are plotted. GOPs are used according to Figure 2.
From Figure 4a it can be seen that the WSNR is somewhat higher than the normal
SNR. This originates from the fact that the applied weighting matrix of the WSNR
reduces the distortion contributions of high frequency coefficients. The LWSNR has
smaller values since it represents the WSNR of the worst block in each image.

The peaks occurring at fixed moments in time in all measures coincide with the
I-frames. Thus we conclude that the image quality depends on coding type. Second,
we also notice that the SNR measures show a fluctuation on the longer term in the
sequence, showing that the quality also depends on the image content.

To realize a more constant intra-GOP quality, we investigate and adjust the differ-
ences in coding types in Section 4. In Section 5 the inter-GOP quality is addressed.
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Figure 4: (a) SNRvalues of the sequence car and gate, encoded with constant quantizer
stepsize, (b) Histogram of DCT coefficient (5,5) in B-frame 1

4 Intra-GOP Quality differences
To investigate the differences in quality between intra coded and predicted frames, we
will take a closer look at the distortion the quantization stage introduces. Consider
a DCT-coefficient S( u, v) which is predicted by Sp( u, v). The resulting prediction
difference Se(u, v) is quantized, resulting in Se( u, v). The reconstruction error will
then be:

S(U,V)=Sp(u,v)+Se(u,v)}, ,
S'( )-S( ) S'( ) S(u,v)-S(u,V)=Se(u,v)-Se(U,v).

U, V - p u, v + e U, V
(8)

Thus, the resulting error is equal to the error of the quantized prediction difference.
Allowing a different error in the prediction difference (e.g. by using a different weighting
matrix or a dead zone) thus implies a different error in the reconstruction. To avoid this
we should apply the same weighting matrix and quantizer characteristic for intra-coded
and predicted frames.

If we consider the DCT-coefficients S( u, v) as stochast ic variables with probability
density functions Pu,v(S(u, v)), we can find for the variance of the quantization noise
~2 .
v q •

1 N-IN-l 00

(J"~=-2 L L L 1 (S(U,V)-Yk)2pu,v(S(u,v))dS(u,v). (9)
N u=o v=o k=-oo xEh

As we can see, the quantization noise depends on the term (S (u, v) - Y k) and thus
on the size of the decision intervals h. In the case of a dead zone, the interval Ia is
larger than other intervals. As a result the distortion of a DCT-coefficient is dependent
on how well it was predicted. Although a dead zone offers an efficient compression in
a constant bit rate codec, in a constant quality codec it is not desirable to have a
distortion depending on the prediction.

Applying a uniform quantizer, the variance of the quantization noise, and thus also
the quality of the reconstructed frames, only depends on the probability density func-
tion of the input. In general, the probability density functions of the DCT coefficients
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Figure 5: SNR values of the sequence car and gate, (a) adjusted for constant quality
(b) with heuristic dead zone

have been modeled by a number of functions [3], which all have a peak at zero. The
variance depends on the frequency of the DCT coefficient under consideration. In gen-
eril.l, this variance decreases with increasing frequency. Due to the weighting matrix
w( u, v) the quantizer stepsize is larger with increasing frequency. Consequently, espe-
cially for high frequency components, the most relevant part of (9) is the quantization
noise of the coefficients which are quantized to zero. These coefficients in a P- or
B-frame are predicted by coefficients which have the same order of magnitude. It is
however well known that especially higher coefficients are not always good predictable.
Consequently, the coefficient and its prediction may not be correlated and when two
non-correlated statistical variables are added (or , in this case, subtracted), the variance
of the resulting variable is doubled. When this double variance is still smaller than
the quantizer stepsize, this results in more quantizing noise and thus a lower SNR.
In Figure 4b the histogram of DCT coefficient (5,5) of the first B-frame is plotted.
For this coefficient the quantizer stepsize L according to (2) becomes 2Q (the value of
w( u, v) is ~). When Q is larger than 4, which is a realistic assumption, the variance
and the double variance is smaller than L for this coefficient and about 95 % of the
coefficients are quantized to zero.

The phenomenon that the higher spatial frequencies may often not be predicted
well was identified in earlier work. In the H.261 standard [4] a choice can be made at
macroblock level to low-pass filter the prediction block. Although the MPEG syntax
does not have this possibility, experiments have been performed in which each pre-
diction block is filtered. When a choice to use this filter can be made on macroblock
basis this will probably yield a decrease of bit rate. The bit rate in our experiments
does not change significantly. The performance in terms of SNR, however, implies a
quality independent on coding type, as can be seen from Figure 5a, where all frames
are quantized with a uniform quantizer, frequency weighted matrix w( u, v) and with a
filter in the prediction loop.
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5 Discussion

As we saw in Section 3, the LWSNR reflects the worst local error in an image. Therefore
it reflects the visual quality better than any global quality measure. To generate a
constant quality of compressed images we should use such a local measure. The aim
will not only be to guarantee a certain quality, but also to lower the bitrate as much
as possible, respecting the required quality.

From Figure 5a we see that the LWSNR does fluctuate a little, but remains at a
certain level. This originates from the fact that in each image a few blocks are difficult
to encode and will consequently have a distortion close to the maximum. The difference
between LWSNR and WSNR is a measure of how many blocks in an image are coded
with maximum tolerable distortion. Consequently, this is a measure for the efficiency
of the codec.

When we consider blocks which are easy to encode, i.e. many coefficients are zero,
the distortion will be very low. In this case, additional compression can be achieved by
allowing for more distortion, while the total block distortion stays below the visibility
threshold. As we sawearlier, most compression can be reached with the occurrences of
zeros. A heuristic approach to do this is by quantizing the block with constant quantizer
stepsize, and clipping the smallest coefficients to zero while the distortion stays below
the tolerable distortion. The results of this approach are shown in Figure Sb. It can
be seen that in each frame some block reaches the tolerable distortion, yielding the
flat line for the LWSNR, but there are always a number of blocks, depending on the
image content, for which the maximum distortion can not be reached by applying
an heuristic dead zone. Since the difference between WSNR and LWSNR is smaller
than in Figure 5a, the compression efficiency is higher. Further research will look for
deterministic solutions to reach the maximum distortion in each block, yielding an
efficient constant quality codec.
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On image compression related to image
formation, capture and quality

C.H. Slump"

Abstract

In order to support the design trajectory of a flexible architecture for real-time
high resolution and high speed image compression, we have started a study on
image compression techniques. A minimum configuration of necessary resources
is only one of the required results. Another aspect is the prediction of image
quality performance. The first phase aims at compression of still images without
visible distortion. The image formation, including sampling and quantization is
taken into account together with the influence of the noise. Based on this "phys-
ical" image description and the image quality indicators, i.e. spatial resolution,
contrast resolution and signal-to-noise ratio in relation with Detective Quantum
Efficiency (DQE) and Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), a new compression
scheme is developed which aims at no visible distortion. The performance of
this method is compared with the popular JPEG compression technique. The
presentation will address several topics from the study.

1 Introduction
Image compression is a challenging field of active research. New applications espe-
cially new broadcast television standards have generated a large number and variety
of algorithms. The literature is vast and expanding rapidly.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss image compression from an system level
point of view. This approach is partly motivated by the concern of radiologists in
digital diagnostic X-ray imaging that lossy image compression may lead to artefacts in
the compressed images and / or to reduction of diagnostic image quality.

In this paper we will argue that a loss - less compression is not necessary from a
system level point of view. On the other hand we will also show that the popular
JPEG compression scheme is not appropriate due to the blocking artefacts except for
the very low compression rates. In real - time images these blocks will be even more
anoying due the dynamics of the displayed noise processes.

A block diagram of the imaging system is shown in Fig. 1. X-ray pulses are gen-
erated (typ. 5-8 ms) at a rate of 12.5-50 frames /s in order to freeze the motion of the
coronary arteries which are injected with a contrast agent by means of a positioned
catheter. The X-ray photons which have traversed the patient are converted into a

'University of Twente, Dept. Electrical Engineering, lab. for Network Theory, P.O. Box 217,7500
AE Enschede, The Netherlands
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video image by the image intensifier - CCD television system. The resulting video sig-
nal is digitized in 8 bits after analog processing. The images are stored on a real time
digital disk in 512 * 512 * 8 bit up to 50 frames/so Parallel to the storage on disk, the
images are processed (i. e. the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is corrected for the
lowpass behaviour of the imaging system) and displayed on a monitor. The next section

video

CCD sensor

digital
storage

processing
MTF

estoratio

t:===l anti scatter grid

G
monitor

Figure 1: Block diagram of a typical digital diagnostic X-ray system

describes the physics of the image formation. The description includes sampling and
quantization, together with the influence of the noise. Based on this "physical" image
description [1] and the image quality indicators, i. e. spatial resolution, contrast resolu-
tion and signal-to-noise ratio in relation with Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) and
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), a new compression scheme is developed which
aims at no visible distortion. The performance of this method is compared with the
popular JPEG compression technique in the third section describing the experiments.
The final section contains a discussion of the obtained results.

2 Theory

In real-time X-ray imaging the exposures are set to a minimum dose for the benefit of
the patient and the cath. lab. personnel as well. Quantum noise becomes manifest.
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In fact the acquired image becomes the realization of a stochastic imaging process. In
[2Jthe X-ray quantum noise is characterized, incorporating the spatial filtering by the
non-ideal image intensifier - televisionsystem. The modeling of noise has been the
subject of many papers, see the references cited in [2J. We base our characterization
of the noise in the density profiles on [2J,neglecting the electrical noise of the imaging
system components. If there is no object in the X-ray beam, the random number ft of
photons impinging on the image intensifier input screen per mm2 is Poisson distributed:

rt« = k) = e-'\ ~~, k = 0,1,2, ... (1)

with À the average number of photons per mmr . At the output screen of the image
intensifier the incoming photons are imaged with the two-dimensional shot noise process
io(xo, Yo),

(2)

with (Xi,Yi) the random positions of the detected incoming photons, h( , ) the two-
dimensional spatial impuls response characterizing the imaging system, ït the Detection
Quantum Efficiency (DQE) of the detection process and the total detection gain is
denoted by c. According to Campbell's theorem [3, p. 561J the expectation value of
the output stochastic process is given by:

(3)

and the variance is given by:

(4)

We can now characterize the stochastic image process by the signal - to - noise ratio:

s (5)
N

or [4,5Jexpressed in the system's MTF:

s J .À'f}
N = 27r Jooo IJMT F2 (IJ) dIJ'

(6)

The influence of the low pass spatial filtering as expressed in the systems MTF is
an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. With an ideal detector characterized by
MT F = 1 we obtain the SNR:

(7)

with Ae the area of a pixel. For non-ideal MTF's Ae represents the effective noise
sampling aperture [4,5J:

(8)
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For a typical image intensifier - television chain in the 9 " mode with 8 IlR / frame,
the theoretical signal - to - noise ratio is ~ 16. In close agreement with the MTF of
the system, we have measured with acquired digital images a ~ ~ 50 [2J.

The stochastic image process is sufficiently characterized. In the next section we
will first apply the DCT based JPEG compression algorithm [6Jon the single coronary
angiogram shown in Fig. 2. We have developed an algorithm for image compression
based upon the fact that the medical image has a finite support. Therefore, the Fourier
transform of the image intensity is an analytical function (an entire function of expo-
nential type). Partial knowledge of the Fourier transform is sufficient to characterize
the complete spectrum by means of analytical continuatien. We only need a limited
number of Fourier components together with em a priori information in order to re-
construct the object scene. We have applied the well - known Gerchberg - Papoulis
bandwidth extrapolation type of algorithms, [7,8,9,10Jwith the extra a priori known
constraint on the image spectrum given by the systems MTF. The convergency of the
iterative process is rather quickly, however, not fast enough for real-time applications.

Figure 2: Original angiogram of a stenosis in the right coronary artery

3 Image compression experiments

The JPEG DCT compression algorithm [6Jhas been applied to the angiogram of Fig. 2
with a compression rate of aprox. 4 and 8. For the compression rate of 4, the resulting
image after decompression is shown in Fig. 3, together with the (enhanced) diffence
image with the original coronary angiogram of Fig.2. The result for compression rate
8 is presented similarly in Fig. 4. With the bandwidth extrapolation algorithm the
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same compression rates have been applied. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig.
6, respectively.

4 Discussion
Loss-less (or reversible) compression of the kind ofmedical images studied here is known
to be limited to a compression rate of about s: 4 [11]. Because the image is a realization
of a stochastic process, and because there is an amount of quantum noise present, it is
not necessary to require a reversible compression. A mapping onto another realization
of the stochastic process would also be sufficient. In the compression of noise there is
not much to be gained. On the other hand the JPEG DCT based compression with
rates 2:: 4 is objectionable because of the blocking artefacts, which in the still images
are becoming more and more visible for larger compression rates. The results do show
these artefacts for the still image. In real-time imaging the block structure interferes
with the dynamical noise processes displayed on the monitor. This will be anoying to
look at already for modest compression rates. The developed bandwidth extrapolation
algorithm with as a priori information the upper limit of the spectrum provided by
the system MTF, yields results which are nearly artefact free for the lower frequencies.
However, there is a loss in edge information. An optimal stopping rule of the iterative
algorithm has to be found. Further research is necessary to optimize the concept of
image compression with constant diagnostic image quality. As our goal is towards
real-time operation with hardware (VLSI) design, we search for closed form solutions
in stead of iterative algorithms.
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Figure 3: The JPEG compression rate 4 result (left) and the diffence with the original
image (right).

Figure 4: The JPEG compression rate 8 result (left) and the diffence with the original
image (right).
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Figure 5: The result of the bandwidth extrapolation with compression rate 4 (left) and
the diffence with the original image (right).

Figure 6: The result of the bandwidth extrapolation with compression rate S (left) and
the diffence with the original image (right).
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Pyramids for image compression with neural
networks interpolators *

B. Simon, B. Macq and M. Verleysen t

April 1, 1993

Abstract
We present a new pyramidal decomposition of images for compression purposes.

This new transformation is based on the Laplacian transform, where the classical half-
band interpolators have been replaced by multi-layer perceptrons. The obtained scheme
allows still a multiresolution access to the image, while its decorrelative properies have
considerably been improved. Experimental results on real pictures show the validity
of this approach.

1 Introduction

Pyramidal decomposition introduced by Burt and Adelson [1], has emerged as a powerful
tool for signal analysis and compression. It has been shown in [2] that such a representation
is consistent with the human visual perception. The pyramidal structure, as illustrated in
Figure 1, has two operators .

• Operator D is a decimator, which takes a sequence x and produces a low-pass time-
compressed version y. We will concentrate here on two-fold decimators. Generally the
decimators are implemented by an half-band filter followed by a downsampler. The
aim of the filter is to avoid aliasing artifacts on the decimated signal [3].

• Operator I is an interpolator, which produces an upsampled version z of its input y.
We will also concentrate on two-fold interpolators. Generally, interpolators are im-
plemented by upsamplers (which merely inserts zero-valued samples between adjacent
samples of the input sequence y) followed by an half-band filter.

A difference signal d is computed between x and z. d can be viewed as the unpredictable
information from the lower resolution. An important feature of the pyramidal decomposition
is that the output signals, y and d permit a perfect reconstruction of the original signal x.
A multiresolution representation is achieved by recursively applying the structure to y.

An important application of the Laplacian pyramid is image compression. For such an
application, the encoded signals are d and y rather than x for the following reasons.

'The main part of this text has also been presented in ESANN'93
tREGARDS, Télécommunications et Télédétection, Université Catholique de Louvain, Place du levant

3, 1348 Louvain-Ia-Neuve, BELGIUM
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Figure 1: Laplacian pyramid

• d is largely decorrelated and so may be represented pixel per pixel with many fewer
bits than x.

• y is a low-pass version of x with a reduced sample rate on which the same decorrelative
process can be applied.

• When d is more roughly encoded, in order to achieve higher compression rate, the
coding artifacts are less visible because the d signal is tuned with the multiresolution
structure of the human visual system.

The Laplacian pyramid was the first description of a multiresolution image compression
scheme: the code is constitued by an image at a low resolution and by the details at each
further resolution. Such a coding is, as an example, very important for compatible high-
definition TV coding [3] (the TV signal is directly reachable without decoding the whole bit
stream of the HDTV signal). Further refinements of multiresolution image coding schemes
were proposed in the litterature, among which the most popular is the wavelet transform [4].

Recently, it has been proposed to adapt the multiresolution transform to the signal contents
: the main idea was to minimize the energy of the d signal by taking into account the
correlation factors of the original signal, x. This work was performed either for wavelet
transforms [5] and for Laplacian pyramid [6]. In both those two cases the decimators and
the interpolators are implemented by linear filters. We suggest here to follow the same path
(minimize the variance of d) by using

• linear decimators, in order to keep the low-pass version of x without anoying aliasing
artifacts,

• interpolators implemented with multi-layer perceptrons, in order to improve the min-
imization of the variance of d.

As it will be shown, the aim is reached, with furthermore, an interpolated version of x,
namely z, considerably more significant.
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While other transforms implemented by artificial neural networks have already been studied
for image compression purposes, as in [7]and [8],our approach is original in the sense that it
keeps the multiresolution decompsition free of aliasing artifacts by using linear decimators.

The interpolators presented in this paper have been studied in the frame of the Laplacian
pyramid for image compression. However they lead also to useful tools for image zooming.

2 Linear half-band interpolators
In classical Laplacian pyramids the decimators and interpolators are implemented by linear
filters. Those operators are generally described in the Fourier domain. Let us denote by w
the impulse response of the interpolation and decimation filters (we suppose as in [1] that
they are the same). Denoting by X(O), D(O), Z(O) and W(O) the (2-D) Fourier transforms
of x, d, zand w we have the following relations

Z(O) = W(O) (W(O)X(O) + W(O - 7r)X(O - 7r)) (1)

and
D(O) = X(O) (1 - W2(O)) - W(O)W(O -7r)X(O -7r) (2)

We see that the first term of D is a half-band highpas filtered vesrion of X, while the second
term is due to aliasing. Therefore, the D signal represents more or less the information of the
input signal X in the pulsation interval [7r/2, 7r]. According to the Fourier description, and
in accordance with the Cramer-Loève theorem, the successive D signal would be perfectly
decorrelated if the w filters are perfect half-band.

3 Limits of the half-band approach
The half-band approach results from the Fourier analysis. In the Fourier domain, it is sup-
posed that the signals are stationary and unlimited in the spal.ial UUll1d.ifl. Such a model in
however very poor when it is required to describe features like contours, blobs or fractal tex-
tures. In such cases the image features generate a wide range of non-structured frequencies.
This is the reason why we have searched for a wider range of operators than linear filters.
Using multilayer perceptrons, we hope to handle the signal with an internal representation
in the operators taking into account non-linearities like contours and particular textures.

At this stage of our study we have used a three-layer perceptron as an interpolator in a
given direction. We have applied it separately in the vertical and horizontal directions. The
operators are adapted to the signal (minimization of the variance of the d signal) by the
backpropagation algorithm [9]. Further studies are planned in order to bind internal states
of the interpolator to the features of the image.

4 Multi-layer perceptrons for interpolation
We have implemented separable interpolators using one hidden layer perceptrons. Each
of the vertical and horizontal direction interpolators have 5 inputs 20 internal nodes and 2
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ouputs. The weights of these NN are adapted by the well-known backpropagation algorithm.
The output of the i-th neuron in the k-th layer is given by

(3)

where Wk_l(i,j) is the weight associated to the link between the nodes Vk(j) and Vk-l(i) and
![] is the hyperbolic tangent function.

The inputs nd ouputs are in the range [-1, 1].

Our aim is to minimize the mean square of d, i.e.

CT~= L (x(i,j) - z(i,j))2
ij

(4)

Such an error function allows to use the backpropagation algorithm and the weights can
then be adjusted by

(5)
where

(6)

and

(7)
where

(8)

5 Experiments

The multlayer perceptrons descibed in the previous sectionhave been used as interpolators
in the Laplacian pyramids. We have worked with the CLAIRE picture, which is a CCIR
601 image (576x720 pixels of 8 bits). Figure 2 shows the corresponding decimated and
re-interpolated signal, obtained with a linear (gaussian) filter. Figure 3 shows the image
interpolated by multilayer perceptrons. The result is considerably better than the image
obtained with linear filters.

6 Conclusions

The main conclusion is that the multi-layer perceptrons perform a better interpolation than
a linear filter. The entropy gain is noticable (about 20% in the case of lossless compression).
The interpolated image is considerably more pleasant to see.

As a second conclusion, it has been noticed that the network learns to interpolate every
image and is not specially suited to a particular picture.
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Further study should analyse more in deep the theoretical behaviour of the network for this
particular task (Fourier analysis, handling of particular features, internal states, ... ).
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Figure 2: Lineraly interpolated CLAIRE
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Figure 3: N.N. interpolated CLAIRE
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A Buffer Regulation Concept for MC-DCT
Sy'st erns Tuning to Constant Quantization

Peter R.N. de With and Stephan J.J. Nijssen

Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000,
5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Abstract
A simple bit-rate control mechanism for feedback regulation of a DCT-based campres-
sion system is presented, which yields low coding distortion by tuning to nearly constant
quantization under the constraint of a fixed bit rate for each (double-) frame.

1. Introduction

As a result of the expanding developments for digital broadcasting (B-ISDN) and the
trend towards large-capacity storage media, digital recording of high-quality TV pic-
tures grows to maturity [IJ and, as an extension, recording of high-definition television
(HDTV) signals for home-use applications comes within reach. In an earlier paper [2],
we have clarified that video compression in sets of two frames on a constant bit rate
(average 50 Mbit/s), is an attractive system for small-sized HDTV recording equip-
ment. In this paper we focus on the bit-rate regulation of the compression architecture,
which tunes the above-mentioned feedback-controlled system to a constant bit rate for
groups of two frames (double-frames).

Recently, a few papers have been published concerning bit-rate regulation problems.
Mitrakos and Constantinides [3J and Hoelzwimmer [4J studied the smooth regulation
of several parallel channels over a packet switching network. Ronda et al. [5J studied
predictive control for variable-rate codecs, by combining the bit cost of the previously
coded field and the actual buffer occupancy into one control parameter, i.e. trans-
mission factor, to optimize the picture quality. The same control parameter was used
by Leduc and Poncin [6], who studied both fixed-rate and variable-rate controlof a
video co dec. A completely different approach was followed by Tzou et al. [7J, who ap-
plied rate-distortion functions to estimate the required bit rate for an arbitrary picture.
Their concept is based upon the consideration that the distortion function is always
equally shaped for most pictures, but each individual function needs to be corrected
locally for the discrepancy related to the actual image (picture activity).

The aforementioned papers have in common that there is no condition on the bit
rate for each individual frame; optimization of control is towards smooth transitions
in bit rate and constant picture quality. In this paper we study a rate control system
that operates under the constraint that the bit rate must be constant for a group of
two frames. This limitation originates from the recording application, in which editing
on two-frame basis must be possible, so that a fixed number of tracks is reserved for a
group of two video frames.
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Figure 1: Motion-compensated DCT encoder block diagram.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the bit-rate reduction sys-
tem and gives a further specificatien of the regulation problem. Section 3 presents a
dual-mode regulation system and addresses the concept of rate-distortion functions.
Section 4 describes the actual algorithm that has been implemented. In Section 5 we
report on experiments to verify the performance of the adopted regulation technique
in the coding system presented in Section 2.

2. Problem statement

This section outlines the video bit-rate reduction system which has been applied in
the coding experiments. In addition, we further focus on the regulation constraints.

We opted for an intra-two-frame coding system in which a group of two frames is
compressed into a fixed number of bits, so that insertion and appending of scenes is
still possible. The first frame is coded independently (intraframe), thereby ensuring
local decoding possibilities in the picture search mode, whereas the second frame is
coded with motion-compensated (MC) frame interpolation techniques, resulting in a
substantially higher coding efficiency than classical intraframe transferm coding. The
(encoder) block diagram is depicted in Figure 1, and shows the usage of 8 x 8 Discrete
Cosine Transformation (DCT), adaptive quantization (Q) and variable-length coding
(VLC).

Let us now further concentrate on the rate control problem. The control of the above-
mentioned compression architecture under the constraint of a fixed rate for a group of
two frames is not an easy task for a plurality of additional reasons.

- The video signal statistles are highly non-stationary within a video frame;
- The relation between input data and output bit rate is unknown;
- Intra- and interframe-coded data are used in the same double-frame period;
- The cost ratio between the first and the second frame needs control as well;
- Scene cuts may occur, resulting in a sudden change of statistics.
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In this paper, we will particularly focus on the basic problems of the regulation, i.e.
the varying nature of the source and the unknown relation between input data and
output bit-rate of the compression system. Therefore, the remaining aspects dealing
with interframe coding will be addressed marginally only.

As far as the TV signal characterization is concerned, we have adopted the description
of [6], which models the signal as a cyclo-stationary stochastic process with a slowly
varying mean during each particular video sequence. It is easily understood that the
long-term process implies a long-term regulation also, preferably on video sequence
basis. A two-frame cycled process covers the short-term (spatial) image statietics.

3. Regulation concept

In this section we present the basic concept of the buffer regulation system. From
the previous section it can be concluded that two types of regulation are intrinsically
required to deal with the previously mentioned stochastic processes. For this reason,
we have adopted a technique that controls the rate in two modes.

1. Fast mode
In this mode, nothing is known about the actual double-frame, e.g. as a result of
a scene cut. Rate control is carried out in accordance with the rapidly varying
spatial image statistics. Simultaneously, rate statistics are measured as an input
for switching to the stationary mode.

2. Stationary mode
In this mode, the current double-frame resembles the previously processed one.
Regulation is performed according to a slowly varying mean (long term). The
spatial rate statistics are monitored carefully for detecting significant deviations
on a temporal basis due to f.i. scene cuts.

In the stationary mode, the compression system approaches minimum coding distortion
by performing a nearly constant quantization strategy. In the fast mode, the average
bit rate is compared with a 'reference rate-distortion' function (see [7]), which is used
to compute how the quantization control parameter (e.g. the distortion) should be
modified in order to obtain the desired bit rate.

The reference rate-distortion function describes the behaviour of the encoder,
i.e. bit-rate output as a function of the applied quantization technique. The distortion
function has been measured for the system considered and an ensemble of video scenes.
The results are plotted in Fig. 2 (left-hand side). For quantization we used 16 differ-
ent strategies, similar to the feedforwardcoding experiments as described in [8J. The
reference function is a weighted average of the individual functions and is indicated in
Fig. 2 by a solid line.
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Figure 2: Left: Measured rate-distortion functions for various scenes. Right: Evalua-
tion of the strategy Ss(i + 1) by using the 'shifted' reference rate-distortion function.

4. Control algorithm

4.1 Fast mode

The buffer regulation algorithm is repeated on segment basis, in our case having a
size Cs of 90 DeT blocks (108 segments in an SDTV frame). The algorithm will be
specified for intraframe coding only. The system initializes in the fast mode, where the
rate statistica are unknown in advance. The major constraint for the regulation is that
for the number of segments N, in each frame, the total bit cast must be constant, so
that

N.
L Bs(i)
;=1

c, (1)

where Bs(i) denotes the bit cost of segment i. For segment i with size CS) the applied
quantization strategy s(i) and the segment bit cost Bs(i) after variable-length encoding
are stored. The average bit cost per block Bb( i) is calculated after each segment

B (') = L:~=lBs(n)
b ~ 'C'

~ s
1 :'S i:'S Ns . (2)

Similarly, the average applied quantization strategy Ss is evaluated by

1 ;
Ss(i) = ~L s(n) ,

~ n=l
1 :'S i :'S Ns . (3)
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The equations 2 and 3 define one point of the rate-distortion curve for the actual frame.
In contrast with [7J, we assume for simplicity that the actual curve can be found by a
simple (vertical) translation of the reference function. This assumption is valid around
the actual working point only, but as we will see later, our experiments confirmed
the validity of this simplification (it is intuitively understood that only a subset of
the available quantization strategies is applied around the slowly varying mean). The
vertical shift T of the reference curve is

T(i) = Bb(i) - R(S.(i)) , (4)

where R( S) represents the bit rate corresponding with strategy S using the reference
function.

Let us now use this shift to compute the best advice for quantization of the remainder
of the frame. First we calculate the remaining bit rate. Secondly, the 'inverse' actual
rate-distortion function is applied to evaluate the best quantization strategy.

Since the total number of bits for the complete frame is fixed, the average remaining
number of bits per block Uç can be determined for each segment by

U (i) = C - I:~=1B.(n)
b (N. - i)G. ' 1 :S i :S Ns . (5)

The value of Ub( i) determines the quantization advice of the buffer regulation. The
quantiaation strategy s( i+ 1) for the consecutive segment i+ 1 can be predicted With
the reference curve by taking the largest value Ss(i + 1) such that

R(Ss(i + 1)) + T(i) :S Ub(i) . (6)

Figure 2 (right-hand side) clearly illustrates the last step made in equation 6. When a
complete (dou ble-) frame is coded, the system switches to the stationary mode.

4.2 Stationary mode

The stationary mode is based on the measured rate statistics of the previously coded
(double-) frame. In this mode the pictorial couiplexity should result in an average
quantization strategy yielding (close to) minimum distortion, which corresponds to the
scene and satisfies equation 1.

Firstly, at the start of each frame, the average strategy of the previous frame is
calculated. This strategy will be proposed to the quantizer for the complete actual
frame, hence

N,
Ss(i) = (l/Ns) L S;k-ll(n) ,

n=l
1::;i ::;s, . (7)

The superscript (k - 1) refers to the use of the previous frame. During coding of the
frame, small modifications (Ss (i) ± 1) of the strategy are allowed to tune the system
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Figure 3: Adopted strategy and control mode during a video scene.

to the exact bit rate.
Secondly, during compressing the actual frame, the rate statistics are monitored by

storage of the parameters S.( i) and the accumulated bit rate 2:~=1Bs( n) for extending
the stationary mode to the subsequent (double-) frame.

Thirdly, it is verified that the rate statistics still satisfy the assumption of a long-
term stochastic process with a slowly varying mean. In other words, the rate controller
remains in the stationary mode as long as the present picture statistics (i.e. segment
bit costs Bs(i)) are similar to that of the previous frame (B~k-l)(i)). The verification
comprises a comparison between the accumulated bit rate of the present and the pre-
vious (double-) frame for each segment. If the difference in bit rate is larger than a
threshold, the control mode is switched to fast regulation, thus

switch to fast mode if (Bs (i) - B~k-l) (i)) > TT , (8)

where TT denotes a predetermined threshold. Note that the last criterion acts as a
simple scene-cut detection.

5. Experimental results and conclusions

This section reports on the results of some experiments that were carried out to verify
the regulation concept presented. In the experiments, CCIR-601 pictures of 720 sam-
ples by 576 lines have been used.

Figure 3 portrays the adopted quantization strategy and the regulation mode dur-
ing the encoding of three consecutive video frames. The buffer regulation starts in
the fast mode. The adopted strategy is mostly in the area of 6-8, but the system
responds fastly to changes in the coded data rate. After one frame offast regulation,
the control mode is switched to the stationary mode. In Fig. 3 the average strategy
is 7. As mentioned earlier, only a small deviation of the adopted strategy is possible
(±1) to adapt to minor changes in the picture (e.g. locally moving objects). In this
particular example, the strategy is changed to 6 at the end of frame 2 and 3 only. It
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Figure 5: Adopted strategy and control mode during cL scene change.

can be observed that the quantization is nearly constant for the complete frame.
Figure 4 shows the difference signal Bs(i) - Bik-ll(i) from equation 8 for a simu-

lation of six consecutive frames. After three frames the scene changes from 'Girls' to
'Teeny'. In the second frame the difference signal is on average 5 bits/block, because
the strategy is not yet stable in the first frame (difference signal not relevant). At the
end of the second and during the third frame, the difference signal approaches zero: the
buffer regulation is weil stabilized. After coding a few segments in the fourth frame,
the difference signal exceeds 40 bits/block (the applied threshold TT)' so that the reg-
ulation switches to the fast mode. The scene change is also shown in Figure 5. For the
fourth frame, the same algorithm as for the first frame is applied. At the start of frame
5 a new average strategy is computed and the control mode is modified to stationary
again. The bit-cost difference signal is still rather large in frame 5 (the rate statistics
must adapt to constant quantization), but the regulation control is fully stabilized in
frame 6. It can be noticed that the quantization is constant except during initialization
or a scene change.
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We have presented a simple bit-rate control mechanism for feedback regulationof a
DCT-based compression system, which yields low coding distortion by tuning to nearly
constant quantization under the constraint of a fixed bit rate for each (double-) frame.
The system has two fundamental modes, namely a fast and a stationary mode. In the
fast mode, regulation is towards the average remaining bit rate using a model for the
actual rate-distortion function. This model is a locally shifted version of the average
rate-distortion function that was measured for an ensemble of video scenes. In the
stationary mode, the average strategy is computed and kept constant for the complete
frame, except for small modifications to realize the exact bit rate. We have found that
this concept can be extended to regulate the bit rate of motion-compensated frames
as well, provided that the model for the rate-distortion function is modified.

Experiments have shown that the system tunes to a nearly constant quantization
strategy already in the second (double-) frame of a new scene. Fortunately, the varying
quantization in the first frame cannot be observed during real-time display, since the
human eye needs time to adapt to the new pictorial contents.
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Evaluation of a H.261 video codec in an
ATM network using a gaussian model

Fok:ke HOEKSEMAl, Roel TER HORS-rz, Geert HEIDEMAN1, Henk TATTJE1

Abstract

A hybrid DCT video codec like H.261 in an ATM environment may suffer from the consequences of
cell loss. We show and compare several remedies against cell loss. The question is where to
implement these remedies: in the network or in the codec. To give an answer to this question we use
a simple network model -an extension to the gauss model- and are able to show that a mere
reduction of the number of users on the net may be a worthwhile candidate for overcoming the
effects of cellioss. We thereby illustrate the importance and necessity of a good network model.

1 Introduetion

The transfer mode (the specific way of transmitting and switching information in a network)
of the B-ISDN network is the Asynchronuous Transfer Mode (ATM). In this mode bits are
packed into cells consisting of an information field (with user data) and a header field (for the
recognition and addressing of individual connections). It allows for tailoring the bit rate to the
actual need of a user and to share resources amongst many users in a flexible way. It can handle
low bit rate connections and high bit rate connections in a unified way. All rates up to a
maximum of about 120 Mbit/s (depending on the type of ATM adaptation layer, associated
overheads and allowable network load) can be allocated by a single user.
An interesting possibility of sharing network resources is statistical multiplexing, where

individual connections have a variable bit rate (VBR), offering dynamic sharing of the resources.
From a video coding point of view the possibility of VBR coding seems interesting as it opens
the way for image quality improvement and reduction of the buffering delays, which are present
when the variable length coding has to be adapted to constant bit rate (CBR) transmission.
Hence an appropriate VBR coding with statistical multiplexing may lead to better individual
codec performances and a better sharing of the network resources to the benefit of the end-users.
A drawback of ATM however is that besides the normal bit errors cell errors may occur: cell

losses or cell insertions from another channel. There are roughly two reasons for cell errors:

1 - Cell losses or insertions due to non corrected bit errors in the header field of a cell.
2 - Cell losses due to temporary overload and/or too much delay in a network switch.

The network is designed to keep the occurrence of the first type of error very low. The values of
this cell loss ratio (CLR) are less than 10-8 - 10-10• The questions are now:

A - How to cope with cell losses?
B - How to limit the number of cell losses caused by temporary overload?
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Question A is a matter of the video codec and also depends on the frequency of occurrence of
these cell losses: a (newly designed) robust codec would be needed if cell losses occur
frequently, where robustness could be obtained by joint source and channel coding.

In our study [9], we used a standardized H.26I hybrid DCf codec, [2]. which was originally
not intended for this kind of network. We investigated the possibilities to limit the effects of cell
loss with this codec and further aim at reduction of the cell loss probability. The bit rates ).l for
this codec in CBR mode range from 64 kbit/s to 1920 kbit/s (u == p x 64 Kbit/s, with p == 1..30).
At a CLR < 10-8 • the mean time between cell loss (MTBCL) ranges from >160 hours at 64
kbit/s to >5.5 minutes at 1920 kbit/s, For low bit rates and CLR. the phenomenon could
therefore be ignored, but in general the CLR and bit rate will be higher and remedies against
cell loss will be needed.

Question B is a matter of both the network and the sending/receiving terminals. Forward error
correction with cell interleaving may be included in the terminals for correction of cell errors by
the network. but the network load and network control should be such that the cell loss
probability by network overload is acceptably small.
At call set up a contract between a terminal and the network is negotiated: the terminal

requests a channel with a certain Quality of Service (QoS) at a certain bit rate characteristic.
The bit rate characteristic is specified by parameters as mean rate. peak rate or other source
traffic characteristics. The QoS parameters may include maximum network delay and CLR or
MTBCL. The network connection and admission control function (CAC) answers with
constraints on rate and guaranteed cell loss characteristics. If the negotiating is completed
satisfactory the connection can be established. The CAC refuses a new contract if existing
contracts will be violated when a new user is accepted. During a call the user parameter control
function (UPC. also called user police function) monitors the bit rate of the user. If the user
violates the contract. cells of this channel may be skipped or the connection may be terminated.
[1], [4]. [5].
The important issue here is that a network load model is needed in order that CAC and UPC

can be defined. This model can however only be given if source traffic characteristics and QoS
requirements are known. whereas codec designers are trying to optimize these on basis of the
network knowledge available. For the joint solution of coding and resource allocation it is
difficult to identify the best starting point: coding or network modelling. and there is no
guarantee for further convergence towards a better solution from any chosen point.

Our solutions for question A. remedies against cell loss. are described in chapter 2. These are
all based on adding redundancy to the transmitted signals. In chapter 3. a solution for question B
is introduced: We describe a gaussian network load model and give an extension in which we
incorporate the CLR. Using this extended gauss model we conclude that a strategy in which the
network load is lowered has great consequences for the amount of cell loss.
Both of these principal solutions against cell losses imply the addition of either signal redun-

dancy or network load redundancy and we compare their relative benefits.

2 An H.261 videocodec for ATM: adaptation and cell loss remedies.

The syntax of the H.26I video bit stream is unaltered. as if in the case of the intended
synchronous transmission. Note that VBR operation is possible to some extent. regarding the
buffer size of the decoder [6]. The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) between codec and ATM
network provides the required synchronization and also includes a cell loss detection system
based on cell sequence numbering. The user information per cell is 47 octets, 376 bits [3]. Two
cell loss situations are discerned in the receiving AAL:
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1. Number of missing cells is known: By the cell sequence numbering mechanism in the AAL,
the number of missing cells is estimated. The reliability of this estimation has not been studied,
but in the type 1 AAL for CBR services with a 3 bit sequence count field, we consider it as
reliable for single bursts of 1 to maximal 4 or 5 lost cells. The decoder receives the missing
cells from the AAL as erased (dummy) cells with 376 dummy bits, with an error flag: the
number of bits received by the decoder is not affected by the cell losses.
2. Number of missing cells is not known: When the AAL doesn't provide a reliable estimate of
the number of lost cells, another error flag informs the decoder. No dummy cells are delivered.

The H.261 codecs include a (511,493) BCH forward error correction (FEC, for bit errors or
small bursts), with frames of 512 bits including one frame alignment bit. When frame alignment
has been achieved, loss of max. 4 or 5 subsequent cells will resuit in loss of max. 4 alignment
bits. With frame alignment based on multiframes of 8 frames, we conclude that alignment may
be kept in cell loss situation 1. In situation 2 the alignment is lost and the decoding process has
to be re-initialized.
Then, what are the consequences of 1 single cell to max. 4 or 5 subsequent erroneous

(dummy) cells with an associated error flag for the decoding process and what possibilities are
there for concealment of these losses?
If we assume that the transmitted bits are allocated homogeneously over the video source

signal of H.261, cell losses cause the loss of e.g. 0.ü06 frame/cell (2.3 macroblock /cell) at 1920
kbit/s with 30 frames/s, up to e.g. 0.1 frame/cell at 64 kbit/s with 15 frames/so In general the
effects of cell loss are much larger, as synchronization of the variable length decoder (VLD) will
be lost. Resynchronization is only possible at the next picture startcode or startcode of a picture
segment (group of blocks, GOB). Since interframe coding with motion compensation is applied,
the effect of cell loss without any counteraction will spread out over the picture in accordance
with the motion compensated predictions from the originally affected area: this will last until the
affected area of the picture is refreshed by INTRA mode coding, e.g. by a picture completely
coded in INTRA mode or by INTRA coding of the complete affected area [7]. We consider the
following remedies to limit the effect of cell loss:

1 - Concealment in the decoder: reconstruction of lost information
2 - Limitation of the time duration of the cell loss effect, by implicit and excessive

refresh, or refresh on request
3 - Reduction of the cell loss probability by forward error correction (FEC), with

cell interleaving

CONCEALMENT IN THE DECODER. This remedy doesn't require addition of redundancy,
but tries to exploit the redundancies that are still present in the source coded signal. When 1 to
4 or 5 cell losses occur, the affected area of the picture(s) are known. The problem is: what to
display in these area's until the next refresh (INTRA coded) of this area is received? A basic
solution is to freeze the picture or freeze the affected area.

When the affected area is smaller than a picture, instead of freezing the affected area it is
possible to reconstruct an estimation of the missing picture area by extrapolation of the motion
vectors of the previously decoded picture (which should then be supported by the decoder
hardware). Either a simple repetition of this motion vector field or a motion compensated
extrapolation of the vector field were tested, but the estimated vectors tend to be inaccurate and
serious blocking effects appear, due to the relatively large blocksize and limited vector accuracy
in H.261. For sequences with homogeneous movements however (panning), the results were less
annoying than freezing the picture.

LIMITATION OF THE DURATION OF THE CELL LOSS EFFECT BY REFRESH. This
remedy requires additional INTRA coding to limit the effects of cell losses in time. An implicit
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refresh is included in the H.261 encoder, intended for the limitation of the possible DCf
transform mismatch between encoder and decoder: each macroblock should be forcibly updated
by the use of INTRA mode coding at least once every 132 times it is transmitted. If this is
implemented as a completely forced INTRA picture at least once every 132 picture periods, it
provides a guarantee that the cell loss effects are limited in time and are completely cancelled,
but we consider the time duration of possibly several seconds as unacceptably long. If this
implicit refresh is implemented on a per macroblock base, there is only a guarantee that the cell
loss effects are limited.
Excessive refresh may be included to limit the duration of the cell loss effects, by periodical

INTRA coding of the pictures, once every INTRAperiod of e.g. 0.5 or 1 seconds. The bit rate
however for coding an INTRA picture is about 2 to 4 times (typical 2.5) the rate of an INTER
mode (predicted) picture to obtain similar picture quality [8]. The required additional bit rate for
these additional periodical INTRA pictures may be rather high, as shown in table 1. These
relative bit rate increases have been calculated for several picture frequencies by:

~bitrate
bitrate

INTRAbitratefactor - 1 (1)
INTRA period x picture frequency

Because of these high increases, refresh on request is a good alternative when return channels
are available. The receiving terminalïs) send a fast update request when cell loss is detected
which forces the encoder to encode the next picture in INTRA mode. The protocol for this
should however be studied. This limits the duration of the cell loss effect to the codec buffering
delay plus twice the transmission delay, whereas the additionally required bit rate is much
smaller than for periodical INTRA coding, even in the case of point to multipoint connections,
with a limited number of receiving terminals.

FORWARD ERROR CORRECfION WITH CELL INTERLEAVING. The problem of cell
interleaving is the resulting interleaving delay, whereas the added FEC symbols may imply a bit
rate increase of several percents. Efficient FEC will use interleaving over several tens of cells,
which may still result in an acceptable delay for higher bit rates (> 1.5 Mbit/s). In the type 1
AAL for CBR services, an optional 128 cell interleaving is included, with a (128,124) Reed-
Solomon code over the octets (3.1% overhead). The 128 cell delay counts for e.g. 32 ms delay
at 1.5 Mbit/s. For low rates, e.g. for p= l , this FEC seems not appropriate.

3 Extended gauss model as a network model

A simple model to measure the performance of the network is the gauss model, a model in
which the distribution of the sum rate of a link in the network is gaussian [1], [10]. It gives the
number of users of a link in the network as a function of mean and variance of a single user cell
rate at a fixed saturation probability. The number of users represents a measure for the cost of a
certain traffic characteristic - QoS combination.

Consider a single link in a network with Ne users and total cell rate R" (cell/é, second) during
interval ~ (second). From one interval to another the rate stochastic variables are considered
statistical independent. The mean M" and variance S,,2 of the sum cell rate are:

(2)

in which Jl" is the mean cell rate and 0,,2 the variance over an interval ~ (all users have the
same bit rate characteristics). Note that JlA = u é, with Jl in cell/sec (the analogous relation
applies to the other variables). By applying the central limit theorem we approximate the
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probability density function of RA by a gaussian distribution gM s with mean MA and variance
SA2• As soon as the number R, of cells produced exceeds the capacity Có of the link, cells are
lost The probability that R, exceeds Có is the saturation probability:

(3)

This means that the number of times R, exceeds CA in an interval T»~ is approximately
Psat; x T /~.

What is the number of simultaneous users of the link which can be tolerated given a fixed
saturation probability?
The saturation probability can be expressed as:-

Psató = fgM •.s.(y) dy (4)
c,

with M, = Ne Pó and Só = 0.1 v'Ne. Introducing the normalized rate ç = (x _ MA)/Só it follows
that:

(5)

in which we defined z (the normalized link capacity). Psat, is independent of ~ as z is
independent of ~. In the sequel we will use both Psat and Psatg.

In table 2 some values of z are given as a function of pPsat = _l<1_ogPsatj. Given a desired
value of pPsat one finds a value of the normalized link capacity. The number of contributors can
now be determined with z = (C, _MJ/Só. Solving for Ne results in:

I C Z2 0 2
Ne = A + V - y(A + V)2 - A2 with A = ~ and V = __ .1_

PA 2 Pó2
(6)

From our previous analysis it is clear that the saturation probability is not a cell loss ratio and
that no indication is given about the burstiness of the cell loss. We will show however that the
model can be extended.
The cell loss ratio can be derived by computing the average number of lost cells on the link

using the cell loss stochastic variable LA:

L = f 0 », s CA (7)

.1 lRó-có «.>c,
The density of the loss variable is:

tL,(x) = f g (~+ C )1 M••S. <I

x<o
x> 0

(8)

The average number of lost cells in ~ seconds MLó is:-
MLó = E[Lól = ft gM,.S.(I+Có) dt

o

(9)

The cell loss ratio on the link is therefore

(10)

and not depending on ~.
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In an interval ~ in which overload occurs cells are immediately lost. This means that all LA
cells disappear in this interval. The average amount of cells which are lost during such an
overload interval is determined by a conditional average M\ A:

(11)

How a single user is affected is determined by the way the lost cells are distributed over the
users of the link. This depends on the sequence of cells on the link. The extreme cases are:
1: All cells of a single user one after another. 2: The cells of all users randomly mixed.
In the first case the number of affected users is minimum, in the second case it is maximum. So:

- Minimum case: The transportation of cells during interval ~ on the link is affected for as
little users as possible. The average number of affected users during the overload interval is:

MeLANAUA =--
)lA

- Maximum case: Cells which cannot be transported are as equal as possible divided over all
contributors. The average number of lost cells per user is:

[users] (12)

MeLANLCA =--
Ne

The cell loss ratio of a single user is the number of lost cells over a long period divided by the
number of produced cells over the same long period. For both cases this single user cell loss
ratio will be derived.
During a long period T there are T/~ intervals of length A. The number of times an overload

occurs is approximately Psat, x T / ~. In the maximum case each user looses on the average
NLCAcells in case of link overload occurs. The average number of lost cells in a period T is
therefore Psat, T/~ NLCA= Psat, Tj~ M\/Ne cells. During that time the user produced TjA)lA
cells. So:

[cells/ ~ seconds] (13)

PsatAM\A/Ne MLA
CLRA = = -- = CLR1ink•A

)lA MA

In the minimum case in each overload the cells of on the average NAuAusers are affected
during a period ~. The probability that a specific user suffers from cell loss at overload is
NAU~e' During a long period T the user is affected Psat; TJA NAuA/Netimes. The average
number of cells which are lost is Psat, T/~ NAU~e )lA'
Therefore:

(14)

PsatA NAu A / Ne )lA ML"
CLR = = -M = CLR1ink,,,

" ~ A

We conclude (although this is not proven by the argument above) that independent of the
mixing of cells of the users on the link the cell loss ratio of a user is equal to the cell loss ratio
on the link. The temporal character of the loss is however influenced by this order. In the
maximum case at each link overload the user looses (some) cells while in the minimum case far
less often a larger amount of cells is lost. The mixing of cells therefore influences the burst
character of the cell loss, Note that by usage of the conditional probability Pr[LA I RA> C,,] the
extended gauss model is capable of providing information on burst character of cell loss.
However we will not proceed along this path. Note also that the CLR is independent of ~,

(15)
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In figure 1 each curve gives the number of users of a link in the network relative to Ne 0 the
number of users at (JA=O(or the CBR case). The average single user rate PA and the saturation
probability Psat, differ per curve (derived using formula 6). Figure 2 is analogous, but shows
curves for constant CLR (derived using 9, 10, the conclusion after 15 and some effort). In both
figures three triples of curves are present, which are (from top to bottom):

- Three curves with P = 64 Kbit/s (P=1) and (from top to bottom inside the triple) Psat or
CLR = 104, io-, 10.8 (dashed lines). Neo = 2340.

- Tree curves with P = 640 Kbit/s (P=10) and (from top to bottom inside the triple) Psat or
CLR = 104, io-. 10.8 (uninterrupted lines). Ne 0 = 234.

- Tree curves with P = 1920 Kbit/s (p=30) and (from top to bottom inside the triple) Psat or
CLR = 104, 10-6, 10.8 (dot-dashed lines). Ne 0 = 78.

In both figures results are shown for I!. = 1/30 s, ATM cell size of 53 octets with 47 octets user
payload and C = 149.760 Mbit/s (interface transfer capability) [5]. This results in
CA= 11773.6 cell/I!. sec and PA= P x 5.67 cell/I!. sec.

Comparing the two figures one notices that, for PA (implying p) and (JA fixed, the number of
users is higher in the constant CLR case (figure 2) than in the constant Psat case (figure 1), for
a CLR value equal to a Psat value. This is intuitively pleasing as cell loss on a network link in
an interval which is relatively large compared to the cell time lIC need not influence a
particular bit stream, provided that the total number of lost cells on the link is small enough.
The most interesting aspect of these figures is that the differences between the (relative)

number of users for a large CLR or Psat (e.g. 104) and a small CLR or Psat (e.g. 10.8) are
small, irrespective of the figure we look at. This effect is most prominent for small p which
illustrates the effect of statistical multiplexing.

4 Conclusion

Remedies against cell loss may be based on adding redundancies to the coded signal, like
additional INTRA coding to limit the time duration of cell loss and FEC to correct cell losses,
or on limitation of the number of cell losses by a reduction of the network load.
We compared both strategies, and with the extended gauss model as network model we

concluded that a small decrease in number of users provides a large improvement in cell loss
characteristics and formed the most effective remedy against cell loss caused by temporary
network saturation. So, the network eAC strategy is crucial for the service to the end user.

A realistic network model is extremely important for our analyses. The gauss model model we
presented here is not the best possible model of the network: in fact it overestimates the number
of users. In [10] an attempt is made towards a more realistic model.
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INTRA INTRA picture frequency [Hz]
period bit rate pPsat z pPsat z

factor 10 15 30

0.5 2 20 % 13.3 % 6.6 % 2 2.323 6 4.753

1.0 2 10% 6.6 % 3.3 % 3 3.090 7 5.199

0.5 4 60 % 40 % 20 % 4 3.719 8 5.612

1.0 4 30 % 20 % 10% 5 4.265 9 5.998

Ne/NcO Number of users on a single link Ne/NcO Number of users on a single link
1

0.8 -0.6 - 0.6 --
0.4 0.4

0.2 0.2

0 1 alii 0 1alii0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 1. Number of users Ne relative to Ne 0 Figure 2. Number of users Ne relative to Ne 0

in the CBR case as a function of (JIJ! for Psat in the CBR case as a function of (JIJ! for CLR
and J! constant. and J! constant.
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A Genetic Algorithm for Smooth Vector Field Estimation. *

R.E.H. Franich, R.L. Lagendijk and J. Biemond.

Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Information Theory Group, r.o. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.

In this paper we introduce a block based vector field estimation technique which
is based upon a genetic algorithm. This technique has been designed to produce
smooth vector fields at a small block size without sacrificing accuracy.
Conversely (false) accuracy will not impinge upon the smoothness of the vector
field.

1. Introduction.
The RACE-DISTIMA project (Digital Stereoscopic Imaging and Applications) is concerned
with the design of an entire stereoscopie recording - coding - transmission - decoding -
display chain. Specific hardware is being developed for all the elements of the above chain.
The middle of this transmission chain is a codec for stereoscopie video sequences.

The stereoscopie codec uses not only motion vectors but also vectors which describe the
shift between the left and right (eye) views, disparity vectors. In the hardware
implementation of the codec these two vector fields will be estimated by a full-search block
matcher. The vectors from these two fields are transmitted on an "only as needed" basis, for
those blocks where either a motion- or a disparity based prediction is to be made.

For reasons of error recovery and postprocessing it would be desirable to transmit the
whole of the disparity vector fields. It has already become apparent [3] that the full-search
motion estimator produces vector fields which cannot be (differentially) encoded efficiently
enough to warrant the transmission of whole vector fields. Smoother vector fields or a more
compact vector field description will be required.

The reason that the vector fields generated by the full-search block mateher cannot be
sufficiently compactly encoded lies in the fact that the full-searcher tends to generate
spurious vectors which represent a gain in MSE terms but bear no relation to the
displacement being estimated. This effect increases with decreasing block size. The spurious
vectors decrease the smoothness of the estimated vector field, thus limiting the usefulness of
a differential vector field encoding scheme.

Conventional schemes for improving the smoothness of block mateher generated vector
field (hierarchical, recursive block matchers) improve the smoothness of the vector fields,
albeit at a cost in accuracy. The enforced smoothness decreases the accuracy of (subsequent

• This work was supported by the RACE R-2045 DISTIMA project.
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motion .or disparity based preclictions based on) the estimated vectors near object edges,
where vector field smoothness is certainly not mandatory.

The vector field estimation algorithm discussed in this paper is based on the genetic
algorithm [2]. The genetic algorithm is an optirnisation algorithm which is particularly
insensitive to local optima and well suited to searching multidimensional search spaces.
Instead of working within a vector field on a block by block basis this algorithm works with
a set of vector fields which it operates on in a global fashion. The mutation and crossover
operators of the genetic algorithm have been chosen in order to optirnise smoothness and
accuracy, neither at the cost of the other. Thus the proposed novel approach is expected to
produce smooth vector fields at a small block size while still being capable of following
vector field discontinuities near object boundaries.

2. Stereoscopie video coding in RACE-DISTIMA.
A schematic diagram of the stereoscopie coding scheme proposed within DISTIMA is given
in figure 1. For reasons of compatibility the left video channel (L) is coded by a hybrid
motionlDCT coder which essentially conforms to MPEG TM2 [4]. Because of the
conventional nature of this left channel coding a monoscopic decoder/display combination
can decode and subsequently display a monoscopic rendition of the stereoscopie signal.

Left channel (L)
2D-codec

I
disparity vectors- disparity prediction

I' estimator from left

-
+

Right channel (R) '---- right channel

1- I
codec

temporal
prediction

motion vectors

figure I: schematic diagram of stereoscopie coding scheme.

The right channel (R) is coded by similar means with the one clistinction that prediction can
not only be obtained from other right channel images but also from contemporaneous left
channel images. The vector field which is needed to relate right channel images to left
channel images is called the disparity vector field. This alternate prediction mode effectively
increases the efficiency of the coding for the right channel. Locations within inclividual
images where motion estimation fails (insufficient range, model failure, occlusion) can
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usually be successfully predicted using disparity vectors (and a left channel image). There
are rarely large, systematic, error signals to be quantised for the right channel.

For reasons of bit-rate frugality disparity vectors are transmitted only for those blocks
where disparity prediction is actually performed. Transmission of the whole of the disparity
vector field would open up possibilities for error recovery [3] and postprocessing. In order
to evaluate these possibilites smooth and accurate vector fields are required.

3. Genetic Algorithms.
The genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimisation algorithm for which the inspiration lies in the
process of natural evolution [1]. Some of the features of the evolution process which are
essential to the idea of the genetic (optimisation) algorithm are summarised below:

• The process of evolution operates on chromosomes rather than on actual beings
themselves.

• Natural selection is the link between chromosomes and the performance of their decoded
structures. Processes of natural selection cause those chromosomes that encode
successful structures to reproduce more often than those that do not.

• The process of reproduetion is the point at which evolution takes place. Mutations may
cause the chromosomes of biological children to be different from those of their biological
parents, and recombination processes may create quite different chromosomes in the
children by combining material from the chromosomes of the two parents.

• Biological evolution has no memory. Whatever it knows about producing individuals that
will function well in their environment is contained in the gene pool- the set of
chromosomes carried by the current individuals - and in the structure of the chromosome
decoders.

The basic GA is summarised below:

1. Initialise a population of chromosomes.
2. Evaluate each chromosome in the population.
3. Create new chromosomes by mating (crossover) the current chrornosornes; apply

mutation and recombination as the parent chromosomes mate.
4. Delete members of the population to make room for the new chromosomes.
5. Evaluate the new chromosomes and insert them into the population.
6. If time is up, stop and return the best duomosome currently in the population, else goto

step 3.

The genetic algorithm as described above is linked to the problem it must solve by two
mechanisms: a way of encoding solutions to the problem on chromosomes and evaluation
or fitness function that returns a measurement of the merit of any chromosome in the
context of the problem.

The encoding is usually carried out using bit strings although other techniques are certainly
possible. The evaluation or fitness function takes a chromosome as an argument and returns
a number or list of numbers that is a measure of the chromosome's performance on the
problem at hand.

The fitness function is used at two points in genetic algorithms: to determine which
chromosome lives and which dies in a situation of direct contention and in order to bias the
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selection of chromosomes for mating. Chromosomes with a favourable fitness will be more
likely to be chosen for reproduetion so that they may pass parts of themselves onto the next
generation.

4. Vector field estimation by a genetic algorithm.
The genetic algorithm for vector field estimation which we propose uses vector fields as
chromosomes. The fitness function is a two dimensional vector of which the first component
is the prediction MSE and the second component the smoothness for the vector field. This
smoothness component may either be some differential measure of vector field smoothness
or an entropy measure.

Using the genetic algorithm to estimate vector fields is not unlike using simulated annealing
to estimate vector fields. There is however the one cardinal difference: in simulated
annealing there is no crossover or mating. It is exactly this "combination of solutions" which
gives genetic algorithms their additional performance and robustness [1].

In the rest of this paragraph we sketch how a genetic algorithm for vector field estimation
can be constructed. This description is given in the same order as the description of the
basic genetic algorithm given in the previous section.

The initial population of the vector field gene pool may be a set of randomly generated
vector fields (which do satisfy the usual boundary conditions). Another possibility is to
generate an initial vector field population by random perturbation of a "best guess" vector
field which was found by some computationally economical, though not necessarily
accurate, other block matcher.

Selection of vector fields (chromosomes) for crossover is performed by an algorithm which
selects vector fields from the gene pool with a probability which is inversely proportional to
the MSE component of the fitness vector for each vector field. This selection algorithm is
also known as the roulette wheel algorithm [1]. Selection by MSE-fitness is allowable
because the probability of mutation and crossover (described below) decreasing MSE at the
cost of smoothness is low.

Vector field crossover.

Once two vector fields have been selected for crossover they are subjected to the crossover
operator. A crossover operator for vector fields is described below:

1. Choose a random (block) location.
2. In both parent vector fields determine the patch of (identical) vectors to which the vector

at the chosen location belongs.
3. For each of the two parent vector fields superimpose the obtained patch on the alternate

vector field.
4. Update the fitness vector for each of the two child vector fields just generated.

This vector field crossover operator (illustrated in figure 2) will allow good vector patches
to be passed on to subsequent vector field generations while not disturbing them once they
are well established in the vector field population.
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Bad vector patches so generated will either fail to be inserted into the vector field gene pool
or if they are inserted they will be unlikely to be selected for crossover and very likely to be
discarded in favour of the progeny of stronger vector fields.

parent 1

parent 2

figure 2: vector field crossover operator.

This crossover operator is blind to MSE and serves only to combine vector field patches
from different vector fields. It relies upon the fitness selection mechanism to determine
which combinations are good and which bad.

Vector field mutation.

After crossover each of the two offspring are subjected to the vector field mutation
operator. A simple vector field mutation operator can be described as follows:

1. Choose a random (block) location within the vector field.
2. Try a small update vector set on the local vector.
3. Recursively propagate the local vector (to the left, right, up and down) to those

neighbouring blocks where (a) it would not increase the local (block) MSE and (b) it is
not already present.

4. If only one vector (the one at the initially chosen location) was changed then undo that
change.

Figure 3 shows an illustration of one particular run of this mutation operator. The vector in
the shaded box is the vector for which improvement was attempted with an update set. As
can be inferred from figure 3 it was subsequently able to propagate to the right, to the left
and up and from those three block locations to 10 more block locations.

In the figure there are 22 block locations where the vector could not propagate. Of these 7
could not be propagated into (marked by empty ring) because the vector already present
gave better MSE for that block. The remaining 15 locations (marked by ring containing
question mark) were never examined because they were not directly adjacent to a successful
propagation location.

This vector field mutation operator will never increase the (overall) MSE and will also
(except in the occasional pathological case) improve the smoothness of the vector field. If ,
as is often the case for small blocks, just one vector is changed because of noise then that
change will be rejected (step 4 in the above algorithm description). This particular vector
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field mutation is not able to propagate a good vector over such a local MSE minimum.
While it is certainly possible to increase the sophistication of this mutation operator in order
to handle this situation it is also possible to rely upon the crossover operator to eliminate
such local minima by exchange of vector patches.

e 0 (0 C0 0 lt_
GJ (]) 0 0 lt_ lt_
(0 0~,lt_ lt_
(0 0 lt_ lt_
C0 C0 00 lt_ lt_
(0 @ (0 C0 0 lt_

columns

figure 3: vector field mutation.

Insertion into the population.

After crossover and mutation have run their course there are two new vector fields for
insertion into the vector field gene pool. Because the size of the population must stay the
same two vector fields from the current population must be selected for deletion. This
selection can be performed by finding the two weakest vector fields in the sense of some
function of the fitness vector. This function can be a weighted average of the MSE and
smoothness values, in fact it may be just the MSE by itself. The genetic algorithm described
in this section will not senselessly keep improving MSE at the cost of smoothness.

5. Discussion and current work.
First experiments have shown that the genetic vector field estimation algorithm produces
vector fields which give MSE values which are extremely close to those generated by a full
searcher. The vector field smoothness is however dramatically better for the genetically
generated vector fields. Both the mutation and the crossover operators described above
determine patches which share some common property (a vector). The extension of this
algorithm to produce motion based segmentations is quite natural.
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Performance Analysis of 2-DPSK with Non-Coherent
Detection on a Ricean Fading Channel

Otto L. van Linden-.Paul G.M. de Bot2 and Stan Baggen''

Abstract

In this paper, an elegant expression for the error rate of binary DPSK with
non-coherent detection on a Ricean fading channel is derived analytically. The
asymptotical behaviour of this scheme and binary PSK is discussed for different
values of the Ricean factor K.

1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the performance of a digital modulation scheme on a multi-
path radio channel [1]. We first briefly describe a statistical model for these channels,
i.e., the Ricean fading channel [2]. In section 3, we consider digital transmission. Using
Lindsey's results [3], we consider the asymptotical performance of binary PSK on this
channel model. Next, an analytical expression is derived for the performance of binary
DPSK on a Ricean fading channel. From this expression we derive the asymptotical
performance of this modulation scheme. Finally in section 4, we discuss the results
and give an intuitive interpretation of what is happening.

2 Thc Channel Model
The radio link between the transmitter and receiver can be modelled by a direct path
from the transmitter to the receiver (specular component), introducing a propagation
delay Óo and an attenuation f30, and a varying number of say n paths due to reflections
(scattered components), each with its own propagation delay ó; and attenuation factor
f3;, i = 1, ... ,n. Such a channel is refered to as a multipath channel [1]. We assume
the transmitted symbols to be complex exponential functions. Thus, if the nominal
delay value is much smaller than the symbol period, the delay S, leads to a phase shift
1>i for the corresponding vector space representation, while the resulting intersymbol
interference can be neglected. If ó;Jc » 1, where Jc is the carrier frequency, 1>; will be
uniformly distributed over [0,21l'). Due to the multipath effect, the transmitted signal

1Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
2Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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s now is transformed into a multipath signal x:

x = (.Boei4>11 +~ .Biei4>.) s

(aa + ~ ai) s = (aa + ar)s = as, (1)

where ai = .BieN; is called the complex attenuation factor of path i. If we assume that
all ai'S, i = 1, ... , n, are identically and independently distributed, it follows from the
central limit theorem that, if n _, 00, ar is a complex zero-mean Gaussian random
variable. The value .B = lal is Ricean distributed [2, 4]. If laai = 0, lal is Rayleigh
distributed. For the Ricean fading channel the signal at the receiver side equals

r = x + n = as + n, (2)

where n is a circular complex White Gaussian Noise component with spectral density
No·

The received momentary signal-to-noise ratio per symbol "(5 on a Ricean fading
channel equals "(5 = a2Es/ No, where we have normalized E[a2] = 1, i.e., the average
received symbol energy equals Es.

Since a2 is non-centrally X2-distributed, this is also true for "(5:

(3)

where v2 = a6Es/ No is the signal-to-noise ratio due to the specular component and
20"2 = E[a;]Es/ No is the signal-to-noise ratio due to the scattered components. Hence,
Ebs] = is = v2 + 20"2.

We define the Ricean factor K as

(4)

Using (4), we obtain
(5)

and
2 Kfsv =--

K+1
(6)

Substitution of (5) and (6) in (3) leads to:

( ) _ K + 1 -K--y,(K+l)/-r'I (J4"(sK(K + 1))P-y "(5 - _ eo·
"(s "(S

(7)

This distribution is illustrated in Fig. 1 for some values of K and is'
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If K = 0 (no specular component), (7) becomes:

1 j-P1'(,.) = -:;:-e-T' 1",,. (8)

which corresponds to the Rayleigh fading channel [2J.
If K --+ oo (no scattered components), the Ricean channel degenerates into an

AWGN channel [2J with
(9)

where ó(x) is the Dirac function with ó(x) = 0 for x i= 0 and J~oo ó(x)dx = 1.

3 Transmission over a Ricean Fading Channel

3.1 Introduction
In this section we asses the performance of 2-PSK, with coherent detection, and 2-
DPSK, with non-coherent detection, on a Ricean fading channel. In case of coherent
detection, we assume perfect knowledge of the complex attenuation factor exof the
channel. The performances of the concerning modulation scheme on the Ricean fading
channel are derived, by averaging the performance on an AWGN channel over the
distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio of the Ricean fading channel [2J:

(la)
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Figure 2: Performance of 2-PSK.

where Peh.) is the error probability of the modulation scheme on an AWGN channel.

3.2 2-PSK with coherent detection
The symbol set of 2-PSK consists of SI = ...(E; and S2 = -...(E;.

It was shown by Lindsey [3J that the error probability P; of 2-PSK on a Ricean
fading channel with coherent reception equals

1 [ V 'Y. J ~P; = Q(u, w) - - 1+ e" 2 Io(uw),
2 1+ K + 'Y.

(11)

where

K [1+ K + 21. - 2Vi. (1 + K + 1.) 1
2(1 + K + 'Y.)

(12)u=

w=
K [1 + K + 21. + 2V1.(1 + K + 1.)]

2(1 + K + 'Y.)
(13)

and Q(u,w) is the Marcum's Q-function [2J. The error probabilities, with different
Ricean factors, are shown in Fig.. 2.

When the Ricean factor K = 0, i.e., no specular component, (11) reduces to

p - ~ (1 - /T.\ (14)e-2 V~),
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which equals the well-known error probability for 2-PSK on a Rayleigh fading channel
[2].

From (14), it follows that for large signal-to-noise ratios, i.e. i. -+ 00, the bit error
rate P; on the Rayleigh fading channel becomes [2]

1
P "'-
e 41. (15)

When the same analysis is done for the Ricean fading channel, the asymptotic
performance is described by

(
K =:= constant).

/. -+ 00
(16)

This result can be obtained by inspection of (ll). Note that (16) is sirnular to (15)
except for a constant which depends on K.

Another limit of interest is given by Lindsey [5]

(i. = constant), (17)

which equals the asymptotic expansion of the Q-function [6]. From this it can be seen
that for large Ricean factors, the performance of a Ricean channel turns into that of
an AWGN channel, which is consistent with the previous observation in (9).

3.3 2-DPSK with Non-Coherent Detection
On channels for which the complex attenuation factor cannot be estimated (because
of fast fading or receiver complexity constraints), DPSK with non-coherent detection
can be applied. In deriving the performance of 2-DPSK for a Ricean fading channel,
we substitute the performance of 2-DPSK on an AWGN channel [2J,

(18)

into (10). Using the identity [7]

(19)

where QM("') is the generalized Marcurrr's Q-function [8], we obtain the following
expression for the error rate:

1 [ 1+ K ] _(~)P = - e l+K+i .•.
e 2 1+ K + 1. (20)

The error probabilities, with different Ricean factors, are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Performance of 2-DPSK on a Ricean fading channel

When the Ricean factor K = 0, i.e. no specular component, (20) reduces to

p = 1
e 2(1.+1)' (21)

which again equals the error probability for 2-DPSK on a Rayleigh fading channel [2],
The asymptotic performance, i.e. 1. -7 00, resulting from this expression is

(
K =:= constant) ,

,. -7 00
(22)

which also differs a factor of two with (16), Furthermore,

e'i's = constant), (23)

which consistent with (18),

4 Discussion
An important conclusion is that, for large values ofthe SNR, i.e. i. -7 00 with fixed K,
both in case of coherent and noncoherent detection, the asymptotic bit error probability
behaves like l+:K e:"; where c is a constant depending on the detection mechanisme,

C-Yo,
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The intuitive understanding of this expression is illustrated by Fig.4, which depicts
the received SNR as a function of time. We want to argue that for large SNR, the bit
errors result from the deep fades (indicated with a circle in Fig. 4), i.e., the decrease of
Pe(r.) with increasing ,. in (10) is such that only the fraction of time that the channel
has a low mornentary ry, contributes effectively to the error rate.

We define the probability of a fade p(a,e) to be the probability that the received
momentary SNR ,. is in the interval (0, e), e small, of the distribution of the signal-
to-noise ratio P-r(r.) (indicated in Fig. I). For increasing values of the mean SNR 1.,
the probability that /. belongs to this interval tends to p(a,<) = sP-r(O), with P-r(O) =
~e-K (7).-r.

Furthermore, note that the asymptotic performances are similar to those on the
Rayleigh fading channel (inversely proportional to 1.), shifted downward with a factor
(K + l)e-K. This factor results from the fact that a fade in the Ricean channel is
caused by the cancellation of the specular component aa, by the scattered components
represented by a.. Since the distribution of aT is complex zero-mean Gaussian, the
probability of cancellation decreases (exponentially) with increasing laa I.

On the other hand, if the mean signal-to-noise ratio is is small, the argument of
Pe(r.) (e.g. the Q-function in the case of coherent detection) is almost always small and
errors will be made at almost all occuring momentary SNRs. Indeed, as can be seen
from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the performance curves for a Ricean channel are "Gaussian-
like" for low SNRs and after a transition, which location depends on K, turn into
down-shifted performance curves of a Rayleigh fading channel.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the research work carried out by the faculty members and students of the
Telecommunications and Traffic-Control Systems (TVS) Group of Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands in the field of code division multiple access (CDMA) systems during recent years. The
TVS group members have investigated the CDMA systems considering direct sequence (DS), hybrid
slow frequency hopping (SFH)/DS and hybrid CDMNinhibit sense multiple access (ISMA) for macro-,
micro- and pica-cellular systems as well as for land mobile satellite systems. The effect of forward error
correction (FEC) coding and the diversity techniques on the CDMA performance is also analyzed.
Computer simulation has been performed to verify the basic assumptions, such as approximating multi-
users interference by Gaussian random variable, in the analysis. Results of these investigations are
summarized and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, extensive investigations in the research area of the CDMA systems have been carried out by
the TVS group members [1]-[31] because it is considered to be a strong candidate for the future
universal personal communications systems. The ultimate objective of today's communication engineers
is to provide communication services from any person to any person in any place at any time without
any delay using a personal telecommunication reference number. One of the most important subjects
to achieve this goal is proper the choice of a multiple access technique.

The multiple access protocols are classified into three main groups: i) contentionless protocols, ii)
contention protocols and iii) CDMA class of protocols, The CDMA pro taco Is are rightly placed
between the contentionless (TDMA, FDMA) and contention (ALOHA, ISMA) protocols, The
necessary reasons for such placement of CDMA are as follows: i) it can achieve a synchronous
communications, ii) frequency band for each terminal does not need partitioning, iii) simultaneously
transmitting two or more terminals may be captured successfully, and iv) probability of packet success
decreases with the number of simultaneously transmitting terminals.

Propagation measurements have shown that the personal wireless channels which include macro cells,
micro cells, pica cells, satellite channels and overlay channels are highly hostile in nature, e.g.
multipath fading, shadowing, near-far effect etc. A CDMA system mayovercome some of these
problems depending on the type of CDMA used. For example, a DS CDMA system is highly resistant
against the multipath propagation, a FH CDMA system combats the near-far effects and hybrid FH/DS
CDMA system can combine the effectiveness of direct sequence systems against multipath fading with
the avoidance property of frequency hopping system to reduce to near-far problem.
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This paper briefly describes the performance results evaluated in [1]-[31]. The frequency hopping
CDMA systems have not yet been investigated explicitely in the TVS group, therefore for the
completeness of this paper some results of the FH CDMA systems are presented in this paper from
[32].

II. DS CDMA SYSTEMS

The performance evaluation results of the DS CDMA systems are reported in [1]-[9], [11]-[15], [17],
[19], [20], [22], [24]-[28], [31]. The DS CDMA systems have been investigated most extensively
considering macro and micro cellular (outdoor) networks [5], [8], [12]-[15], [17], [22], [24]-[27], pico
(indoor) cellular networks [1]-[4], [6], [8], [9], [19], [20], [26], [31] and land mobile satellite channels
[7], [11], [28]. The performance results of a slotted CDMA network in macro, micro and pico cellular
systems are presented using DPSK and BPSK modulation and perfect power control. The performance
results are discussed in terms of throughput and delay for fast and slow Rician fading channels. In the
case of fast fading, the channel variation are fast relative to the signalling interval and the channel
characteristics are constant for a (very) long period compared to a signalling interval for a slow fading
transmission case.

In fast fading channels, the throughput is lower than the throughput in slow fading channels.
Furthermore, it was observed that a higher users' capacity results in a lower channel capacity
(maximum throughput). Larger packet lengths and lower signal to noise ratios also result in a worse
performance. The Rician fading offers a better performance than the Rayleigh fading channel. A
higher Rician factor results in a better performance. A higher order of diversity yields higher
throughput. As exptected from theory, the performance due to maximal ratio combining is found to be
superior to selection diversity. Performance degrades when an increase in data rate and/or delay spread
results in a higher number of resolvable paths. A higher code sequence length improves the
performance (although the number of resolvable paths increases). Forward error correction coding
significantly enhances the performance, particularly in case of increased packet length. It was further
observed that due to the difference in rms delay spread, micro-cells yield better performance than
macro-cells, but worse than pico-celles. The influence of imperfect power control on the system
performance is shown by describing the error of power control systems by the spread of a log-normal
variable. The system is found to be very sensitive to errors in the reverse link power control. If we also
consider the interference received from users located in surrounding cells, the capacity decreases even
more. Table 1 shows the effect of imperfect power control on the systems capacity. Here 0j is power
imperfection in dB, G is the processing gain, a is the voice activity, S represents single cell and M is
the multicell.

Table 1: Reverse link capacity (maximum number of users per cell) for DS CDMA system.

perfect imperfect power control

power control oj=ldB oj=2dB oj=3dB oj=4dB

S M S M S M S M S M

G=100/a=1 21 18 12 11 7 6 5 3 3 2

G=156/a=1 33 28 19 17 10 10 7 5 4 3

G=156/a=0.375 59 51 43 39 23 21 12 11 5 5

It can be concluded from Table 1 that the capacity can be improved by increasing the processing gain
G or decreasing the voice capacity a. Multi-user interference on the forward link turns out to be avery
serious problem because each user not only receives the interference from its own cell site but also
from cell sites of the surrounding cell. Especially in shadowed environment the multi-user interference
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on the forward link puts a limit on the capacity. A possible solution to circumvent this problem is
forward power control. The C!I driven power control scheme gives the best result.

A simple expression for the variance of the interference in a shadowed Rician fading land-mobile
satellite channel is derived. The bit error probability is evaluted, using coherent BPSK modulation in
combination with selection diversity and maximal ratio combining. In the case of light shadowing, path
diversity improves the system performance by a small value. But there is significant enhancement in the
performance in the event of average and heavy shaodwing. As expected, maximal ratio combining offers
a higher performance than the performance due to selection diversity. Computational results further
show that an increase in the number of users or a decrease of the code length for a fixed value of the
chip time, decreases the performance of the system. However, an enhanced performance is obtained by
decreasing the chip time for a fixed value of the code length. As our results show, path diversity
techniques seem to be very useful to improve the performance, but they can not combat the
shadowing. In order to further enhance the performance, particularly in the case of heavy shadowing, it
is necessary to consider coding or macrodiversity techniques like site diversity.

We have obtained Monte Carlo simulation results for the bit error probability for Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum indoor radio communication in a Rician fading channel. The importance smapling
concept was utilized to enhance the simulation time required. The results were compared with the
analytical results obtained earlier. From Figure 1 it can be concluded that the simulation results reveal
the limitations of the Gaussian Approximation used to obtain the analytical results. Still however, the
difference is so small that the Gaussian Approximation can be used to obtain the performance
analytically, which is much faster than simulation.
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Figure 1. Results for K = 15, rb = 32 kbit/s 64 kbit/s, and 144 kbit/s, Tm = 125 ns and M = 4.
(K is the number of simultaneous users, rb is the data rate, Tm is the rms delay spread
and M is the order of diversity.

-- analytical
x-x simulation

Ill. FS CDMA Systems

A CDMA system based on slow frequency hopping (SFH) is proposed in (32) and its performance is
discussed. A homogeneous and infinte honeycomb pattern is considered, that covers the area of
interest. Users are assumed to have uniform spatial distribution over each cell. A frequency non-
selective Rayleigh fading and log-normal shadowing with zero mean and standard deviation 8 dB are
assumed and path-loss exponent lies between 3 and 5. Simulation was carried out considering 500
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hops/second hopping rate, 12.5 MHz hopping span, 12 kb/s instantaneous date rate, 15 KHz channel
bandwidth, 16 KHz frequency channel spacing including guard band, 1r/4 QPSK modulation and space
diversity in uplink only. Simulation results demonstrated a capacity of 35 times AMPS and one cell
frequency reuse pattern for simple frequency planning. Furthermore, the proposed system may be
implemented by technologies well known in the land mobile field.

IV. Hybrid SFH/DS CDMA Systems

The performance of a slotted CDMA network is discussed in [10], [16], [18] for the macro, micro and
pico cellular systems considering DPSK modulation. The performance is measured in terms of bit error
rate, throughput and delay. When there are simultaneously transmitting users on the same frequency,
the average bit error rate was found to decrease with increasing signal-to-noise ratio to an asymptote
caused by multi-user interfernce and interference from multiple resolvable paths. Computational
results show that the hybrid SFH/DS CDMA system is highly suitable for the indoor wireless
communication systems. However, it may be possible to use the hybrid system for macro and micro
cellular systems by using the maximal ratio combining scheme, combined with forward error correction
coding techniques.

Finally, the performance of a hybrid SFH/DS CDMA system is presented for the pico cells in [21], [30]
with BPSK and QPSK modulations. The performances were analyzed considering multipath and
multiple access interferences and an indoor channel having Rician distributed path gains. The existence
of a stable dominant component makes coherent reception possible. Selection diversity was compared
to maximal ratio combining and the latter was proven to be superior from the point of view of bit
error probability. The effect of number of the number of frequencies and the code length was shown
on the system. Also comparisons were carried out at roughly fixed bandwidth. As regards BPSK, it was
shown that a shorter code length with coding is better than a longer code length and no forward error
correction. The latter combination is superior to a shorter length code and more frequencies in the
hopping set. Concerning the efficiency of BPSK compared to the one of QPSK under the same
bandwidth and bit error rate constrants, it was shown that for the same number of frequencies, and
codes which for QPSK are twice as long as the ones for BPSK, the QPSK system is superior as long as
the white noise is dominant. Otherwise, the performances are the same for this choice of parameters.

V. HYBRID CDMNISMA SYSTEMS

A combination of two protocols, namely, Inhibit Sense Multiple Access (ISMA) and Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA) schemes are proposed for the first time for Indoor Wireless
Communications (IWC) in [29]. The performance of combined ISMNCDMA, Le. hybrid ISMNCDMA
is analyzed for IWC purposes with a Markov model. The results obtained are confirmed by computer
simulation. The study of Indoor Wireless Communications using a hybrid ISMNCDMA protocol can
be useful for various applications, such as computer communications in research and design offices,
medical data. In [29] we have analyzed the performance of a network with a hybrid ISMNCDMA
protocol, for 8 user and 32 user networks, with and without coding, using both simulations and a
Markov model. The network geometry is shown in Figures 2. The results indicate that the use of
Spread Spectrum coding can give large improvements over ISMA only systems under high traffic and
interference conditions. Code reuse does not lead to significant performance degradation except under
extreme circumstances and is therefore a feasible technique. The Markov model and simulation results
closely agree. The assumption that blocked terminals are uniformly distributed over the network leads
to results which are supported by the simulations. The investigations are still in progress and many
interesting results can be reported in the future.
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Figure 2. Reference network geometry.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A brief survey on the CDMA research activity in the Telecommunications and Traffic-Control Systems
Group of Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands is presented in this paper. Currently, the
group is actively involved on the following topics of the CDMA systems:

1. Comparison between TDMA, FDMA and CDMA.

2. FH CDMA systems,

3. Coexistence of CDMA systems in the presence of exsiting TDMA systems and performance
evaluation,

4. Further investigations on hybrid CDMA systems,

5. Performance enhancement of the CDMA systems considering interference suppression,
synchronization, adaptvie antenna and adaptive equalizers, and

6. Performance avaluation of the CDMA systems using measured power delay profile.
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Abstract

A multiple frequency channel is proposed to enhance the capacity of slotted ALOHA radio networks. The
throughput is derived and evaluated for a random assignment of frequency to each packet in an uncorrelated
log-normal shadowing and Rician fading channel. Poisson and binomial distributions are assumed for the
packet arrival models for an infinite and a finite number of users, respectively.

I. Introduetion

Several multiple access methods can be used for packet radio networks in which multiple users share a
transmission channel. The simplest of all is the ALOHA scheme [I]. Packets from the terminals are simply
transmitted, regardless of the activity of other terminals. This may lead to collisions and subsequent
destruction of packets resulting in retransmissions and a low throughput. In slotted ALOHA, capacity is
increased by imposing the restrietion on all terminals that packets must fit into a common time slot of fixed
length. More advanced schemes such as CSMA [2] or ISMA [3] achieve better performance at the cost of
increased complexity.

Collision of packets does not necessarily lead to the destruction of all packets involved due to the capture
effect: if at the receiving station the power of a test packet exceeds the joint interfering power of all colliding
packets by a sufficient amount, the signa I of the test packet is able to capture the receiver and it can be
received correctly. The difference in received power between packets transmitted by different sources is caused
by the near-far effect and fading. In [4] it is shown that the throughput of slotted ALOHA in a fading
environment benefits from the capture effect.

A method is proposed to further increase the capacity of slotted ALOHA by using more than one
transmitting frequency (channel). Each packet waiting to be transmitted can be assigned one of the possible
frequencies. This frequency assignment can be done randomly or according to some deterministic scheme.
Either way this will result in an increase in throughput at the cost of increasing system bandwidth.

This paper presents a throughput evaluation of a slotted ALOHA network with multiple frequency
channels. Throughput is calculated considering three different propagation mechanisms: shadowing, Rician
and Rayleigh fading. The assignment of frequencies to packets is assumed to be random and only incoherent
addition of interfering packets is considered. Section II describes the performance model introducing Poisson
and binomial arrival statistics and a general expression for the network throughput. In section III this
expression is extended to each specific propagation mechanism and the results of the throughput calculations
are given. Finally, conclusions drawn from these results are presented in section IV.

11. Multiple frequency slotted ALO HA

In a fading environment, it may still be possible to correctly receive a test packet disturbed by n interfering
packets transmitted in the same time slot. It is assumed that the test packet is not destroyed if its power
exceeds total interfering power by a factor Ct, the capture ratio. The probability of the test packet being
destroyed due to the collision is called failure probability Pt<n) and is defined as

n>O (1)

where Pd is the test packet (desired) signal power and Pn is the joint interference power, given by incoherent
addition of individual interference powers. In the following analysis thermal noise is not considered.

Let q be the number of different frequency channels. For a completely random assignment of transmitting
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frequency per packet, the probability of k packets being transmitted on the same frequency as the test packet
when n interfering packets are transmitted in the same time slot is determined by a binomial distribution

(2)

Total network throughput S in packets per time slot is defined as

S .ê\ GPr(successful capture) (3)

where G is the mean offered channel traffic in packets per time slot.
Let Qn represent the probability that n interfering packets are generated in the same time slot as the test

packet. The probability that a test packet is received successfully is

n
Pr(successful capture) = 1- L QnL PkPfk)

n=l k=l
(4)

For an infinite population the generation of packets (originals and retransmissions) can be described by a
Poisson distribution with a mean offered channel traffic of G packets per time slot. The probability of n
packets being transmitted in the same time slot as a test packet is given by

Gn
Qn = _exp( -G)

n!
(5)

Combining equations (1)-(5), the throughput S for an infinite population becomes

S = G [1 -exp( -G) E G~~ rn)(1IQl(1-1/Qr-kPtCk)]
11=1n. k=l lk

(6)

If only one transmitting frequency is used (q = 1), as in standard slotted ALOHA, all packets transmitted in
the same time slot collide. In this case n equals k in the binomial distribution function (2), and the
probability of k out of n collisions obviously equals one. Equation (6) then reduces to the formula given in [4)

(7)

If the total number of terminals is limited to N instead of infinity and totaloffered traffic remains G, the
probability of n packets being generated in the same time slot as the test packet is determined by a binomial
distribution

Pr(n interfering packets I N transmitters) = (N;1]cGINt(1-GIN)N-1-n (8)

where GIN is the offered traffic per terminal.
Using eq. (8), equation (6) changes to

S = G[1-E ~-I)(GIN)Jl(I_G/N)N-1-Jl~ rn)(1/ql(1_l/Q)"-kPtCk)]
n=l ln k=l lk

(9)

Ill. Throughput evaluation

The difference in received power of colliding packets is caused by the near-far effect, shadowing and fading.
The near-far effect is not studied in this paper but remains subject for further research. The type of fading is
channel characteristic and depends on the radio environment. Throughput is evaluated for log-normal
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shadowing, Rician and Rayleigh fading.

A. Shadowing
Large objects blocking the signal cause slow vartauons in the mean received signal power. For obvious
reasons this effect is called shadowing. The mean received power Pi of each individual signal has a log-normal
probability density function (pdf)

(10)

where Os is the standard deviation due to shadowing of the ith signal and mi is the mean of the ith signal,
both in Natural units. The sum of n log-normal distributed variables can again be characterized by a log-
normal variable having different parameters an and mn. These parameters can be determined using a
recursive algorithm derived by Schwartz and Yeh [5] starting with Os and mi for one signal, provided that
4 dB < Os < 12 dB. The resulting pdf fpn(Pn) is similar to (10). The failure probability is found by solving

roOPn co

PtCn) = [[ !p}Pd)!p/Pn)dPcPPn = ~[eXP(-?/2)dt
(11)

Here, x = [md-mn-ln(Cl<)]/(oi+on2)1/2, od and md are the standard deviation and mean of the desired signal
power, respectively.

Inserting (11) in (6) results in the expression for slotted ALOHA combined with shadowing for an infinite
population. Throughput is calculated using (6) and figure 1 depicts S as a function of the offered traffic G for
q (number of frequency channels) = 1 to 5 and a capture ratio o of 8 dB and equal standard deviation Os (6
or 8 dB) for all signals.

q = mlnber of frequencies os=BdB

2.8 O's=6dBc = BdB

~ 2.6

1! 2.1

}ij 2.2
-il
,1!,

1.8

1.6

1.1

1.2

0.8
0.6

0.1

0.2

10
G (packets/time ,kot)

Figure 1 Throughput S versus offered traffic G for multiple frequency slotted ALOHA combined with
shadowing for an infinite population, Cl<is the capture ratio and Os is the log-normal standard
deviation due to shadowing

For q = 1 equation (7) has been used. Not surprisingly throughput increases for an increasing number of
frequencies. Figure 2 depicts the throughput S normalized with respect to the number of frequencies q, i.e.
S/q, for o = Os = 8 dB.
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Figure 2 Normalized throughput S versus offered traffic G for multiple frequency slotted ALOHA
combined with shadowing for an infinite population, o is the capture ratio and as is the log-
normal standard deviation due to shadowing

Figure 2 shows a linear relation between q and the maximum throughput, as is obvious from the dotted line
which shows that maximum normalized throughput, i.e. S/q, is the same for all values of q.

B. Rician fading
Multipath signal propagation causes fast variations in the received signal power. Fast fading is described by a
Rician pdf if the signal at the receiver contains a dominant multipath component next to the scauered
components. This situation occurs when transmitter and receiver are separated by a small distance and is
typical for indoor radio-communications (pico- or micro-cell structures).

The received instantaneous power Pi of desired as well as interfering signals has a Rician pdf

(12)

where a? is the mean power of the scattered components, s2(2 is the mean dominant component power and
100 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero order. A Rician fading channel is characterized
by the Rice factor K, defined as the ratio of mean dominant component power and mean scattered
component power

(13)

The joint pdf for n Rician interferers is found by convolving (12) n times. This results in

[ jcn -1)/2 [ ] [ r:;;;-;;]1 2pn 2pn+P y2pnP
-zexp - exp ---2- In_l--2-

ai P 20; a;

(14)

where p = ~ s? is the sum of dominant component powers and Pn = L: Pi is the joint interfering power.
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The failure probability is calculated as in [6]

where Ki is the Rice factor of the interfering signal, Kd is the Rice factor of the desired signal and ai is its
mean power. Q is Marcums q-function and 10_10is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order n-
I. Inserting (15) in (6) results in the expression for the throughput of slotted ALOHA combined with Rician
fading. Figure 3 shows the throughput S as a function of offered traffic G for Rician fading and for two
different values of the capture ratio a with q as a parameter.
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2.6 q = nl.D'ber of frequencies
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G (pad<els/time slot)

Figure 3 Throughput S versus offered traffic G for multiple frequency slotted ALOHA combined with
Rician fading for an infinite population, a is the capture ratio, ai i is the mean power of
scattered components and K;,d is the Rice factor '

C. Rayleigh fading
It there IS no dommant component 10 the received signal, s IS zero so the Rice tactor K equals zero and
equation (~2) (pdf of received instantaneous power Pi) reduces to an exponential pdf

(16)

In this case the received signal envelope has a Rayleigh pdf.
The pdf of the mean interference power of n interfering signals is found by convolving (16) n times.

Provided that the mean power a? is equal for each signal, this results in the gamma distribution

(17)

Using (16) and (17), the failure probability is found as

""OPn

PtCn) = [[ !p/Pd)!p/Pn)dPcf1Pn 1- [ 1 r
l+a

(18)
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Inserting (18) in (6) results in the expression for slotted ALOHA combined with Rayleigh fading for an
infinite population and inserting (18) in (9) gives the expression for a finite population. Figure 4 shows S as a
function of G for different values of N (number of terminals) and for ct = 8 dB.
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Figure 4 Throughput S versus offered traffic G for multiple frequency slotted ALOHA combined with
Rayleigh fading for different numbers of terminals N, ct is the capture ratio

As can be seen from figure 4, maximum throughput is higher for less users for all values of q. For increasing
G however throughput drops below the level for more users. This can be explained by realizing that at high
levels of offered traffic G overload occurs faster for a smaller number of terminals so throughput decreases
more rapid than for a larger number of terminals.

In figure 5 the throughput results for log-normal shadowing as well as Rayleigh and Rician fading are
displayed for comparison purposes. In all three cases the capture ratio Cl equals 8 dB, the Rician parameters
are equal to those in fig. 3.
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Figure 5 Throughput S versus offered traffic G for multiple frequency slotted ALOHA for shadowing
(log-normal standard deviation as)' Rician (mean scattered component power ai,i, Rice factor
~,d) and Rayleigh fading, ct is the capture ratio

For the parameters used in these calculations (~ = Kd) throughput for a Rician fading channel is lower than
for a Rayleigh fading channel, shadowing yields the highest throughput.
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IV. Conclusions

For all propagation mechanisms, there is a linear relation between the number of frequency channels (system
bandwidth) and the maximum throughput. This is caused by the random choice of frequency channel. Random
frequency assignment does not make optimal use of the capacity of multiple frequency channels since it does
not take into account whether channels are already occupied or not. If a transmitting frequency is chosen in a
less random manner maximum throughput may get increased for an increasing number of transmitting
frequencies. At the arrival of a packet a terminal could for instance first check for an unused channel and if it
fmds one, then only transmit the packet.

Maximum throughput increases for a decreasing number of terminals. At high levels of offered traffic G
throughput drops below the value for more terminals because overload occurs faster for fewer terminals.

Maximum normalized throughput for shadowing is higher than for fading, reaching a maximum of 0.5
packets per time slot. For the parameters used in the calculations maximum throughput for Rayleigh fading is
higher than for Rician fading due to the lower interference level (absence of dominant component).
Normalized maximum throughput for Rayleigh fading is 0.43 packets per time slot, for Rician fading this
value is 0.38 packets per time slot.

It is recommended to evaluate throughput for a channel combining shadowing with Rician or Rayleigh
fading and the near-far effect. The performance should also be analyzed for particular modulation techniques
and noise.
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Abstract

In digital recorders, the coded information is commonly grouped in large blocks,
called frames. Each frame starts with a synchronizationpattern, or marker, used
by the receiver to identify the frame boundaries and to synchronize the decoder.
In most applications, the sync pattern follows the prescribed channel constraints,
and it is unique, that is, in the encoded sequence, no block of information will
agree with the sync pattern except those specifically transmitted at the beginning
of the frames. Usually, the above arrangement is termed a prefix-synchronized
format. A receiver restores the channel bit clock - usually a phase-locked loop
is used for this purpose - and subsequently the synchronization pattern is used
to identify the frame and codeword boundaries (see [l) and [6}).

Errors can destroy sync patterns or create false ones. Insertions and deletions1
are caused by the loss of lock of the clock regeneration unit and result in the loss
or introduction of bits to the data bit stream. This way, synchronization is lost
until the next sync pattern can be found.

In this paper, we introduce a class of simple synchronizers which try to balance
speed for acquiring synchronization and necessity for proteetion against false sync
patterns.

1 Introduction

1.1 Structure of the Receiver in a Recorder
In digital magnetic recorders, the receiver circuitry is used to recover the information
previously stored on the magnetic tape. The receiver must compensate for distortions
introduced by the magnetic channel, recover the timing information, implement bit de-
tection, restore the bit synchronization, implement channel demodulation, and provide
for error detection and correction (see [4]).

1Insertions and deletions are also called bit slips.
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In spite of being presented in separate blocks, each one of the composing parts of
the receiver is more or less dependent upon the others. The adequacy of a certain
synchronizer architecture depends critically on the characteristics of other elements
of the total system, and, to greater degree, on the sort of errors that other elements
introduce or with which they can cope.

1.2 Organization of Bits at Channel Level
Most digital magnetic recorders use the prefix-synchronized format to organize the
coded information - represented by the data bits - on the tape. Bits are organized
into frames. Each frame is preceded by a unique sequence of bits, the sync pattern
or marker, which is used by the receiver to synchronize the information. Alternative
architectures, where the channel and/or error correction codes themselves provide for
the data synchronization, have been studied (see [2]and [3]), but are not considered in
this paper.

In most cases, the size of the frames is fixed in order to introduce extra information
to the synchronizer and to simplify the design of buffers.

The sync pattern does not appear in the bit stream except at the beginning of the
frames. However, it is good practice to choose a sync pattern that matches the channel
constraints (maximum and minimum runlength for example) and, if possible, makes it
easier for the phase-locked loop to resynchronize in case of loss of synchronization (see
[5]for more information about channel codes and the choice of the sync patterns).

In Section 2, we present the sort of errors commonly found in digital magnetic
recorders, and in Section 3, we present an architecture of synchronizers and analize
their performance.

2 Error Characterization

A careful study of the errors present in the retrieved bit stream is of paramount im-
portance in the design of a frame synchronizer. Errors present patterns which wemust
take into account in the design of the frame synchronizer.

We say that a bit inversion has taken place when the transmitted information had a
certain polarity and the detector, due to noise or channel distortion, mistakenly decided
for the opposite one. Sparsely distributed bit inversions are called random errors and
are very common in satellite channels. Bit inversions can also take place in bursts
in which case they are called burst errors. These are commonly found in telephone
channels.

When the detector detects more bits than were originally transmitted, we say that
an insertion has taken place. When less bits are detected than were transmitted, a
deletion has taken place. Insertions and deletions are a very serious problem as they
not only cause the loss of localized information, but also cause error propagation.
Insertions and deletions are caused by failures in recovering the timing information.

An stationary-head digital magnetic tape recorder (an S-DAT recorder) was used
in our experiments. This sort of recorder usually operates at a low tape-head speed
which means that small mechanical disturbances are enough to change the head-tape
speed and, those can cause problems both at recording as well as at play-back.
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Inter sync pattern distance (bits)

Figure 1: Inter sync pattern distance for an S-DAT recorder.

Experimental error analysis of the S-DAT recorder in question shows that the great
majority of the errors found after detection is caused by insertions or deletions. Burst
and random errors are scarcely found and do not contribute significantly to the bit error
rate. Figure 1 shows that the distance between two sync patterns is spread around the
expected value (510) due to the presence of insertions and deletions. There is a peak
in the distribution for an intersync distance of 574, but that is due to the fact that
after each 31 510-bit frames, there comes a frame that is 574 bits long.

At normal conditions, insertions and deletions found in this recorder are mostly 1
bit long. Larger insertions or deletions can be found when the recorder faces extreme
conditions like mechanical shocks.

3 Synchronization Strategy
Since insertions and deletions are the predominant source of errors in an S-DAT
recorder, the synchronizer should be able to acquire synchronization rapidly. Some
sort of "memory" has to be introduced to give better proteetion against false sync
patterns and missing sync patterns generated by random and burst errors.

A flying wheel, a search window and a number of sync levels are the characteristics of
the proposed architecture of the synchronizer. The flying wheel memorizes the position
where the next sync pattern is expected. The search window defines where the sync
pattern should be sought. Only a few bits around the expected position of the sync
pattern are checked for the sync pattern. The number of sync levels defines the time
constant of the strategy.

At sync level 0, the search window is always open, so that the first sync pattern
present in the bit stream is recognized by the synchronizer. When a sync pattern is
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recognized, the flying wheel is adjusted and the synchronizer jumps to sync level 1.
If the sync level is I =1= 0, the search window is only open a number of bits around

the expected position of the next sync pattern, which is given by the flying wheel. If a
sync pattern is found where it is expected, the synchronizer jumps to sync level 1+1. If
a sync pattern is found in the search window but not where it was expected, the flying
wheel is adjusted and the synchronizer jumps to sync level I - 1. If no sync pattern
is found in the search window, the flying wheel is not affected but the synchronizer
jumps to sync level I - 1.

A search window and flying wheel are used in this strategy to protect the synchro-
nizer against a false sync pattern which could appear in the bit stream due to errors.
The number of sync levels defines a time constant of the synchronizer, meaning: how
much time the synchronizer should wait before considering that there is complete loss
of synchronization. The search window should be large enough to avoid insertions and
deletions driving the sync pattern outside the search window.

3.1 Bit-Error Probability Model
The simplest synchronizer can be obtained if we skip the search window and fix the
sync level at O. Then insertions, deletions and false sync patterns result in the same
effect: the loss of synchronization until the next sync pattern is found.

Considering that after the loss of synchronization, on average half of the bits will
be in error, we can obtain the following expression for the bit error rate:

(1)

where:

• Er is the bit error rate,

• P = 1 - q is the probability that a deletion, an insertion or a false sync pattern
occur in a certain bit,

• N is the frame length.

The general problem can be represented by a Markov chain where each state repre-
sents a sync level of the synchronizer. An analytical solution of this problem is complex
and can be avoided if we make use of event-driven simulation.

In the implementation of the simulation, we consider the events:

1. a false sync is found at position i,

2. an insertion/deletion happens at position i,

to be independent of the position i and to have respectively probabilities Pis and Pid.
N is the frame length and W is the search window length.
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Figure 2: Result of the simulation for N = 500, W = 20, Xmax = 20 and Pis 10-10.
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4 sync levels
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1-10·' 1.10.4 1.10.3
Insertion/deletion rate (pid)

Figure 3: Result of the simulation for N = 500, W = 20, Xmax 20 and Pis
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3.2 Sirrmlation Results
At Figures 2 and 3, we present the results of simulations for different false sync rates
(Pis)' In the case which the false sync rate is always much smaller than the inser-
tionjdeletion rate (Figure 2), the difference in performance among synchronizers with
different parameters is only marginal. At Figure 3, we can observe that in situations in
which the false sync rate is predominant over the insertionj deletion rate the inclusion
of a search window provides for great improvement in the performance of the synchro-
nizer. It was not possible to observe great improvements in the performance of the
synchronizers through the use of more than one sync level.

4 Conclusions

This work leads us to the following conclusions:

• Experimental evidence shows that insertions and deletions are the predominant
source of error in an S-DAT recorder.

• Simple synchronizers can be designed to provide for fast synchronization required
to deal with insertions and deletions, without sacrificing its robustness against
random and burst errors.
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An Analytical Performance Evaluation of a coded
OFDM-based Transmission Scheme, using a Markov Model

for a Frequency Selective Channel

Otto L. van Linden1

Abstract

This paper describes an analytical performance analysis of an error-correcting
code in a dTTb 2 transmission scheme. A Markov Chain is used to model a fre-
quency selective multipath channel. It is observed that the frequency selectivity of
the channel causes a severe degradation of the performance of an error-correcting
code, which is designed to correct random errors, with respect to an infinitely in-
terleaved channel. Further, it is observed that large interleaving distances are
needed to suppress the performance degradation due the frequency selectivity of
the channel.

1 Introduction
Starting before the end of the century, the current television system (PALjSECAM)
is to be replaced by a new terrestrial digital TV system. Such a new digital system
must supply a hierarchy of picture qualities, ranging from standard definition (SD) via
enhanced definition (ED) to high definition (HD), and must enable robust portable
and indoor reception. The total hierarchical bit-stream, of up to 25 Mbps, has to be
transmitted over the existing VHF jUHF TV bands with 8=7-8 MHz channel band-
width.

In the European dTTb project a transmission scheme for such a new digital TV
system is under development. This scheme uses guard-intervals to prevent the Inter-
Symbol Interference (ISI) [1]which is caused by the multipath channel. Due to the high
bit-rate and the characteristics of the multipath channel [2] the guard-intervals must be
relatively large with respect to the symbol-time Ts. This implies that a large amount
of the total available capacity is spent on ISI-prevention. To increase the effective
channel capacity the available channel bandwidth (8 = 7-8 MHz) is subdivided into a
large number of subchannels Us = 7812.5 kHz) which are used to transmit a certain
amount of the total bit-stream. The resulting narrow- band signals are than efficiently
combined into a wide-band signal using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) [3]. An example of a dTTb transmission scheme is given in [4].

Due to the frequency selectivity [1] of the multipath channel the subchannels will
have different, but mutually dependent signal-to-noise ratio's (SNR). This dependency
degrades the performance of an error-correcting code (ECC), designed to correct ran-
dom errors, with respect to an infinitely interleaved channel where random errors occur.
In this paper an attempt is made to find an analytical model which makes it possible to
calculate the performance of an ECC in this particular transmission scheme. We will

IDelft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
2dTTb stands for Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting. This is a joint European project,

partly covered by the RACE 2082 project, funded by the European Community.
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particularly concentrate on the effect of the frequency selectivity of the encountered
transmission channel.

In Section 2 we will briefly describe some ofthe main characteristics of the multipath
channel. In Section 3 an analytical model is developed and evaluated. The effect of
frequency interleaving is also assessed. Finally, in Section 4 the obtained results are
discussed.

2 The Multipath Channel
The terrestrial system must allow robust portable reception which implies that the link
between transmitter and receiver consists of a random number of paths. Each with
its own independent attenuation factor ai and propagation delay Ti. Thus, if a signal
s(t) = ~[u(t) exp (j27r fet)], with energy Es> is transmitted the received signal may be
expressed as [1]:

r(t) = a(t)s(t) + n(t) 0:::; t < T., (1)
where a(t) = 2::; a;(t) exp (-j27rfeTi(t)) and n(t) represents White Gaussian Noise
with spectral density No. If no line-of-sight exists the received signal-to-noise ratio
/s = a2~ can be described by a centrally X2 probability density function (pdf) with
two degrees of freedom [1], i.e.,

P-r{Ts) = ! exp (- 2'), (2)
/s /s

with "is = E [a2~:l= E [~l the average received signal-to-noise ratio per symbol.
A channel which is described by (1) and (2) is called a Rayleigh Fading Channel (RFC).

The multipath intensity profile cPe(T) gives the average power output of the channel as a
function of the propagation delay T when an impulse is transmitted [1] and is given by
the autocorrelation of the impulse response of the channel. The maximum delay value
for which the cPe(T) is essentially non-zero is called the delay spread Tm of the channel.
Typical values are Tm = 7J.Ls for an urban and Tm = 0.7J.LS for a rural environment. In
both these environments cPe(T) is assumed to equal a negative exponential function [5],
i.e.,

(3)
with K, the profile constant.

The frequency plot of the channel can be obtained by taking the Fourier Transform of
the impulse response of the channel and is given, for a fixed time to, by

H(J) = L ai exp (-27r(J + fe)Ti). (4)

A frequency plot for an urban environment is shown in Figure 2.
The inverse of the delay spread Tm is approrimately equal to the coherence band-

width (f::!.J)e ~ T~ [1] of the channel. The coherence bandwidth is the minimum
frequency separation for which two sinusaids are affected differently by the channel. If
the bandwidth B of a signal is larger than the coherence bandwidth (f::!.f)e the channel
is said to be frequency selective.
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Figure 1: Frequency plot for an urban environment.

3 An Analytical Performance Analysis

In this Section we first give performance references in Section 3.1 and 3.2. In Section
3.3 we describe and evaluate an analytical model. Finally, in Section 3.4 we assess the
effect of frequency interleaving.

3.1 Perfor-rrrances with infinite interleaving

For a d'I'Tb-like transmission scheme we assume that the information bit-stream is en-
coded using a binary [n,k,d] BCH code [6]. The resulting bit-stream is then transrmtred
over N adjacent subchannels, with bandwidth f. = 7812.5H z, using 2-DPSK modula-
tion [1]. Thus, if N is chosen such that N > n, a complete codeword is transmitted in
one time-slot Ta-

Further, the subchannels are assumed to have fiat fading [1]. Thus, the individual
subchannels can be considered to be Rayleigh Fading Channels, for which the received
SNR can be described by the pdf of (2).

A randomly chosen subchannel can be modelled by a RFC. The bit-error probabil-
ity Pe of 2-DPSK on such a channel equals [1]

p _ _ 1
e,R( 'Yb) - 2('h + 1)' (5)

with 7. = ';;h the average received SNR per bit. In literature, in most cases, infinite in-
terleaving is assumed. This assumption corresponds, in the dTTb transmission scheme,
with the assumption that the subchannels are mutually independent. The error-event
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rate EER [6] will then be given by

(6)

where tmax = Ld;l J is the error-correcting capacity of the ECC 3. Curve (a) of Figure
3.3 shows the performance of an extended binary [256,224,9] BCH code on an infinitely
interleaved channel.

3.2 Performances Vla simulation

However, the multipath channel introduces SNR fluctuations in the frequency domain
as can be seen from Figure 2. These SNR fluctuations cause different but mutually
dependent SNR's of the adjacent subchannels and, thus, bit-error probabilities. This
dependency causes burst-errors which degrade the performance of an ECC which is de-
signed to correct random errors, with respect to the infinitely interleaved performances
given by (6). The extend of this degradation is directly related to the frequency se-
lectivity and, thus, to the coherence bandwidth (.6.f)c of the channel. In Figure 3.3
curve (b), the performance of the extended binary [256,224,9] BCH code obtained from
a simulation of the dTTb transmission scheme, in an urban environment, is shown.

From these curves it can be seen that asymptotic coding gain [6] of the performances
of the simulation is of a lesser order then on an infinitely interleaved channel, due to
occurence of the burst-errors.

3.3 Performances on a Markov Chain Model

A well know model to simulate burst-errors is the Burst-Noise Channel model intro-
duced by Gilbert [7] which consists of a Markov chain with two states; the Good (G)
and the Bad (B) state. If we now assume that a subchannel with a received SNR Ib
higher than some threshold It (--Yb ;::: It) is appointed to G state and a subchannel
with Ib < It to the B state, we perform a kind of quantization of the received SNR
Ib of each subchannel. According to the received SNR representation of the states we
can define a certain bit-error probability P; in each state. A codeword of length n , n
adjacent subchannels due to 2-DPSK modulation, is now represented by a sequence of
n states. The error pattern of the codeword is dictated by the transition- and bit-error
probabilities between/of the states. The transition probabilities express the depen-
dency between the adjacent subchannels. The 2-state Markov chain can be extended
to a more general Markov chain with m-states, where each state Si, i = 0,1, .. ,m-I,
represents a certain SNR-range, i.e., Si = [lt,i"t,i+1). The error-event rate Re of a
code can be derived from a recursive algorithm introduced by Elliott [8].

In order to be able to compute the error-event rate EER we first have to derive the
transition probabilities Pij from state Si to Sj, i,j = 0, 1, ..,m -1, and the bit-error
probabilities Pe,i of the states Si, i = 0,1, .. ,m - 1. Since, each state represents a
SNR-range the bit-error probability Pe,i can be derived by averaging the performance

3 l=J, integer i such that x - 1 < i ::;x
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of 2-DPSK on a AWGN channel Pe,a(,b) = ~exp (-'b) [1] over the pdf of the RFC (2)
and condition on the state probability Pi = J.YbES•p-,(Jb)d,b, i.e.,

i = 0,1, .. ,m - 1. (7)

The transition probabilities Pij can be derive from the joint pdf p-,( If" ,f» where lil
is the received SNR at frequency tI such that 12 = ft + f s - These two SNR's corre-
spond, in our model, with the centers of two consecutive subchannels. The transition
probabilities Pij are given by

P P( 5.[ 5.) _ P(Jf, E Sj"f, E Si)
ij = If, E J If, E ,- P(J" E Si) l,] 0,1, .. ,m-I, (8)

with
P(Jf, E s., If, E Si) = 1-",1+' 1-""+' P-,(J""f,) d,,, d'f> (9)

'1t,; ;t,i

the joint distribution function. In [9] it is shown that the transition probabilities Pij,
i,j = 0, 1,..,m-l are given by

*{exp(--'~i) [Q(vcr-"++',~ - Q(~,yPJ¥)1

+ exp(--"?') [Q(fo1f,vp-"~+') - Q(Vcr7'r"VP7'~+')l (10)

+ exp (-~) [Q (fo1f, ~) - Q (fo1f, Vcr-,,~+,)1

+ exp (_7'~+') [Q (VP7'~+', Vcr7'?') - Q (VP7'~+',~)]},
where Q(a,b) is the first order Marcum's Q-function [10]. Further,

2 2~2 K2

P = (1- ~2) and ~2 = K2 + (27rf.)2' (11)

where K is the profile constant defined in Section 2. According to [2] the parameter ~2

equals the envelope correlation function Pe. Thus, with Pe = ~2 = °we obtain Pij = Pj
which leads to an infinitely interleaved channel.

The performance estimates for the extended binary [256,224,9] BCH code in an
urban environment with an m state model and the thresholds It,i chosen as follows

It,i = { -: ~~
rh . 3 . (n - 1- i) dB

°m
I, ..,m -1

(12)

are shown in Figure 3.3. The estimates are obtained under the assumption of flat
fading [1], this implies that only transitions between adjacent states are allowed.
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3.4 Interleaving

The performance degradations are due to the dependency between the SNR's of con-
secutive subch anriels. From the envelope correlation function Pe it can be seen that
the correlation can be reduced by interleaving the consecutive bits of a codeword over
the su bchannels. So far, the bits of a codeword were transmitted in consecutive sub-
channnels. We now assume that the consecutive bits of codeword are transmitted in
subchannels which are separated by (Y - 1) subchan nels, where Y is the interleaving
distance.

The performances of the ECC can now be calculated with the same model, but we
must take the Th power of the transition matrix Il which consists of all the transition
probabilities Pij' The performances of the extended binary [256,224,9] BCH code in
an urban environment with different interleaving distances is shown in Figure 3.4.

4 Discussions

It is observed that, for the dTTb transmission scheme on a practical frequency-selctive
channel, a severe performance degradation occurs with respect to an infinitely inter-
leaved channnel. This degradation is due to the signal strength correlation between
adjacent subchannels, As can be seen from the frequency plot of Figure 2, it is very
likely that if one of the subchannels, used to transmit a bit of the codeword, has a
SNR well below the average SNR the neighbouring will also have a relatively low SNR,
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Figure 3: The error-event rate EER for an extended binary [256,224,9] BCH code in
an urban environment and interleaving distance I obtained from alO-state Markov
Chain Model.

so a burst of bits with a relatively higher bit-error probability occurs. Further, at
low average SNR the reverse process causes bursts of bits with relatively low bit-error
probabilities which cause a small performance improvement compared with infinite
interleaving for SNR. < 1.'i riR.

The Markov model delivers good estimates for low average SNR, but with increasing
average SNR the performance estimates diverge from the performances of the simula-
tion. It can be seen from Figure 3.3 that the model delivers in this case reasonable
estimates until approximately 30 dB. It was found that good threshold settings of the
state with low SNR is necessary. This is while with increasing average SNR the errors
are induced by the subchannels with relatively low SNR. The choice of the thresholds
It,i seems ad-hoc but comparison with other choices showed that this is a respectable
choice. Although, the 3 dB steps can be made smaller to improve the quantization in
the low SNR region.

The performance estimates eventually diverge from the simulation, the reason for
this is expected to be the mis-match of the negative exponential correlation function
of the Markov model and the practical correlation function obtained from the joint pdf
P"fbft',f,), which equals [2]:

(13)

Although the Markov chain is not a correct representation of reality, it allows an
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easy assessment of frequency interleaving. From Figure 3.4 it observed that in the used
system on an urban channel, an interleaving distance of Z = 32 subchannels is needed to
obtain performances approximately equal to those on an infinitely interleaved channel.
This corresponds with a frequency separation of approximately twice the coherence
bandwidth (tlf)c ;:::;J 150 kHz of the urban channel. From this we may conclude that
two subchannels which are separated by more than the coherence bandwidth remain
significantly correlated. This corresponds with the definition in [2], which states that
the coherence bandwidth is the frequency separation for which the envelope correlation
function Pe(tlf) = 0.5.
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Matrix Equalization for OFDM Systems
A.G.O. Koppelaar

Abstract

An equalizer for a Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM) system is proposed. To
combat both Intersymbol Interference and Interchannel Interference, an equalizer
with coefficient matrices at the equalizer taps is suggested. In order to perform
satisfactory on a fading channel (radio channel) Decision Feedback Equalizers
are studied. Optimal coefficients are found based on a Minimal Mean Square Er-
ror criterion. In order to obtain a reasonable amount of complexity, an exchange
between complexity and performance must be made by reducing the number of
coefficients per matrix (implement bandmatrices). Due to the time variant be-
haviour of the radio channel, the equalizer coefficients has to be adapted, which
is done with the Least Mean Square algorithm.

1 Introd uction

The interest for Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM) is increased for the last 25 years,
because it has a much greater immunity against impulsive noise and fades then mono-
carrier systems. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) is an MCM tech-
nique, which can be implemented efficiently using DFT (FFT) processing [IJ. Although
OFDM has a great immunity against channel impairments, loss of orthogonality occurs
in the presence of channel distortion. In case of very large delay spread, we can use
an equalizer to enhance the performance of an OFDM system. Conventionally, guard
intervals [2J are used to combat multipath effects. A disadvantage of this approach
is the reduced channel efficiency. With an equalizer in combination with OFDM, we
hope that we can combat the multipath effects with a reasonable complexity and with
a reasonable loss of efficiency. In fact two kinds of equalizers can be used to improve
the performance of an OFDM system. At first we can make use of a broadband equal-
izer (equalizer before the FFT processing of the receiver) and secondly, we can make
use of subchannel equalizers (equalizers after the FFT processing of the receiver). The
complexity (the number of complex multiplications per second to obtain the desired
equalizing operation) of the subchannel equalizer is at first glance equivalent or greater
than the complexity of the broadband equalizer, but we try to obtain a favourable
exchange between performance and complexity.

2 The OFDM system
The transmitted OFDM signal is a linear combination of N modulated and equally
spaced subcarriers

ex> N-l
s(t) = L L X,(n)p(t - nT)ejw,(t-nT).

n=-ex> 1=0
(1)

1Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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The datasymbols XI(n) are complex valued elements of a discrete alphabet (e.g. a
QPSK-constellation). Hence the N subcarriers are modulated in amplitude and/or
phase by the datasymbols XI (n). The function p( t) is a rectangular window function
with width T sec. By using an Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), an OFDM system can
be implemenred efficiently. At the transmitter N datasymbols are transformed with
the IFFT. The N outputs of the transformation are converted in a analog signal s(t)
by using respectively a Parallel to Serial convertor and a Digital to Analog convertor.
At the receiver the inverse operations in a reversed order are performed on each N
succesive samples of the received signal r(t) (the sample period is : ij). In Figure
1 an OFDM transmitter and receiver are drawn. The received signal is distorted by

P -> S s(t)
IFFT FFT

Figure 1: OFDM transmitter and receiver

the channel and noise is added (we assume Additive White Gaussian Noise). Due to
multipath effects, orthogonality is lost. Denoting the channel impulse response by h( t)
and the noise by n(t), we can write the received signal as

r(t) = s(t) * h(t) + n(t). (2)

In next paragraph a vector channel model is introduced which makes the effects of the
channel on the OFDM signal more comprehensive.

3 The vector channel model

The behaviour of the (baseband) channel can be characterized very efficiently by a vec-
tor channel model (see Figure 2). This vector channel model resembles the equivalent
discrete-time model of a channel with intersymbol interference and AWGN which is
used in conventional equalizer texts [4, 3]. The difference is that we are now dealing
with vectors instead of scalars. The channel output vector r.(k) is given by

M

r.(k) = LHi.§.(k - i) + JJ.(k).
i=û

(3)

The vectors r., .§. and JJ. are N dimensional and the matrices Hi with i = 0, ... ,M are
N x Nmatrices (N is the number of subcarriers). This means that the vectors r.(k)
and .§.(k) ) consist of N consecutive samples of the signals r(t) and s(t) ) (sampled at
t = :fr + kT, i=O,... ,N-1 ). The relation between the impulse response h(t) and the
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ll(k)

Y(k)
DFT

Figure 2: OFDM system with vector channel model

matrices Hi is given by

i = O, ... ,M.

The elements hi of the matrices are samples of the impulse response het) : hi = h(iJi),
where we assume that hi = 0 for i < O. When the channel is ideal ( het) = S(t) ) we
have Ho = I and Hi = 0 for i ;:::1. A highly dispersive channel can be characterized
by many matrices Hi which are essential non-zero. An impulse response of length T

sec. can be modelled by M = ffl matrices.
The relationship between the received data vector Y (k) and the transmitted data

vector X(k) is

M

Y(k) = CDFTHoCIDFTX(k) +L CDFTH;CIDFTX(k - i) + CDFTll(k). (4)
Î=1

, where the matrix CDFT denotes the Discrete Fourier Transferm (in practice ofcourse
implemented as Fast Fourier Transform). From this equation we see that interchannel
interference (ICI, interference between subcarriers ) and intersymbol interference (ISI,
interference between successive symbolvectors) occurs simultaneously, unless Ho = al
(with a -1= 0) and Hi = 0, i > 1.
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4 Decision Feedback Equalization
A decision feedback equalizer (DFE) consists of a feedforward equalizer and a feedback
equalizer. Besides the received data vector Y, M previously detected symbol vectors
are used to make an estimate X of the current symbol vector [4]. This estimate is
done with M + 1 matrices: C,, with i = 0, ... ,M. An estimate of the current symbol
vector is given by (see Figure 3)

M

X(k) = C~Y(k) - L CT X(k - i).
i=l

(5)

The symbol vectors denoted by X(k - i) are the M symbols detected before time k.
Detection is assumed to be done correctly. Some results on the probability of error for
a DFE with error propagation can be found in [5]. To determine if an estimate is good,

Co

Figure 3: Decision Feedback Equalizer

the Mean Square Error (MSE) criterion is used. The total average MSE (averaged over
the N subchannels) is defined by

1 - 2
€tota! = NE[lX - XI]· (6)

The problem is now to find matrices C, with i = 0, ... ,M such that the total average
MSE is minimal (strictly speaking we want to minimize the symbol error rate). Some
assumptions are made to calculate these optimal matrices. We assume the transmitted
symbols X, to be uncorrelated and having an average symbol energy Es

(7)
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where X* denotes the conjugated of X. Also we assume the data symbols to be
uncorrelated with the noise and secondly the noise to be white Gaussian with power
!!sJ.
2

E[X*(m)llT(k)]

E[ll*(m)llT(k)] (8)

The following matrix and vector are introduced to obtain handsome formulaes

( _~i:.k~1) ).
,Q(k) =

-X(k - M)

(9)

With these definitions we can write the total average MSE as

Etotal = ~E[IFT Q - Xn (10)

The matrix F that minimizes this total average MSE is called the optimal matrix :
Fopt. Writing out the total average MSE we obtain

Etotal= ~tr (£.1- WV-'WH + (WH ~ VF)HV-1(wH - VF)), (11)

where V = E[.'!t(k)QT(k)], W = E[X*(k)l?(k)], 'tr' is the trace of a matrix and H
denotes the conjugated transpose. From (11) we see that the MSE is minimal when
(see also [6])

VFopt = WH.

The average minimal MSE is then equal to

1
Emin = E, - N tr (WF opt) .

(12)

(13)

The expression for the optimal matrix Fopt can be separated in expressions for the
optimal feedforward coefficientmatrix and for the optimal feedback coefficient matrices.
To accomplish this, the matrices V and W have to be worked out. The matrices V
and Ware given by

-Q{f ... -QZ.)
£sI '

W = (Qo o ... 0), (14)

where we use the definitions: A = E[Y*(k)yT(k)] and Qi = E[X*(k - i)yT(k)]. The
solution of t.heMSE problem can now be represented by (see (12))

-Q{f
(15)
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This results in a set of M + 1 matrix equations. The optimal coefficient matrices are
given by

Á -lQt!,
1
Es Q;Co

where Á = A - i; 2:~1 QfiQ;. With these notations we obtain the following notation
for the MMSE

1 ( A -I H)
Em'n = Es - Ntr QoA Qo . (17)

Co

C • for i = 1, ... ,M , (16)

A special case arises when only a feedforward matrix is used. In that particular case
expression (15) reduces to ACo = Q{f, thus Co = A -IQ{f. To write down the final
solutions of the DFE we introduce the matrix R : R = NCDFTÁCIDFT. Using the
relationships (4) and (8) we can write out the matrices Q. and R

Q.
R (18)

Substituting these matrices in the expressions for the optimal coefficient matrices gives

NEsCIDFTR-IH;CDFT,

NEsCIDFTHTR-IH~CDFT. (19)

These optimal coefficient matrices result in the following MMSE

(20)

5 Least Mean Square Adaptation

Due to a bad (initial) choice of the equalizer coefficients or to the time varying character
of the channel, the equalizer coefficients can be suboptimal such that the MSE is not
minimal. In order to obtain the lowest achievable MSE, an algorithm to adjust the
equalizer coefficients must be used. Theoretically, the deterministic gradient (or exact
gradient) algorithm is the best algorithm (w.r.t. the MSE), to adapt the equalizer
coefficients. The deterministic gradient algorithm uses the exact gradient (with respect
to the equalizer coefficients) of the MSE to update the equalizer coefficients

(21)

where Etota/(k) is the total average MSE in a certain time slot k. In practice, often
Least Mean Squares (i.e. LMS- or stochastic gradient algorithm) adaptation is used
[3J,because it takes too much time to perform the expectation operation. Therefore in
the LMS algorithm an unbiased estimate of the gradient is used

(22)
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The resulting LMS algorithm can be formulated as

F(k + 1) = F(k) - JLJl*§.(k) where §.(k) = FT Jl(k) - X(k). (23)

The algorithm can be separated in an algorithm for the feedforward coefficients and
one for the feedback coefficients

Co(k + 1)
C;(k + 1)

Co(k) - JLY*(k)§.T(k),
C;(k) + JLX*(k - i)§.T(k) for i = 1, ... ,M . (24)

Stability of the LMS algorithm is obtained ([3, 7]) when

2
0< JL< JLmax = -À-'

max
(25)

Fastest convergence is obtained when JL= À~a%' which is half as large as the maximum
allowed adaptation parameter.

6 Reducing complexity
The cornplexity of the aforementioned equalizer is tremendous because each of the
matrices Co ... CM contains N2 coefficients. Not only for complexity reasons, but also
for convergence reasons it is important to reduce the number of coefficients. Therefore
it is important to find ways to reduce complexity without degrading the performance
too much. It is known [2]that the spectral form of the subchannel signals has a sin( x) / x
shape. From this property it can be expected that interchannel interference decreases
when subchannels are spaced more in the frequency spectrum. This means that the
coefficients in the equalizer matrices are decaying when we move from the diagonal.
It is thus reasonable to use bandmatrices to equalize the demod.ulated signal instead
of using matrices with N2 coefficients. It turns out that a complete derivation of the
optimal coefficient bandmatrices consumes too much place and therefore we suffice
with the fact that the optimal coefficient bandmatrices are roughly the same within
the band as the aforementioned optimal coefficient matrices. Until now no expression is
found for the minimal attainable MSE with bandmatrix equalizers. So, this figure has
to be obtained by simulations. In Figure 4 an impression is given what can be achieved
with a 'tridiagonal-matrix' equalizer (2 matrices). The simulated impulse response is
h(t) = 8(t) + O.38(t - T/2), and no noise is assumed.

7 Conclusions
The symbol error rate is a performance measure which is very important for qualifying
a transmission system but very difficult to obtain analytically. Therefore many siuiula-
tions have to be done to supplement the theoretical calculations. Because reduction of
complexity is important both for implementational reasons as for increasing the con-
vergence speed, the exchange between performance and complexity has to be studied.
Preliminary simulations with the matrix equalizer are promising.
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Figure 4: Scatter diagram of unequalized and equalized system using 8-PSK symbols
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Antenna Diversity for OFDM Systems
Paul G.M. de Bot1

Abstract

Future digital broadcast systems in Europe will probably be based on OFDM
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing). With indoor/portable reception.
the received signal strength of narrow-band signals (such as separate OFDM sub-
channel signals) will depend heavily on the antenna location or polarization. This
does not hold for the signal strength of wide-band signals (such as the composite
OFDM signal). Therefore, conventional antenna diversity with wide-band com-
bining does not deliver much gain.

This paper describes a way of performing antenna diversity by implement-
ing the front-end and OFD demodulation L-fold for L separate antennas and
combining the resulting signals per (narrow-band) subchannel.

1 Introduction
Within the European Digital Terrestrial TV Broadcast (dTTb) project, a TV system
is under development which should allow portable, rugged and indoor reception of
the signal. An example of such a system, which uses Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM), is described in [2]. One of the main problems in the wide-band
system design is the spatial fading which occurs in channels like the indoor reception
channel.

Narrow-band and wide-band spatial fading are decribed in Sections 2 and 3. Narrow-
band antenna diversity is described in Section 4. All antenna diversity systems use a
combining technique as discussed in Section 5. In Sections 6-7, we describe wide-band
spatial fading with an appropriate antenna diversity technique.

2 Spatial Fading in Narrow-Band Channels
At a receiver antenna, we receive the signal r = as + n, where a is the complex
attenuation factor of the channel, s is the transmitted signal with E[ss*] = Es and n
is the complex zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise component of the received signal
with E[nn*] = No/2. We assume a to be constant in time but varying with the location
of the antenna. In narrow-band channels, we can assume a to be constant over the
channel bandwidth (flat fading). In this paper, we assume the channel to be a Rayleigh
fading channel, which implies a to be complex zero-mean Gaussian distributed. We
further assume E[aa*] = 1.

From measurements, it appears that the received narrow-band signal-to-noise ratio
at a receiving antenna which is not inline-of-sight with the transmitter, heavily depends
on the exact location of the receiving antenna (spatial fading) [3]. This effect is caused

lphilips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000,5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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Figure 1: Received narrow-band power (300 Hz) at an antenna as a function of its
position. In this example, the wavelength of the signal is 39 cm.

by local extinction of the signal contributions from the different paths in a multipath
transmission channel. A plot, giving the received signal power of an antenna as a
function of its position is shown in Figure l.

At specific antenna positions, the received signal can be in a spatial fade, such
that the transmitted information is lost. The distance, over which we need to shift
the antenna in order to obtain independent signal-to-noise ratio's in such channels, is
called the coherence distance Xc' Usually, thi.s coherence distance is in the order of
>"/2,where A is the wavelength of the signal.

3 Spatial Fading in Wide-Band Channels
Due to multipath reception. the multipath fading channels have the property of fre-
quency selectivity [6J. This means that on wide-band channels, the attenuation factor
Cl' varies over the channel bandwidth (frequency-selective fading).

OFDM is a technique to multiplex many narrow-band signals into one wide-hand
signal using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [9J. We can for example split one B = 8
MHz signal into N = 512 subchannels of 15 = 15.625 kHz each. OFDM is very well
suited for transmission over multipath fading channels as the terrestrial VHF/UHF
channel [IJ.

By transmitting OFDM signals over a frequency-selective fading channel, the infor-
mation in each subchannel is affected by a different effective signal-to-noise ratio. The
minimum frequency between narrow-band signals with mutually uncorrelated signal-
to-noise ratio's is called the coherence bandwidth Bc. From measurements with indoor
reception, it appears that the frequency selective fading characteristics also depend
of the location of the receiving antenna (spatial fading). Figure 2 shows the received
power spectrum of an (originally white) OFDM signal of 7 MHz effective bandwidth,
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at two receiving antenna positions Xl and X2 at a distance of >'/2 apart. It can be seen
that the location of fades is very much dependent of the antenna position.

4 Antenna Diversity

Antenna diversity is obtained if we use multiple receiving antennas, subject to mutually
independent transmission channel states. An advantage of antenna diversity, compared
with diversity obtained by, e.g., coding redundancy or cross-polarized transmission
antennas, is the fact that we do not need any special measures at the transmitter site.
Commonly known forms of antenna diversity include spatial diversity, polarization
diversity and angle diversity [6].

If we use spatial diversity to combat spatial fading, and one of t.h~receiver antennas
is in a spatial fade, another antenna at a separation X ;:::j X; could probably receive the
signal. The probability will be very small that both antennas are in a fade simulta-
neously. Therefore, it could be beneficial to have L > 1 spatially separated antennas
at our receiver, and to combine their received signals in such a way that we obtain a
better average signal-to-noise ratio and a more favourable spatial distribution of the
signal-to-noise ratio. If all L antennas have mutually independent signal-to-noise ra-
tios, we obtain L-diversity reception. A condition for obtaining this true diversity, is
a minimum mutual antenna separation of Xc. In practice, also antenna separations of
much less than this coherence distance, can give important performance improvements
[5].

Another way to obtain antenna diversity, is using two receiving antennas with or-
thogonal directions (polarization diversity). Since the polarization direction of a signal
is assumed to be random for each propagation path in indoor reception environments,
we get independent frequency selective fading patterns at the antennas, which implies
2-diversity.
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name Wi

Linear Combining 1
Power Ratio Combining lail
Equal Gain Combining a*/Iail
Maximum Ratio Combining a*

Selection Combining {~
lail = maxi=l, .. ,L lail
lail =1= maxi=l, ...,L lail

Table 1: Combining Techniques
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Figure 3: Performance of uncoded QPSK with L = 2 Antenna Diversity Reception on
an Infinitely Interleaved Rayleigh Fading Channel.

5 Diversity Combining

The received signals from all L antennas need to be combined into a new signal by a
so-called combinet. Wewant to design a combiner such that the average signal-to-noise
ratio 'Y at the output of the combiner is maximum and the resulting distribution of the
signal-to-noise ratio, gives improved performances.

On antenna i, i = 1, ... ,L, we receive the signal Ti = aiS + ni, where ai is the
complex attenuation factor of the channel with respect to the ith signal and ni is the
noise component of the ith signal. If the antenna spacing is sufficiently large, the values
of ai can be assumed to be mutually independent. Furthermore, ai is assumed to be
constant in time and only depending on the location of the antenna. We assume also
the noise components ni to be mutually independent. This is certainly true if the noise
originates from the input amplifier of the ith antenna.

A combiner detennines a resulting received signal T = as + n = r:f=l WiT;, where ui,

is the weighting factor of the ith antenna signal. We can distinguish several different
combining methods [4][7]which are listed in table 1. In Figures 3 and 4, the perfor-
mances of the different combining methods as a function of the average signal-to-noise
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Figure 4: Performance of RS[255,223,33]-coded QPSK with L = 2 Antenna Diversity
Reception on an Infinitely Interleaved Rayleigh Fading Channel.

ratio per bit 'Yb are shown for respectively uncoded and RS[255,223,33]-coded QPSK
with 2-branch antenna diversity on a Rayleigh fading channel with infinite interleaving.

It can be argued that if we add up all Ti in a non-coherent way, i.e. without
compensating each Ti by the phase rotation Lex, of the message component s, we still
have a significant probability that all signals add up destructively. Therefore, non-
coherent combining methods as linear combining and power ratio combining Ju not
yield large performance improvements, compared with a single antenna. An exception
is non-coherent maximum ratio combining of differentially encoded signals, which yields
a loss of usually 3 dB, compared with coherent maximum ratio combining [7].

It can be seen that maximum ratio combining, equal gain combining and selection
combining lead to a significant performance improvement. For these three diversity
techniques, we have EER rov 1/,l. Theore-tically, it can be shown that maximum ratio
combining is the optimal combining technique [4]. Selection combining IS approxiuiately
2 dB worse than maximum ratio combining.

For the coded system with small EER, we see that L = 2 antenna diversity with
maximum ratio combining yields a gain of 9 dB over reception without antenna diversity
for BER = lU-G•

6 Antenna Diversity on Wide-band Channels
The conventional antenna diversity receiver structure for an OFDM-based transmission
scheme, using wide-band combining, is shown in Figure 5. This way of performing
antenna diversity for portable reception of OFDM signals gives limited performance
improvements. This is so because the average received signal-to-noise ratio over a wide
frequency band (7 MHz) does not vary as much as the received signal-to-noise ratio
over a narrow frequency band (e.g., an OFDM subchannel of 8 kHz). It would be
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Figure 6: OFDM Receiver with Narrow-Band Combining; The front-end and OFD
Demultiplexer are implemented L-fold; the combiner N-fold.

better to perform the combining mechanism for each OFDM subchannel separately.
In other words, the front-end and OFD demultiplexer need to be implemented at the
receiver for each of the L antennas separately. The signals at the output of the OFD
demultiplexers are fed to N combiner units, each performing appropriate combining for
one of the N subchannels. In this way, we can obtain significant gain, compared with
single-antenna reception. The occurrence of deep fades in the space domain is reduced
significantly. In a following paper, we will report about the results of simulations anel
measurements, which willleael to more quantitative performance data.

A diversity antenna receiver of such a scheme is shown in Figure 6. An implemeuta-
tion of a complete OFDM transmission scheme with L = 2 antenna diversity reception
is shown in Figure 7. In Figure 8, the simulated performances of a specific coded
OFDM scheme with L = 2 antenna reception and different narrow-band combining
techniques are shown. The antennas at locations Xl and X2 receive the spectra as in
Figure 2 with equal wide-band signal power. Hence, wide-band combining would have
been useles in this case. The figure shows that narrow-band maximum rato combining
yields in this very specific case a gain of 8.5 dB at BE R = 10-6.

Together with the disadvantage (compared with conventional antenna diversity) of
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increased receiver complexity, this way of getting antenna diversity has the advantage
of not losing signal-to-noise ratio due to RF switching by diodes or other (analog)
semi-conductor circuits.

The frequency selective fading characteristics (in the frequency domain), can also
change temporary due to the changing environment (someone walking in the neigh-
borhood of the antenna). This frequency selective temporal fading will also be heavily
position-dependent, so the the aforementioned narrow-band antenna diversity combin-
ing delivers also benefit in this situation.

A (more complex) alternative for OFDM to cancel the negative effects of frequency
selective fading, is the use of an adaptive equalizer. In [8], it is proposed to cancel
frequency selective spatial fading by using antenna diversity with an adaptive equalizer
for each antenna.

7 Extensions

The ideas described in this paper can be generalized for other forms of antenna diversity,
such as angle diversity or other implement ation methods like phased arrays.

If the coherence bandwidth of the frequency selective fading is much larger than the
subchannel spacing (Bc:;» fs), we could perform the diversity combining somewhere
halfway the FFT-operation. This means that only part of the FFT at the receiver side
needs Lu be implemented L-fold.
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